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ABSTRACT

TITLE OF THESIS: AFROBEAT SONG-TEXT NARR ATTVF. AND THE POETICS
OF HYPERTEXT PERFOPMANCE ^

The discourse of orality in contemporary Africanist scholarship is largely a

discursive formation, and a site of ideological struggle for self-representation in

contesting imposed colonialist master narrative. The concept of orality has continued to

shape scholarly discourses in addition to informing creative production. This discursive

formation is equally mformed by the broad canons that bave come to shape literaiy and

cultural studies, especially in the electronic, multimédia âge. By using the Afrobeat

genre of music and performance as a major reference point in this study, the intention is

two-fold. to explore the tbeoretical overlaps that are implicit in such a discourse, and to

bring into focus the theorizing of the "self by the aesthetic subculture, in order not to

foist arbitrary theory on a form that can express a subtle but very profound mode of

signification.

Given the multi-genre nature of the enquiry and its peculiar mode as a text, it is

more appropriate to combine tbeoretical fi-ames in conducting the analysis. The

informing tbeoretical principle underlying the évaluation is performance tbeoiy. This is

found to be quite apt m view of the usual need to justify the context of performance and

the potential of this paradigm to deploy semiotic resources for textual appréciation. To

this extent, the study made use of oral interviews primarily from Lagos, Ibadan, Accra,

and Abidjan wbere, in addition to Fela Anikulapo-Kuti, artists like Tony Allen, Dele
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Sosinmi, Fasail Helwani and Werewere Liking were observed. Furthermore, video

recordings were made. These raw data were transcribed, sometimes translated, and

classified for flirther analysis.

The findings revealed the new direction of composition, performance, and

transmission of oral literature/performance and its secondary variant such as Affobeat, in

the electronic âge. In addition, it also calls attention to the changing context of

intellectual property rights as evinced in digital sampling and manipulation, especially

by the new Afrobeat acts. The research flirther demonstrated that a good measure of

theoretical msights that inform canon formation, can be provided by the performers

themselves, even when such perspectives may lack the finesse of standard académie

practices.

Based on these findings, the field of oral literature, and the ancillary discipline of

cultural studies, can now benefit from a paradigm shifl in the conceptualization of

contemporaiy performance mode. Scholarship in the field is flirther strengthened to

acloiowledge modes oîtextuality earlier ignored by virtue of inadéquate approaches that

had sought to foist extemal criteria on the African creative experience.

Keywords: Afrobeat, Song-Text narrative, Hypertext, Poetics, Performance

Word Connt: 304
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Afrika Shrine

Fela s place of worship and nightspot. The aspect of worship started at the Empire Hotel

(Pela s former shrine), but was given full expression when he moved to Pepple Street.

During musieal interludes, Fela breaks off to worship with band members and acolytes.

Afrobeat

Tbis is the name by wbicb Fela's music came to be known starting in the late sixties.

And tbougb the name survives, in a 1992 interview I bad witb bim, Fela denounced tbe

nomenclature as "a meaningless commercial nonsense witb wbicb recording labels

exploited tbe artist."

Area Boy

Term used to descnbe urban unemployed youtb, prone to forming gangs and extorting

money as a way of "eoping" witb city life. Aceording to Mr. Jiti Ogunye, one of Fela's

attorneys, tbe origin of tbe term can be traced to Fela's Kalakuta Republic and tbe Afnka

Shrine, wbere members of tbe commune used tbe phrase to make a distinction between

tbeir group and rascally actions embarked upon by neigbborbood gangs —^tbe boys in

tbe area, or "Area Boys."

vil
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Comprehensive Show

Perfonnance on Saturday nights at the Afrika Shrine. It is also the "Divination Night"—

day of worship when the Egypt "80 Ensemble dancers corne on stage. The outdoor

Comprehensive Show" does not include the worship ritual.

Egypt '80 Band

The name of Fela's band. Fela constantly changed the name to reflect its musical and

ideological orientation at différent points in time; hence, from the early sixties, the band

had evolved through Highlife Rakers, Koola Lobitos, Nigérian 70, and African 70. After

Fela s death, the original band briefly was renamed as Fela's Egypt 80 Band but bas

now settled for Seun Anikulapo-Kuti and the Egypt 80s.

FESTAC

Acronym for the Second World Black and African Festival of Arts and Culture.

JJD and JJC

Acronyms for "Johnny Just Drop" and "Johnny Just Come." The JJD is a cultural

pervert, one who is ahen to his own culture or at times feigns ignorance of local customs.

JJC imphes the unpracticed steps of the newcomer, who is generally the uninitiated.

Jump

Sunday shows when he could jam with other musicians —including his son, Femi.

vin
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Kala-kusa

The "cell" where an erring member of the Kalakuta Republic is kept. More of a

designated space than a conseious architecture; in the seventies, it was indicated with

twine.

Kalakuta Republic

Fela s communal résidence created ont of the desire to aecommodate "every Affican

escaping perseeution." "Kalalcuta" was derived from the name of his prison eell of 1974;

he also noted and justified its Swahili interprétation of "raseally." The word "republie"

was later added to it "because I didn't agree with that your Fédéral Republic of Nigeria

ereated by Britishman." The exigency of political activism led to his having to live in

many places, but his more notable residenees after Surulere, in Lagos, are named

chronologically here: Kalakuta I, number 14A Agege Motor Road; Kalakuta II, number

1 Atinuke Olabanji Street, Ikeja; Kalakuta III, number 7 Gbemisola Street, Ikeja.

Lady's Nlght

Tuesday shows when females could enter free of charge.

NNG

Nigérian Natural Grass—meaning marijuana; Fela's counter lexicon to the non-

"Indianess" of his variant of hemp.

IX
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No Jonesing

An omnibus phrase initially used as a form of reprimand against dmg addicts who might

be unable to control the effect of their dmg intake or its withdrawal symptoms.

Marijuana is declassified as dmg at the Affika Shrine and the Kalakuta Republic.

Oyinbo

A Caucasian or persons with light pigmentation.

Shakara

Posturing, or feigning an offensive mood.

Short break

Not an interlude; on the contraiy, it implies the end of the day's performance.

Yabbis and Yabbing

To declaim.Verbal rebuttal that could move Ifom light-hearted hanter to a cmde ribaldiy;

but Yabbis is its own limit and its license goes only as far as there is no physical assault,

following the Kalakuta dictum: "Yabbis no case, first touch na offence."

Yanga

Seing "guyish" or trying to appear modem in a brash manner.

X
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Zombie

Name given to the military; dénotés the regimentation and a lack of personal initiative

associated with the military ethics of "obey before complain" and "order from above".
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CTTAPTFI? niVF,

ïNTRomirT^O^
MOï)F„S AND TVPOl OCfFS qf or at iTy

Hypotliesis

The research proposes Ihot the discourse of orality, even as a literary category, is
best siluated in the context of cultural sludies, This is inforraed, partly, by the fact that

its mode of existence and constitutive essence aiso suggesls a hybrid, multidisciplinary
character, sometimes only affirmed by its context of perfonnanee.

In tins sense, it iras found easy nestiiig in the praclice of literary cultural studies.
and the study shah be eonsidering how, besides tlie verbal, meaning can be signified
Uirough diverse extra-verbal semiolie lexis such as visual image nanatives. and dance.
To lins extent, the introductoiy remarks will endeavor to slied sorae light on tire

psychodynamics of orality, its narrative features, and the différent schools of thought of
oral literature. The research furlher conlends tlrat the concept of oral literature is aIso a

site of a literary contrôversy that somelimes ealls for the gem-e's self-justification of its

•literariness- as ,exl. As a follow up to this, the nuances of the concept-,«,-and its
implications on a performance tradition such as is of concem to this research shah be
fully explored.
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Scopc of the Study

The research commenced on Uie promise that contemporary sociely is far removed

from the era of prisline oralily as a literary and human communlcative mode, yet the
concept of orailty co.itlnnes to shape schoiarly discourses besides informing creative

production.

Il is of interest to this study to deterutine the degree to which aspects of the past
can, at once, inform the présent and also assist in better compréhension of this time

interval in aesthetic-epistemological tenus. It atte.npts to demonstrate how social and
technoiogicai deveiopment affect aesthetic and iiterary production and appréciation

Oiven the générai perception that popular art is a necessarily reactionaty politicai
narrative, it seeks to investigate the teiationship between this form through anaiysis of
song-texts atid the literary sociology of audience réception and 'speak-backh

Is literature sitnpiy that which is written, or are there features of the iiteraty
existing within oral nexts'Ç What, indeed. is a ,e,r, or This foregrounds the
quest for tire real signif.cance of perfonuance: whether or not the context of
performance aids the exhibition of the broadest features of iiterature to the degree that
written text Iras tire tendency of eliding signillcant primary oral features. Furthermore,
the study seeks to elarify whether or not every trew production technique redefitres the
overaii texture of an art form ranging thèmes sucir as coirrpositionai style, subject
matter and narrative sequence, plot structure, and réception.
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Methodology

Fieldwork is central to researd. in oral literature and popular culture, and the
current study benefited tremendously frotn fteld trips, interviews and discussions
relating ,o the topic. Afrobeat perfornrers are varied in style and habitation. The
current research was eonducted prin.arily in Lagos, Ibadan. Accra, and Abidjan.

To capture performer comment, reeordings were carried ont on the eleclro-
magnetlc audiotape except on one occasion when the audic-visual recorder mode was
used. Beyond interviews, however, several video reeordings wcre played back for the
purpose of close study and analysis by watching and listening ,o perfonnance text.
These raw data were alsq transcribed, sometimes translated, and classified for the
benefit of further analysis. Besides, where possible, perfonnances were attended. '

An extended interview earlier eonducted with Fela Anikulapo-Kuti before his
death was tratrscribed and analyzed; subséquent interviews were also eonducted with
other battd members, and other Afrobeat acts. This helped a great deal in constructing
Ihe social biography of the band, and the form, in the tradition of socioiogy of
literature.

The researcher also took up the challenge of taking tutorial courses in nrusicology
and dance. This assisted the researcher in becom.ng tnore familiar with professional
procédures in musie.makitrg and datrce theory and practicet it also facilitated the
possibihty of tracing the intersections between and interstices within music genres, the
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semiotics of dance, and literature in the light of the multi-genre and multidisciplinary

nature of the research.

A participant observer method was used and this meant staying for extended

periods with case studies, while at other times using focal group discussion method.

These were done at rehearsals and also in studios, and in the private résidences of

some band members. lins also included other Afrobeat performers like Tony Allen,

Femi Anikulapo Kuti and Duro Sosinmi, with their own independent bands.

The theoretical assumptions of the research also informed fieldwork methodology.
For instance, the fact of emplôying performance theory prepared the researcher in

identifying props and histrionics in the light of the semiotic reference of textual

appréciation assumed by the episteme. This significantly aided the researcher in

devismg a framework that was inclusive and admissive of many extra-verbal modes of

signification such as the iconography of costume, the cultural practice of lived

expeiience, graffiti, and the mask.

Modes and Typologies

The concept of orality and oralism invariably attempts to address issues and '

perspectives whose- implications predate the modes of communication of societies

before the âge of writing, Homer and the Greeks, the type of language used in oral

communication; and, the type of consciousness informed by this oral state of being.

The contemporaiy subject of orality continues to be intertwined in an ideological
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force field that also relates the concept to the idea of writing. Eric Havelock (1991)
suggests that even writing must be considered as "both a social condition and a state of

mind," (11) and as siich orality and writing are not mutually exclusive; they exhibit a

"creative tension" (11). The domestication of the subject by the likes of Isidore

Okpewho (1979, 1983, 1992), and the major breaktluough in the discourse, paiticularly
m the sixties, has emboldened and expanded the scope of oralism initiated tluongh the
following Works: Marshall McLuhair (1962), The Gutenberg Galaxy: The Making of
Typographie Mon, Claude Levi-Strauss (1966), The Savage Mind, Jack Goody and lan
Watt (1968), "The Conséquences of Literacy"; and, Eric Havelock (1963), Préfacé io
Plato.

Agaiiist the penchant of looking at orality in Africa as a merely fimctlonal
categoiy. Okpewho in his Works continnally cailed attention to its aesthetic and literaty
vaines. McLnharr was preqccupied with pmting orality on the map in the différent
stndies of communication technology, while Strauss was interesled in myths of the past.
not new teclmology. He tended to use textual tenus in his oral data, thereby suggesling a.
hterate conscionsness at work in a purely oralist context. On their part, Goody and Watt
explore the eultnral tradition of non-literate socielics and the conséquent social effect of
writing, while Havelock explores his old passion of the status of orality and writing in
the classical era and how this has corne to inforni recent stndies in the field.

While the impetus given to the debate in the sixties must be acknowiedged, .
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Havelock (1991) reiniiids us of major précédents to tlris era such as the doctoral Uresis of
Milman Patay (published. 1928 in Paris) acclaimed as "the founding document of the
modem I-lomeric oralist theoty of conrposUion" (13). Otlrer relevant texts in tbis regard
inelude: Harold Ituris' (1951), The Bios of Co„„„mica,lon- Albert Lord's (1960) The
Singer of Taies- and, Walter Ong's (1958) Ram,s: Meihod. and Decay of Dialogue.
Subsequentiy, a division arose between U.ose leaning on the orlalist side, and others on
the literate side of the équation.

Other perspectives contint,ed to sitape this diseourse, such as those foeused on
Palestine during tire time of Jésus. Werner Keiber's "The Oral and the Written Gospel"
(1983) elauns a fusion of oral memorization technique with nraterials that can be
considemd literate. designed for readers who nonetheless must read aloud in the three
synoptic gospels. Havelock Irimself suggests in the satne regard that the old testament,
especially as written in a ma,mer familiar to Judaic culture, records tire oral-literate
aquation, "in which oral originals have been codified in script, fnst Phoe.rieia,r; then
Araniaic, and finally Hebrew" (17)

On his part. McLuhan (1962) places a négative évaluation on the printing press
for encouraging linear.or typographie thinking, which is notretheless robust and an
ennched consciousness than the émergent muiti-media, electronie communication.
Havelock pleads for the printed text, noting that "rather than being a .regative force in
cultural évolution, the printed book and its growing teadership can be both eognitive arrd
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social" (18). And that rather than revert to oralism, what is needed is te explore the

possibilities of literacy, "a literacy of readers of communication by print, rather than a

hteracy by voice" (18). The scholar went ahead to propose some sort of overarching

body of theoiy that can cover the oral-literate équation, a theory, as he conçoives it, "that

will state certain fundamentals of the situation to which ail investigations can relate

themselves?" (19).

Havelock however debunks the overstated assumption that classical antiquity

serves as the basis of Western culture. The emphasis on classical influence, for him,

relates more to "teclmology and the social and political sciences rather than the realm of

metaphysical and moral values"; in other words, "the nuts and bolts of linguistic

communication" (19). Even this contribution, he suggests, must be seen first and

foremost as an instrument for the recording of preliteracy.

From this premise, he takes a survey of cultures such as those of Egypt, Sumer,

Babylon, Assyria, Hebrew Palestine, and elsewhere that preceded literacy in Greek.

Havelock also queries the assumptions in the popular evolutionist school that have thus

.far pnvileged the use of tools and implements as the basis of the superiority of man over

the hommids, noting that the latter also used implements. The critical process that Iras

eamed man its place is thus located in language, not upright posture; and, with this, the

speech organs needing a parallel processing with the specialization of the brain.

Literacy, therefore, for Havelock is more of a social acquisition than a natural one, and
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this progress came about with man's abili'ty to discover the ability to use the hand aud

eye, as suppléments to the ear and mouth to draw visible shapes that can aid the

récognition and rétention of language as pronounced, and its déniai, Havelock contends,

is merely superfluous. But beyond this, the knowledge of this human inlieritance renders

inappropriate such labels as ilhterate, the savage mind, or even the primitive with which

the oral past is described, even sometimes by erudite scholai-s like Claude Levi-Strauss.

Indeed, Havelock goes as far as to suggest that the scope of Strauss' enquiry, far from

being the savage mind, is the oral mind!

The mode of enquiiy adopted by Havelock is instructive in one respect. In bis

study of Greek literature and, by extension, the oral- literate équation, he went a step

back in time by examining the pre-Socratic philosophers. This assisted him to answer

the pertinent question on why some of those thinkers composed their most intellectual

engagements in verse, and Homeric verse at that! He noted that a philosopher like

Herachtus pubhshed lus thought in 'self-contained aphorisms" (22), which equates to

the oral sayings of the status that is évident in the New Testament Gospels, "rather than

m the coimected language pf prose exposition?" (22). Reflecting on the work of Parry,

Havelock came to the. conclusion that "down to the early fifth century in Greece, oralist

rules of composition were still required in expounding even serions philosophie thought
and some scientific" (22-23). But the subséquent Platonic prose marked a major shift

from these rules; as it were, representing the first major prose effort of such magnitude
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written in literate cultures. The broader implication of this for him is that the Platonic

era marked the watershed m Greek culture which had depended, substantially, on an

orahst culture based on a metrical and recitative literature for knowledge préservation

and production, and a new literacy which would rely on prose as the médium for serious

reflective methodological engagement in research, memoiy recall, and record-keeping—

using two inévitable features of language: rhytlim and narrative. The scholar rounds off

by pleading for some space for the oralist inlaeritance, and mode of cognition to the

extent that it is capable of enhancing knowledge acquisition—with rhythm, narrative,

and action-orientation serving as a necessaiy supplément to contemporaiy prosaic

culture.

In a Sharp critique of this slaiice, in spile of Havelock's seemiiig positive

accretion to orality, J. Peter Demiy (1991) contends that not only is rational thought

possible in an oral culture, the effeet of literaey on huntan thought is sotnetitnes

nitscotistrued and exaggerated. Whilc not discountenancltig the leaps made possible by
literacy. his research eoticlusion on agrlcultutal and hunter-gather societies idetiUfies
only one disttnct property that. separates it frotii-the literate Society in the latter's

advantage of •decontextualizationh Detuty tnakes this to bear in stating that "cross-

cultural diffetences in thought cottcern habits of thitdcittg, not capacities for thought. Ail

hutnans are capable of and do practice both dlfferentiated thinking and ils opposite,
tntegrated tlittildng, as well as both contextttalized and dcconlextualized tliought" (66).
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In the same vein, Denny calls to question Walter Ong's sweeping generalization

that writing facilitâtes "abstractly [sic] segmentai, classificatory and explanatoiy

examination" (78). Furthermore, Denny studied an equationai statement from the Nuer

religions thought, such as "a cucumber is an ox" which earlier scholars had seen as

evidence of prelogical or magical thought. Evans-Pritchard whom Denny (1991) cites,
had studied the phenomenon of logicality and rationality in non-Western societies and

deciphered the seeming contradictions of the Nuer's when he observed:

...the reason vvhy it was not readily perceived that the statemenls that
some hing is something else should.not be takeii as matter of fact stateinents is
that it was not recognized that they are inade in relation to a third terni not
mentioned ni them but understood...A eucuniber is équivalent to an Thi
respect to God who accepts it m place df an ox" (Denny, 1991 ;75).

A cucumber is accepled. i„ this coutext, as sacrlflce^UK latter belng the third

terni that is omitted.

Tins quote helps to buttress the essence of Demiy's position that

decontextualization is not the only synonym for abstraction. Calling attention to '
the fact that abstracted classificatoiy niodels are practiced universally, and

semantists recognize these in; state, process, and event,—the West's daim thus

can only be hmited .to "decontextualized abstraction". Oralist comniunities

nonetheless are active and highly nuanced performers in modes of abstraction

that bear on generality' and 'insubstantiation'.

To this. David R. Orisoi, (i99i) wouid add that the crilicai eietneiit iti

10
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the oral-hterate équation is the intrinsic incrémental factors added to a new mode

of communication. For him,

writing takes language for its object and just as language is a device for 'fixing'

'oLTï; r'" '"f! reflection. Tiiisobjectificatioii of language througli writing adds to the aiready existing set of
evices for turning speech into an object of discourse that exists in oral

inetaiinguistic concepts..." (266). "

h a mora recent intervenlion that relates orality to a tnode of textuality. Abiola Irele
(2001) identifies three layers of-orality: one, "ordinaiy communication with a purely
denotative use of language, as in simple factual stalements and commands"; two,
-formulaic framework for speech acts, discursive modes, and indeed the structure of
thought» whtch is associated with the rhetorical uses of language snch as proverb,

.  aphorism and the like; tliree, "slrictly literary level, which is concemed with and

reserved for the purely Imaginative uses of language" (9). TextCualization), for Irele, is
not conceived of only as a "sequence—whether extended or not-of structured

enunciations, winch form therefore a pattern of discourse," but aiso "the nature of such

specunens In the oral tradition that are endowed with the same character of literariness

as written text" (9). In the light of this promise he affirms that the textual motnent

emerges witi, figia-es of speech that croate a second order of language with constitutive

elements-words-forcgrounded, organized in highiy stylized ways, and subjected to
artifice so as to cany a spécial charge of meaning. In other words, a literaty text, whether
oral or written, is language intensified.
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Irele somewhat reechoes tlie caution of Aderaola 0. Dasylva (1999) that literaiy

behaviors lhat defy genre classiricalion challenge us to reexamine the conventional

western paradigm of lexttialily. Dasylva examines diverse attempts by earlier scholars at

classifying the African oral narrative, aitd concludes by calling for an "Alter-Native"

taxonomy tltat would be mlndful of African epistemoiogical iniperatives or what, in a

similar context, Henry Louis Gates Jr. (1988) calls the "vernactilar" tradition. Dasylva
warns of "thematic fluidity" of sometimes generic units, and cites the Vhamo (naiiative)
whieh rndexicates tire intemalizatlon of moral ethics and cultuial values of the youth"
but yet has "a parallel in Mushomo (poeliy)" (3), both of the current Démocratie

Repubhc of Congo. The rhetorical question he raises in relation to classificatory models
based on a strietly linguistic principle is peifinent: "to what extent is lire relevance of the

exercise to the sociology oHIte lale-text?» (10). It wouid seem like the central eoneern

of Dasylva in this debate is the issue of context, the "actual perfomiance" which plays a
décisive rôle in geme classification and brings about a "whole text" (37). Besides
buttressing variety in performance styies, Okpewho (1992) explores erabedded literary
features in the oral nanative and their stylistic qualities sud, as we find in répétition,
parallehsm, piling and association, tcnality, ideophones, digression, imageiy, and
allusion.

The oharacterization of orality adopted by Irele, and his challenge of the
normative notion of the literaty text as "linear and spatial" (10) approximates to the
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perspective of the curreiit teseaich on literao' hypertextualîty. It does net merely

foreshadow the concept of the hypertext based on writlng, it goes beyond it by locating it
m the context of peifonnance. He advances this argument by noting that in spite of its

temporal texture, orality nonelheless can générale a text with the saine degree of interest

and quality of those produced by wriling. Critical to tiris reading is the notion of

hterature as "imagitrative expression», and of sud, texts having achieved tire status of

canon, identified and preserved àpart by the conventions of the African imaginative

practice which equally express a structure of feeling, itself "determincd bya profound

correspondence between experience and imagination" (iO). Examples of stich canonical
texts in the continent referred to include the heroie and praise poetry of the Zulu

(Izibongo) and tlte Basotlio, the court poetiy of Rwanda and the great epics: Sundiata.
Da Monzon, Mwindo, and.Ozidi. Above ail, he finds the nrost distinctive body of oral
texts tlrat coixespond nrost closely to this notion of a canon in the Ifa corpus of the
Yoruba.

Far from betng a nativist response to oral misrepresentation, Irele duly
acknowledges the capacity of literacy to preseive mémo,y and even dialogue along
space and time. What he really critiques is the attempt to valorize writing as an

autonomous spatial language whereas, properly speaking, writing remains a second

order of language, a représentation of another. But even with this, it must be noted that
an oral culture aiso préserves beyond the human memory tlnough semiotic Systems sud.
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.  as drura.language a..d olher non-li„guistic symbdiic schémas "which serve boU, to gi™
spatial resonanee to human speech as well as lo extend the expressive potential of
language" (27).

In coiieluding Ihis section it is important to note that schoiars have generaliy tied
the concept of pristine orality ,o the absence of the idea of writing, in général, and
alphabetic and syllabic writing in particular. The research suggests tl.at tins is extremely
hannfui to the study of orality for the principal factor that Ihere is hardiy any snch stage
in the social otganization of hutnan soclety. An oral state of being has always had modes
of wiiting . ,f by writmg we Iniply the broadest sense of graphical représentation of
langnage; for one, any tnode of spatial tepresentation of thought and language is
ttecessarily decon.ex.ual, and snch représentation has been copiousiy documented by
Albert Bienvenu Akoha (1997) in a study that détails the motiotrs of ■writing' though
the depiction of ideas. writing of words, and the notation of sounds (310). Ail these
Systems can be 'read' since they constitute a sy,nbollsm subject to beIng deciphered by a
shared hrowledge of (an) interpretive eode(s). Therefore. rather than the binaty
differentlation promoted in relation to orality and literaey or of utterance and 'texf, it
may be more helpfui to dwell on the substance of the use of latrguage rather tiran its
modaïity.

With tins, the tesearoh shall now explore the more Influential schools of
thought on orality and oral narrative. Among others. they include the following:
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Evolulionism, Diffusionism, Psychoanalysis. Fimctioiialism. Formalism, and
structuralism.

Evolutionism

Charles Darwia's idea on the évolution of species, predicaled on survivalism-
wtthin species and against olhcr species-and adaptation to itidividual envlronnients,
had great impact on other scholars, particuiaiiy cultural historians. The latter embarked
or. idenlifying commonalilies in the htinian specie and this invariably led them to such
tliemes as religion, worship and the origin of ritual, and even social aspects of life such
as governance.

The pronouncetnent of Adolf Bastian (Okpewho. 1992) that al] human beings
were created alike further encoumged this comparative cultural research amongst
peuples of Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the more Uaditional areas of Europe. The
commonalities they assumed in the différent eullums cohered in their notion of
"elementaiy ideas" (EkmcmIargM.n). On discovering such similarities. the scholars
posited the idea of "psychological unity" of maiikind (165).

However, stieking tô the Darwinian ntodel implled conceding to the fact that,
hke biological species, the s.ories collec.ed were inunutable and unaffected by human
agency since determinism infomied Daiwln's argument. Okpewho (1992) notes the
assumption of cultural evoltitionists: «...stories found among presenl-day 'primitive'
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peoples have simply survived in their memories tlirough several générations of

transmission and that these conscious changes or contributions to the body of ideas

contained m the storiès" (165). Okpewho was, in tins sense, referring to such members

of the school as the British scholars such as Edward Burnet Taylor, James George

Frazer, and Andrew Lang.

In his own case, Frazer (1911-36) provided documentary guide such as the 13

Volume, The Golden Bough, which others used to explore the lield. Another important
figure is Jolm Roscoe (1911), a colonial officer in Uganda who published, among others,
The Buganda: An Account of Their Native Cusioms and Belief. Others include

Reverend Heniâ Junod, Edwin Smith and. Andrew Dale, and Roger Dennet. Junod

(1912-13), a missionary in the Transvaal région of South Africa, published a 2-volume

study of the Thonga, entitled The Life of a South African Tribe. Junod (1913), as cited
by Okpewho, noted of the authorship of the stories he studied;

This production is essentially collective: taies are not created, on ail sides by
ndividuai autliors; but tiiey are niodified, altered and enriched, as they'are
transmit ed from one person to another, to such an extent that new types, new '
combinations aie adopted and a true development takes place (202).

In the same vein Roge Demtet (1898) had studied the Congolese, and his observation of

the taie type reproduced below will help to shed more light on the métonymie
implications of this form to be discussed laler.

Then we have taies whicii begin: "A long time ago, before even our
ancestois knew the use of fire, when they ate like animais," etc, which then
go on to tell how a river-spint first pointed out to them the mairdioca root .
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and the banana. These I think go a long way to prove that tlie agricuiturai
âge was prior to tlie pastoral and hiinting âge. (18)

A common thread runs through Ihe work of cullural evolutionists, and that is tlie concept
of chattge. As we have noted here Dale and Smith, for example, Idcntify the moment of
change In the development of the taie from an early stage of human psychology when
man could not distinguish self from the animal. With Dennet, the taie is explanatory to
finding dues about .lhe origins and histoiy of human économie activity, while J. Roscoe
sees it as the movement of the taie from one génération of teller to the other, as aptiy
demonstrated by Okpewho ( 1992:167).

In relation to the pre-colonial African culture, the evolutionist scholars paid little
attention to the creative essence of the texts studied. While Junod strikes slightiy as an
exception for making effort to explom the artistlc merit of con,positions, most of the
other scholars were primarily hiterested in the broad study of comparative civilization.
Not much value was given to tite oral narrative tmdition and the aesthetic of taies under
study. As an offshoot of this antlnopologicai method, there was aiso vety little concem
for authorship of creative production as the,e was the need to demonstrate that the
colonial o,her was homogenous living in the earliest phase of the communal hutnan
civilization, and without particularities in the manner of developed eivilizations.
Diffusionism

In terms of precedence, tire diffusionist approach predates the evolutionist
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school, and while it continues te appeal to feseaichers as a model oral literature, the
same cannot be said for evolutionism.

Both schools subscribe to the idea of cultural change but wliile the evoluUonists

einphasize a vertical orientation to change (one stage to the olher), diffusionists explain
change as resulting from contact between peoples. Diffusionists explain observable

commonalitics as a product of earlier historical contact which may not be immediately
obvious.

Diflnsionism etnerged in early 19th cenluty among two trends identificd as the
Indianist School and the Finish School. Tlie brothers Jacob and Wilheim Grimm are
identified as the motivators of the Indianist school of thought. Thcy posited that given
that European talcs had a lot of similarities with Oriental taies, therefore, the Aiyan race
must bave descended from the central Asia région.

When Max Muller (expandcd tins thcoty, he saw "Aiyan" not as a race but a
language group to which ail Europeans belonged. The other scholars of the Indianist
School are the Ocnnan, Theordor Benfey, and Ute French, Ennnanuel Cosquin. Benfey
woiked laigely on Indian taies and came to the conclusion that ail Indo-European taies
hâve their origin in India from where they diffused to other parts. Cosquin. following
this model. concluded tlta. the taies came from an older home in Egypt. even if the
normative scholarly assumption remained India.

The Fimiish School emerged at about the same period when. in 1828. Elias
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Lonrot collected Finnish heroic taies that were later published in 1835 as The Kalevala,

"The national epic of the Finnish People" (168). This further spurred other Finnish;.
scholars net only to collect taies and songs but also to index them as component units|
thereby classifymg them in the same process. It has been noted that Antti Ame's work;^i

constitutes the most exhaustive of this exercise in classifying "a large body of taies:

across the world into so-called types..."(168).

As evinced in the English translation by the American scholar Stith Thompson
(1955-58) in The Types of,he Folbale, the altempt was to reduce ail known taies of the

world mto the sttiallest units of coiiipositiotl. On tlie other hand Tltompson averred on

this tnodel, arguing that rather than an enUre talc, the motif was the stiiallest unit. This

led htm to compile a six-volume Motif-Index ofFolkLUerature (1955-58).

Dtfrusjonists of this persuasion sougitt to track narrative units in terms of their
type and motif across the globe. Broken down to its essentials, the diffusionists aimed

. at: a) Listtng the varions talc units that tnake up the taie; b) Identify origin of taies; e)
Mark its route of diffusion or "travel units (169); d) Identify the archétype from which
Other variants emerged. .

Psychoanalysis

Soraetimes the notoriety which psychoanalysis, generally associated with
Sigmund Freud, has achieved in allusion to sex-impulse, swamps ati appréciation of the

methodology of the school. Properly speaking, however, both Freud attd Cari Gustav
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Jung were the chief proponents of this môdel of analysis in their study of mental health.

In tiie broadest sense, tins metiiod seeks to investigate the mental background ofj|. ;

human activities. Freud particularly engaged his patients by attempting to reconstru(^5ï, ;
their studies m the light of activities tliat invariably led to their childhood. He made theiSlf

narrate these events without interrupting them or suggesting appropriate images orlS

words that could lead to those images. Piecing these apparently di^ointed words ahd^i

images together, Freud concluded that they could be traced to some sexual impulses in
their childhood. This model was later extended to the study of myth and fblktale of:,
ancient people.

Freud justified lus Ijuking of mental disorder to dreams and myth in the light of
repressed impulses in soeial living, which ate however given a free rein in our sleep.
Such dream enactments, he describes as "wish-fnlfillment". Such iirational behaviors,
according to him, aiso expiait, tlie inchoate logicdf the foiktaie with its bizatre sequente
of narration. While this reading niay be individualist in tenns of a single family histoty,
its assoctation to foiktaie takes a utnversai dimension. This is évident in his analysis of '
the Oreek king Oedipus. Freud remarks of tl,is ttarralive, "King Oedipus who slew his

father, Laius. and wedded his nioUier, Jocasta, is nothing more than wish-fulflllment-
the fulfillment of the wish of our childhood" (Okpewho, 1992:171 ).

Cari Jung followed this Freudian model only to the extent that he negated the

notion of the child sexual impulse in such a literal manner as the earlier proposition.
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Bes.des positing that this sexual impulse is absent in early childiiood, he dubbed this
phase one of innocence, to which adult life allempts to reach back. |"

In studying the "science of mythology" among cultures as diverse as Greece,'
Astatic Indians and American Indians, he idetrtified sotne archétypes such as the motheji :
image which symbolizes affection, tendemess and "all-nourishing goodness (Okpewhdji
171)." the child heto as constructed in heroic taies. He identified this as evidenceffl
attenrpt to tire innocence of ehildhood. Man in this tnodel is imbued with the "animll
.while the vvoman, "animus"_they both assist man. to achieve the "supe.o,di„a||
personahty." This is not a popular school in the study of the foiktaie in Africa. and even i
the etTort of tire American'scholar. Paul Radin, to study African foiktale along this
archetypal fonn could not be sustained.

Functionalism

Functionalism is intintately tied to the growth of antluopology in the second half
20tli centuiy. To a iarge extent, functionalism was a reaction to the generally

■ universal paradigm assumed by evolutionistn, diffusionism, and psyehoatralysis. The ,
element of cultural context. which could aller, général conmronalities. infomred this need
to differentiate influencé front place to place and cultures. J.G. Frazier was a pioneer of
this antirropological school. intent on studying customs and taie types of communities
outside Europe, in order words-the so-cailed primitive societies.

With this background laid, il took Bronislaw Malinowski and his contemporaries
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like A.R. Radcliffe-Browi, a,id Fra,E Boas to firmiy eslablish the discipline with their

'sciemistic' investigation, but Malinowsky (1922,1926) averred that there was neithera

tlieoretical nor scientiflc basis to assume that human beings irrespective of culturaj
context behaved in tlte same, or even similar manner. Hence, he proposed the study of
cultures from wilhin its own customaiy practices, and especially how these customs
assist the Society to survive and the mechanism adopted in this regard. The élément of

fùnction was thus introduced into the study of Society and this is amply demonstrated in
two of hts Works: Argonauts of the Western Pacifie (1922) and Myth in Primitive

Psychology-om). Tltls mode of study (unlike the Frazer-type spéculative déduction)
eneouraged fleldwork and systenratic documentation that strives to relate social customs
such as mode of commerce and work ethic to the supporting tnyth. This, he describes as
a myth. once it acquises the features of répétition in a ritual conlext. According to hitn,
the sacred hallow tirât are tied to these myths, as reference points, can be explained by
their percetved truism to past practices and a guide to self-reproduction.

Yet, a significant dissenting perspective uirder this same rubric was pioneered by i :
Edward Leach (1969) atrd Raymorrd Firth (1959) who, while aeknowledging the
utilitarian rôle of culture and nartative in soeiety, were quick to con ect the hypothesis of
"fitnctional unity" of soeiety. Tlrey reasoned that life could not have remainedf ̂
unchanged, what tnore, that soeiety changes with conflicts and contingencies. This^li
assumption underscores their belief that eonflictual interests such as aceess to power and
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resources are central to any soclety. This eamed theni the label: "struetural

functionalist".

AIso, forcombining psychoanalysis with symbolic reading, unlike Malinowsky,
they were tagged: «structural anthropologist». Both the tteud represented by Malinowsld
and the Post-Malinowsky school are influential In the study of the taie in AfHea. ThisI
exemplifled by William Basconfs study of the Yoruba stoty «Oba's Ear". WWiçi
Malinowskl paid attention to the litemty elements and natratives of the people studi^
many other functionalists were too content to shnply exanine tl.em as ways of life ̂ d
custom of the people.

oonorally, ,l,e work of the funcltenalists helped to counter the erroneous
conclusion that Afriean oral natratives and litera.ure revealed a level of thinking of the ' '
people. What particultuly alded their tnode of enquity. paniculatfy Malinowky. „as t^ '
ability to situatethe context ofperfomtanee, including the state of the audience.
Formalism

Although formalism bares some resemblance to diffussionism in its mode of
enquity. ,t can be equally said to be.a reaction to it. The two approaehes proceed front
breakmg down the taie to examine the constituent units. Wlille the diffussionists
empltasize taie motifs to déterminé the taie type attd also tracing its geneology. tlte ■
formahsts, led by Vladimir Propp (1968). are co,rient with the arnmgement of the tale
^pe and their constituent units. Tlris was amply detnonstrated in his The Morpholo^ of
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the Folktah. Okpewho (175) notes that Propp acknowledged the Works of earlier

difRissionists such as Antti Arne "who reduced ail the available folktales of the world

into a manageable (tale-type) index for easy reference" (175).

However, he questions Aarnes's broad categorization of the foiktale into three|
types, namely: animal taies, taies proper (i.e. human taies), and anecdotes such as M

; , • ''fjoke. He exptessed doubt in a categorization that dld not explore in détail' t|i
characteristic features ofeach category» (176). A major weakness In Propp's proposition''
ts the depersonalization of the stotyleiler. Another taxononty along a similar line is Alan
Dundes- (I97I) frve functions captnred in: friendshlp, contact, violation, discovety and
end of friendship. Dundes made signilicant observations in relation to the African

trickstef foiktale and those.of the American Indian.

Structuralism

Structuralism strives to integrate the différent models by combining aspeets of
the varions approaches. In tins sense, it exhibited a complexity that required more
creativity in ils application to interpreting cnitural processes. Like the antirropologists, :
stracturalists seek to exatnine social processes; the method, aiso like formalism,
explores the structure of reiationships of units of the taie, and tite psychological
motivation of symbois depioyed in the culture as psychoanalysts do. Beyond this .
préoccupation with the social, ccmpositional, and the psychoanalyticai, tIte constituent
methodology qf structuralism lies in its penchait for the structural reiationship of
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cultural processes.

As espoused by its most représentative figure. Claude Levi-Strauss (I97p),
structuralism uniike the social antiu-opology of Malinowsky which tended to read the

différent units of cultural processes as working lowards social liarmony and stabilityj
■ntenrreted "society as being constituted of a variety of cléments and interests constai#
m conflict with one another and held in some kind of délicate balance by eertï
institutions (178). Tliis eonflict-impelled inteipretation was also applied to the study of
oral nairatives and partieularly mythologies of différent social and cultural groups. By
his own admission in the analysis of myth. Levi-Strauss's concem is aetually less of
"how men thiide in niyths, but liow mylhs operate h. meifs minds without their being
aware ofthe fact" (14). •

Semiotics of the Non-Verbal Text

Afrobeafs mode of signification is essentially multimédia in accent, and the
danee event, as in traditional (oral) performance, is central to the overall aesthetic
meaning, even as non-verbal text. A good nieasure ofthe dance and choreographic
styles observable during fieldwork eonstitute part of that welter of eontemporaty danee
fomis in the continent which remain, to a large extent, undocumented. flie attempt here
is to identily the différent tlieoretieal possibilities that are capable of sheddlng more liglrt
on the eraerging fonn. Coupled with this is the fact tliat the dance histoiy of Africa is
equally entwined in the général inquiry of what constitutes an African identity. This is
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both an ideological and teclmical problem. Suffice to say that as a politically charged

theme, the point of divergence is not easily delineated by a dichotomy betweçn,

observances of the Western scholar and those of his African counterpart.

Nonetheless, a safe startlng point can be captured by a simple pln-ase: thàtî

between the universal—which emphasizes a unanimity of fbnns—and, on the otlifi

hand, that which seeks a reading based on the particular and divergent. By this is meap
an attitude to dance analysis that predicates observation on African dance forms as

nondescript or at best, homogenous and, on the other, one that identifies and names

observable nuances in the coipus of African dances.

No doubt these are two extreme positions and most analysts, wiiiie generally

emphasismg one over the- other hand, ackowledge the potential inclusiveness of each. '

Although identifying varied dance types, Zagba Oyortey (1993), for instance, seems

more at ease in using the generic label "African people's dance," noting that in spite

of the continent's diversities, "historians have traced broad migratory patterns

showing common origins and destinations." He uses this term to describe sub-Saharan ■

and diasporan cultures. And in the çontext of Britain, he notes that diasporan Africans

would refer to "those African/Caribbean artists who first created spaces for African

and Caribbean dance in Britain." North Africa is excluded primarily because that part

of the continent is largely "inhabited by Berbers and Arabs who have more cultural

affmity with Middle Eastern and Oriental cultures" (185).
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And even though Oyortey. identifies recent recreational dances on the

conlinent-such as Koloinashi, Tumbe, and Okpe (in Ghana), and "the gumboot dance

of South Africa which came ont of the migration of Africans into urban areas for wo|:"
(191)—he consciously avoids describing them as 'contemporaiy African dance.' Feîix

Begho (1996) attempts to name this broad subgem-e as such, but the distinction he

makes between 'contemporary dance' and 'neo-traditional creative dance' is somewliat

suspect and inadéquate. According to Begho, tlie "salient" dlfTerence between the two is

tliat "the foimer is a tendency toward avant-gardisra. whereas the latter leans towijt|
confbmnsra" (178). It must be noted in response, however. that while it is correct to'^1?
that the général context of oral tradition tends to fbist acquiescence, counter-discoursfi
and avant-garde forais have nonetheless aiways existed within traditional cultures. The

advantage of the entrent electronic, multimédia âge over traditional societies is that there
are more charaiels for (cultural) dissent and plural narration beyond the capaclty of one

dominant discourse to block the emergence of other discourses. Beyond this. Begho's
account of ccntemporaty African dance forms is cotnprehensive and sensitive tb its

nuances. At the heart pf Oyorteys reluctance to name some forms as 'contemporaty is
the fear that such ideological misrepresentation could pigeonhole African dances along
some evolutionist discourse, wherein "tltere was the assumption. tlterefoie. that these

were transitoo. cultures that would in due course follow Europe into an industrialised

and 'scientific' culture" (184) In this sense. thougli. Africa has corne to be difîerently
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rcad by différent people. To the colonial imagination, the continent had to be a tabula

rasa in order to justify the morality of its ente,prise; to the African in the Diaspora, thé,
continent testilles to an ebnllienl cultural héritage before the middie passage-and thé,;
pmservation, or even slicwcasing of it. would aid the sense of a worthy ancestral pâl i!
and, yet, while the African on the continent seeks to acknowledge the values of past" i
fonns, the least of his aspirations is the rétention of staid fomts and non-transcendence
mto renewing contemporary dance and other cultural practices.

Beyond the ideological underpinnings of interprétation, there is aiso the
tecimicai issue of dance theorists on African forms concentrating more on the
aocioiogical circumstance of dance histo^ as opposed to their tecimicai tmd narrative
quaiities as defmed. for exampie, in dynamics. Can contemporaty African dance fotms
such as Afrobeat and tire Ivorimr Zougloui styles, for instance, be discussed in relation
to the placement of feet and the basic positions of feet, arms and head-including their
design in time and space? Can a notationai principie, such as Labanotation, be evoived
to capture these etnerging forms? A refreshing new effort is Omofolabo Soyinka Ajayi's
(1998) attempt to describe some Yorùbà dances in relation to "set pattetns of steps and
gestures." She evoives such concepts as the "waik-step" dance and "fan-step" dance
(209). Whiie this may aiso be iinked to ideological attitude in certain respects, there is
the générai tecimicai factor of dance stili being, reiativeiy. marginal to critieai studies in
the arts, as argued by Christy Adair (1992). Is there such a tliing as contemporaty
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Afncan dance as we caii talk of ballet, Ibx trot, or jazz daiices? Does a déniai of ils

nomenclature obviate its objective existence? Couidn't the déniai of its existence be at;
least accounted for by wliat Femi Taiwo bas in a similar discoutse described as a cnè|;
ofknowledge production in Africa? (Taiwo, Vol. I. 16 no 4). This may be no more thafti
the inabihty, so far, to codify and canonize dance text based on its movement principle:
In spite of bis non-usage of the tenu •contempora.y,' this appears to be the direction of

Oyortey's work in "Still Dancing Downwards and Talking Back," wbere he sheds light
.  on the principle of gravity in Guinean 'Leoudiere' dance (188).

It is, bowever, witli Funmi Adewole tliat we get a more frontal approacb to
theorizing and codifying eontemporary African dance forms. Her dance research
projects are generally geared in the direction of identifying pattems, movement

principles, and origination. She challenges the "idea that 'African dânee' consists of a
sériés of immutable classieal dabees and is therefore static." Adewole argues
persuasively that "Western danee theater on tite otlrer band is eonsidered dynamic and
mnovative because the forms and nrovement vocabulaiy used in theafrical datiee derived
from a number of'teelmiques'."? It is .Iris vision of the dynantic nature of African dance

forms that infonns her expérimentation with eontemporary fonns such as 'Afrobeaf
dance and the possibility of ils fusion with theatrieal dance in général. It is important to
quahfy what makes tlrese fomrs 'eontemporary.' Irr tire frrst place, they are no longer tied
to spécifie aspects of traditional danee either as ritual or as a secularized forrn in a one-
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to-one relationship. Second, tlie dance subgenres, even when occasionally motivated by

communal expériences, usually have identifiable choreographers; African dances have

finally become integrated into the dynamics of the international cash nexUs an^:
commodity exchange. Additionally, the distinct attribute of Afrobeat dance is évident iri

its bold fusion of diverse African forms and the réitération of certain movements

formulaïc in the continent. This includes a certain earth-bound motion in spatial

progression, extensive use, of the feet—gyrating generally in a flat-footed position and

shuffling on the heel, "posture with knees llexed, (or with) body bent at the waist,"

(Adshead, 1988:29) — pelvic tlrrusting and shoulder blade movement. The Afrobeat

dance is not simply enamoured by these forms for their own sake: they are geared

toward narrating a story.

Afrobeat and Popular Culture

The.concept of popular culture continues to attract diverse interprétations that

sometimes make a distinct définition difficult. There is a sense in which popular culture

begins to take the shape of the 'novelistic discourse', in strict Baklitinian sense, because

of its capacity to mgest into itself other subgenres, and a niultiplural form ranging folk

culture, mass culture, dominant culture, working class culture and the like.

To transcend tins bug, a good starting point would involve clarifying the related

concept of culture and examining its modality with another concept—ideology.

Raymond Williams (1983) in Keywords suggests that culture is "one of the two or tliree
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most complicated words in the English laiiguage" (87). This anxiety is hardly misplaced

for he then proceeds to articulate culture in tenns of "a général process of intellectual,

spiritual and aesthetic development" (90); in other words, this can be related to the

philosophical and aesthetic attitude of a people including the works of its artists arid

writers.

The second suggestion Indicales "a particular way of life, wheUier of a people, a

period or a group" (90), while the last is related to "the Works and practices of

intellectual and especially ailistic activity" (90). Jolm Storey (1993) notes tliat this third
use of culture is "synonymous with what structurallsts and post-structuralists eall

stgmfying practices"' (2), and that the average sense of popular culture may be more

related to the second and third concepts of the word culture—both as Uve cultures and

cultural practices which would qualify as cultural texts.

As nsgards ideology. the primaiy problem arises because many scholars would

even go as far as using it Interchangeably witli culture, and popular culture in particular.

Stuart Hall (1978) cautions that thete is a sense of eraptiness in the tenu when used this
way, a sense of emptiness which Storey suggests is "politics", once we randomly

substitute ideology for culture.

In the liglit of this, Storey ventures into clarifying flve possible meanings of the
terin 'ideology'. One, he says, is to see ideology as "a systematlc body of ideas

articulated by à paitieular group of people" (3); this could indude a professional or a ,
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political group. The second relates to liow a group eould produce or foist false

consciousness by masking, distorting, and eoncealing the social process of

domestication by the privileged in society. The siib-text of this reading is best deducecl ̂

from Karl Marx's popular formulation as cited by Storey;

In the social production of tiieir existence men enter into definite, necessary
relations, which are independent of their .will, namely, relations of production
corresponding to a determinate stage of development of tlieir material forces of
production. The totality of these relations of production constitutes the
économie structure of society, the real foundation on which there arises a légal
and pohtical superstructure and to which there correspond definite forms of
socia consciousness. The mode of production of material life conditions the
social, pohtical and intellectual life process in général. It is not the
consciousness ot men that détermines their social being, but on the contraiw it
is their social being that détermines their consciousness. (4)

Weology m tins sense points in the direction of power relations, and the tliird

foimulatton by Storey actually dérivés from this. Tliis is tlie setlse of "society as
conflictual rather than consensital," with texts piesumed to be taking sides, invariably, as
in tlte Works of ottr case study, Fela. The fourlh perspective is the Althurserian concept
which tries, in tlte words of Storey, to "see ideology ttot simply as a body of ideas, but as
a tnaterial practice" (5), while the ftfth and last calls into play Roland Barthes'

preferetice of seeing ideology as operating at a coluiotative level, that is, "the secondaiy,
often unconscious ineatiijigs, texts and practices cany, or can be made to carty" (5).

Popular culture, from this context, would suggest the infusion of politics,
ideology tind power relations, even in its n.ost nuanced form, to the malrix of cultural
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practice. But even the term 'populaf Itas lo be problematized, and for this we retum to

Williams who suggests four carrent meanings: "well-liked by many people; inferior,
kiiids of work; work deliberalely setling eut to wln favour with Uie people; culture

actually made by the-people for themselves" (Storey, 6).
It is aiso crucial to note that the discourse of popular culture has attracted a wide

range of scholars and movements lliat straddle the 'culture and civilization' tradition
with the likes of Matliew Arnold .id F.R. Leavis, and the 'culturalisn.' school. The
latter has been poignantly represented tluough sud, séminal Works as Richard Hoggarts'
(1990) The Uses of LUeracy, Raymond Williams' (1965) The Long Révolu,ton, E.P,
Thompson's (1980) The MoMng of ,he Engltsh Worhtng Ctass, and Stuar, Hall and
Paddy Whannel's (.964) The Popular Arts. In the context of popular culture in Africa.
the debate has been most represented by insightfui suggestions by scholars like Michael
Eeheruo (1977) V,e,ona„ Lagos, Biodun Jeyifo (1984) Yoruba Travelling Thealre. and
the several treatises, among many others, of Obododima Olta, Ademola Dasylva, and
Dele Layiwola. Major contributions have aiso corne from Africanists sud, as Karin
Barber and David Coplan.

BydescribingAfrobeat as a popular music we may not necessarily be stating
Iheobvious, because ihere has bec. a major confusion in darifying such related but
différent terms like 'popular,' 'mass,' 'folk,' and 'people's' art. As a resuit of the
ideological inflection assumed in the discourse of some of the fonns, a watertight
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définition lias become ail the more dilTicuit. Karin Barber (1997) had partially alluded to

this by noting that "there is a vast domain of cultural production which cannot be

classified as either traditional' or 'elite,' as 'oral' or 'literate,' as 'indigenous' or

western in inspiration, because it straddles and dissolves these distinctions" (2).

Stuart Hall and Paddy Whannel attempt to distinguish between 'folk,' 'popular,'

and mass' art. The identification of popular art as an interest of study, for them, is itself

mformed by the significant différence observable betw.een the form and folk artistic

production m the same way that written literature was predicated on oral literature. The

main distinction they make between folk art and popular art is that, unlike the latter, folk

art is a pre-industrial variant of popular art. Barber compléments this view by identifying

another level of différence in the fact that, generally, unlike in folk music proper,

populai- music is produced by professionals and they are mainly in the urban centers.

With mass art, there is général agreement that it shares the modem mediùm of

communication with the popular arts; unlike popular art, liowever, it is considered a

. product .of mass mechanical reproduction besides being potentially politically

reactionary, as Theodor Adorno (1989) bas argued. To further clarify the popular art

debate, Karin Barber isolâtes two features of the same phenomenon: "emanating from"

or "belonging to" the people; while the first aspect is concemed with the origin, the

latter emphasizes the interest it serves. Even this has attracted a sharp reaction from

Dapo Olorunyomi (1991) who notes "that there is nothing in the internai character of the'
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text to assist in the définition, while the extemality of this reality cannot provide a

sufficient basis for ils definitionJ

While the distinction between folk art and popular art is fâirly clear, the same

cannot be said of popular art and mass art. Ihey tend to share features that overlap on

several continuums. It is perhaps more helpful to identify the features identified with

each, especially in relation to the sort of ideological preference earlier expressed by

Adomo. For instance, even while in général décliné, éléments of the folk survive, and

supposedly mass forms such as the Nigérian Jùjù and Fùji music, and the so called junk

press have demonstrated the potential of popular fonns in spécifie contexts. In the

aftermath of the annulment of the général élections of 1993 by Général Ibrahim

Babangida, this junk' press so called because of a préoccupation for its breezy,

personahty slant of stoiy ideas—momentarily joined the pro-democracy advocacy média

offensive, contrary to the général public's perception of their traditional practice. The

later Fùji music, too, in spite of its conservative ideological character has, tlirough'a

seculai'izing hybridity, blunted the sharp edges of the Islamic orthodoxy from which it

enieiged. It must be added though that these are only tentative gestures and a more

compelling leason for such shift could also be the promise of an expanded income space

in articulating the sensibilities of such diverse persuasions.

Many factors inform the classification of Fela's musical practice as popular

(music) art, as distinct from mass (music) art. An important distinction usually alluded
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to in the debate is the rçlationship belween the arlist and bis audience. Mass art, as it

were, presumably panders to the whinis of its clientèle and does net engage them in

problematizing their social situations in a manner that popular art does. By retusing to

act the commercial art superstar, or what Michael Veal (1997) refers to as "substituting

the myth of art as a communal enterprise in place of the Western myth of the concert

hall, or of the artist as separate, other-worldly sphere" (057), Fela was invariably re-

enacting the subversive griot of ancient times, with the burden of delivering bis art

uncorrupted by material lure. Rather than pander to the whims of even bis audience, he

challenged their daims, yabbed their assumptions and constantly invited them to a

debate. Quite often at the Afrika Slirine when the audience would request that a

particular number be played, he would counter after a mild debate, "I used to play that

kind of stuff when I was' blind like you now are."4

The morbid fear expressed by successive Nigérian governments against a

popular music expression like Afrobeat is not unique; countries as diverse as the Soviet

Union and Canada bave had to embait on such ventures at différent times. A popular

music research conducted by James Lull (1992) reveals that while the Chinese

govemment embraces Western classical music as part of its 'spiritual modernization,' it

strictly hmits importation of youth- oriented popular music to avoid the sort of incidents

m which China's most famous western-style domestic pop musician, Ciu Jan, became a.

central figure in the'ideological and cultural uprising for "freedom and democracy" in.
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tlie late 1980s (14).

While the Nigérian state forbade the airing of Fela's Afrobeat (even after his

death, only a select few •hannless' numbers, can be aired), it actively encouraged other
mass niusic fomis like Jùjù through générons allocation of air time and patronage,
mainly beeause, tntlike Afrobeat, Jùjù does net challenge ils ideological assuntptiotts or
the elite proJect to "reprodace. . . its structure of dominance" (14). Herein lies the

untqueness of Fela's Afrobeat fomi wliich, even as a popular musical idiom, exhibits a

rare capacity to locate soeiefy's sense of place, titne and event, while also challehging ^
the patronage strueture on ail these fronts.
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Notes

2.

According to Funmi Adewole, Zouglou incorporâtes many theatrical eiements in its
movement style largely because the form evoived a mimicry of encounters between the
Ivorien police and protesting students during the reign of Houphuet Boigny.
Funmi Adewoie's unpubiished "ETERE Dance Research Project: A Preiiminarv Studv of

iSsTp.TS"^ Pnncipies inherent in the dances of tlie Igbo People of Nigeria (Novei^er
Dapo Olorunyomi, "Towards an Aesthetic of Pomilnr Art" on r> j ^
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CHAPTER TWO

TEXT. TEXTUALITY. AND DISCURSIVE 'AFRICA'

The continually changing context of cultural, artistic, aesthetic, and literary

production makes it imperative to re-examine traditional concepts such as (the) text,

oral and written, and their mutations. A knowledge of the dynamics of orality and oral

narrative helps us to understand contemporary culture in the same manner that the

Yoruba ontological summation suggests in the pithy aphorism; B'omode ba subu

waju, b'agbalagba ba subu, aw'eyin (Wlien a child falls, s/he looks forward; while

elder m the same situation takes a glance backwards for the antécédent cause). The

logic of this summation is central to an understanding of the shaping of discourse in

général, and literary/cultural formation in particular. But more precisely, orality în

contemporaiy Africanist "scholarship is a discursive formation; it is a site of

ideological struggle for self-representation in contesting foisted privileging norms and

narratives.

Invariably, therefore, tins discursive formation is implicated in the broad

canons that have come to shape literary and cultural studies. This study attempts to

return to those normative assumptions of what constitute literature and the theoretical

guiding maps that have intervened in giving shape to the discipline. In the présent

effort the enquiry is deepened further by examining the subsoil of written literature i

oral narrative and performance and the conséquent transpositions that are mediating
m
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through electronic technology. The particular transposition that is employed in

demonstrating this daim is the rhetorical strategy and performance tradition of

Afrobeat music. In the hght of this, some questions have cropped up: Is Afrobeat

merely another musical tradition or aiso a cultural and political nan'ative? How does one

account for the nuances of its performance subtexts—especially in the light of the

discourse of hypertext-in other words, what are our aesthetic criteria of measuring
them? And, more significantly, what is the relationship between this musical form and

the 'literaiy'?

Froni the outset, the inultidisciplinaiy imperative of such a venture beoame

obvious aiid compelliiig to the degree that it nécessitâtes heeding the warning of Houston

A. Baker (1993) conceming a theoretical approach that is capable of an "improvisational

flexibiiity and a historicizing of fonn that are not aiways eharacteristie of académie

responses to popular cultural forms"(34). The research inclination in this bid is two-fold.

One is to explore the titeoretical interface, as well as overlaps that are intplicit in sUch a

discourse; and, also, to bring into focus Uie theorizing of the 'self by tlie aesthetic

subculture, in order riot to foist arbiUary theory on a form that ean express a subtie but

veiy profound mode of signification. In other words, we have adopted a method of

literary/cultural eriticism, stressing the indefmite article n in order to show that this
concept is not necessarily ihe only method of reading this text, or any other for that

matter. It does not take too.long, for instairce, for any Afrobeat reader to discover Uie
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potential of an implicit plural reading cf conceptuai and actual experience as essential to
the form's aesthetic and political praclice. Tlris is not, however, to suggest that Ilteml and
nonnative nteaning that have been encounte,.d in Ute course of this research are
necessarily overridden by wilful interprétation. Rather, and sontewhat akin to Staniey
Fish-s (1980) suggestion on how read a text, here too it is no. so ntuch a case of
indeterminacy or undecidabiiity but of a "detetrainacy and decidabiiity that do no.
aiways have the sanie shape and Utat ean, and in this do. change" (306).

Besides examining tlie discursive formations of the 'texf and modes' of
•textuaiity. rt is aiso shown that Afrobeat perfonnance is i,self a signiiying mode of ̂
post-colonial counter-discourse and. as such. a cuiturai narrative nested in Olherness.

Ubiquity of (the) Text

In grappiing with the concept of the text. Waiter Ong (1999) makes a distinction
between natural ianguage and computer ianguage. noting that while the 'gramntar' of the
fonner is first used and titen abstracted. the latter is first stated and used thereafler (7).
Besides. when hutnan bcings conununieate. they gesture towards a nruitintedia 'accenf
by vinue of ushtg the senses of touch. taste. smeli. sight. and hearing. This cails attention
to the fact that a deep sense of iattguage requires us to acknowledge how paramount
articuiated sound is. atrd tirat "thought i.self relates in an aitogeUter spécial way to
Sound" (7). even when vwiting does. indeed. eniarge language's potentiaiity and in the
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process converts some dialecs in,„ 'grapholeOs'. By graphe,ec, Ong inrplies a

tiaiisdialectal language fomied by deep comniitmeiit te writing" (8).
Another source of .Ire tex.-li.eracy couflation can be haced in western

discourse to the art of techè rhè.orikê, ■speech art' which referred to "oral speaking,
even .hough as a renecive, cganised 'arf or science" such .ha. in Aris.o.les's "Ar.
ofRlre.oric_rhe.oric was and Irad .0 a produe. of wri.i,rg" (9). And even wiU, Ong.
we corne .0 an appréciation of the word •.exf in a dua, sense of tire written, and dia.
nrean. .0 be studied when he notes of classiea, praedees: "...even orally compose
Speeches were studied no. as speecires bu. as written texts." (10) and la.er, «such
written eo.nposi.io„s crforced attention to texts even nrore, for truly written
compositions canre into being as texts only. even though nrarry of thenr were
conrnronly listened .0 rather .Iran sUendy read..." (10). Eric Havelock (1986) aiso re^
echoed this probien,atie widr the quéry: "Can a text speak?" (44).

With Ong one notices a dednite worry on how bes. to capture orai imaginative
expressions, for he even toys with the concept of tire .preliterate but buckles at tire
danger that dris nray be used in an unreflecting nrarurer such as ,0 be though. of as an
anachronistic of a secondary nrodelling systenr (13). He finally se.des for the tenn
text wlrrch he thlldcs nray be more appropriate to describe the oral utterance.

especially that its root meaning connotes "to weave". This is close to the Greek
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at Visual articulation of sounc

The debate of namin

note, however, that not ail o

rhapsoiden, which suggésts "to stitch songs together" (13). The argument here is that

this would be less lïusleadirig than the concept of literature which refers to letters.

Northrop Frye (1957; had in The Anatomy of Criticism proposed for ail purely
oral art epos which has "tlie same Proto-Indo-European root, wekw -, as the Latin

Word vox and tins is grounded firmly in the vocal, the oral" (Ong, 1999:13). The term

verbal text" is used by Ong when referring to Japanese, Chinese and Korean attempts

-meaning(18)

is undoubtedly deeply ideological. It is instructive to

iposition to the use of the tem literature for pre-literate
vevbal forms Imve .lecessarily been inspired by a desire to undermine the value of

ereative oral produetions. The confounding profoundness of orally-based creatlvity
can sometimes lead to this dileiiuna. Ong's sarcasm agaiiist 'literate' socletles is vety
apt here.

It is demoralizing to remind oneseif that there is no dictionary in the mind
hat lex.cographica! apjiaratus is a very late accretion to iânguaâe as
language, that ai! langiiages liave eiaborate grammars with no hein fmm
wntatg a, ail, and that faside of relatively high-tech,toS cul.urés I™
users of languages havej always got along pretty weii without any visuai
transfoi mations whatsoever of vocal sound. (14)

Wltlle being utiudful of the différent strands of the debate. the choice of the use of the
term text m this study dérivés, primarily, fronr a sense of Its mooriiigs from an oral

state to its présent eonstitution.. even in its iiterate rendition. For one, the final

constitutive eiement of what has corne to be identified as literature is clustered around
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the body of that form—whether oral or written—identifiable in 'literariness', and this

is hardly dependeiit, rnost often, on the mode of communicative experience. It draws,

even dérivés from social life while at the same time being shaped by the

communicative experience of its given âge. As a concludihg aside, a sense of irony,

the simile, or metaphor dérivés, primarily, from articulation in language, irrespective

of the mode or médium of renditioh.

But beyond this formai use of 'text', the research proposes to extend the term

to other discursive practices in its sense of a signifying practice that can accommodate

other extra-verbal, non-linguistic modes of aesthetic communication such as the

semiotics of dance, général visual narrative, and gesture. Following up closely on this,

Meki Nwezi et. al. (RIAL, 2001) propose the concept "lingual text in music as song

lyrics or recitative" (91) in describing the lingual fundamentals of African drum

music. The authors persuasively demonstrate how the text in African music can be

encountered in the following ways;

i.) as a vocal processing of language—song;
iiO as instrumental processing of language—metasong ;
m.) as choreographic processing of language—the visual poetry of dance

as metaphor;
IV.) as symbolic documentation of cultural statements—the extramusical

meaning of spécial music instruments and musical art costume. (91)

In a similar treatment of the Yoruba Oriki as literary text, Karin Barber (1991) besides

notmg of the form as a variant of praise poetry also observes that Oriki is "radically

unhke the kmd of 'literary text' which critics educated in the mainstream Eùro-
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American literary. tradition are used to dealing with" (21). The most immédiate

repercussion of tins is that there is a paucity of scholarly work on this form and its

mode of textuaiity. Even when such texts are fluid and emergent, Barber argues that

their narratives nonetheless have discernible internai logic.

Barber correctly locales the source of the confusion in treating oral narratives

like Oriki as text in the western formai tradition of writing as due to the presumption

of. fixity, visible form" and "a material existence detached from both author and

reader" (24). The strong influence of critical traditions such as New Criticism of the

first half of the last century also somewhat strengthened this orientation. Yet, there is

the irony of critical traditions such as post-structurahsm and deconstruction

strengthening the features of orality, only that they were spawned from a critique of

writing . Applied to oial literature, they also seem to disempower agency, the critical

élément in enthroning the text.

Furthering the discourse, and responding to the charge of wilful interprétation

of the 'text' as an attitude of the 'Newreader', Stanley Fish (1980) rebuts that

although the 'text' may be determinate but only as a transient phenomenon because its

normative feature is constantly in a flux that is at best realized by the performance of

an interpretive community. What Fish is suggesting here is close (not necessarily in

the nuances of its final resolution), to the contextual analysis of performance theory

which is predicated on the formulation that an uttered sound or word of a linguistic
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System only corne tô mean "because the words aie heard as already embedded in a

content that they have a meaning..." (309). He provides features of this non-context-

free communicative mode:

(0 communication does occur, despite the absence of an independent and
context-free System of meanmgs, that (ii) those who participate in this
commumcation do so confidently rather than provisionaily (they are not
eiativists), and that (m) while their confidence lias its source in a set of
be lets, those beiiefs are not individuai-speciflc or idiosyncratic but
communal and conventional (they are not sophists). (321).

Even here we can already sense an iiicipient Barthesian formulation that challenges a
presnmed trans-historical ■naturalness' of language, while in the same breath
proposing a System of convention or code for articulating the nteaning of a text.
Roland Barthes (1967) in IVnimg Degree Zéro even mutes the idea that "In actual
fact, clarity is a purely rhelorical attribute, not a quality of language in général which
is possible at ail times and ail places" (64).

With this it would seem that Barthes has further problematized the Saussurean
conception of signifier-signified by introducing another mode of signification with
implication on the 'code'. Frederick Jameson (1972) notes in this regard: "each
hterary work, above and beyond its own determinate content, also signifies literature
m général...identifies itself for us as a literary product" (154). But Barthes' ultimate
intention is at once a radical and an ideological revision of bourgeois trans-historicism
and an attempt to empower .subjectivity. To this extent in tS/Z (1970) he pushed for a
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rôle for the reader in literature and, by this far-sighted conclusion, forcshadowed the

notion of the hypertext.

In reaction to the avant garde style of the likes of James Joyce and Samuel

Beckett, Barthes proposed the concept of the 'writerly' text since the reader had been

"left with no more tiian the poor freedom either to accept or reject the text" (4) Atid in
this ,new kind of text the reader cati fill the ellipses and emboss her own

readtng/meaning. thercby escaping and challenging bourgeois containment based on
..the falsehood of ftxity. It is in this sanie sense that he makes a distinction, in The
Pleaswe of ,he Text (1975), between PImsir (Pieasure) and Jouiesame (Bliss), the
iatter having the quality of a responsoriai etigagement to which the writerly text
invites us. Barthes pursues the argument:

Text of pieasure; the text that contents, fills, grants euphoria* the text that

..ader.slnrica,,?„YI\';^;^^
tastes, values, memones, brings to a crisis liis relation witli language. (M)

But we must turn to S/Z to learn the codes required to W and Write in this f.ve-
feature Barthesian game of textual defamiliarization sunnnarlzed as: i) The
hermeneutic code; il) The code of sentes or signifiers; iii) The symbolic code; iv) The
proairetie code; and, v) The -culturar code. This reading, based on Balzac's
Sanasme, lias deep implication for the next exploration for the moment of 'ideaf
textitality, given Barthes' classification ofthe reading utilts into somc 251 lexias in
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he mode of contempprary hypertexl narrative—a mode that would appear native to
traditionai performance space and its re-emergence in Afrobeat performance.

The concept of •hypertexf was itscif coined by Theodor Nelson ,o describe
the non-linear. non-sequential space made possible by tbe computer. Sven Biritets
('994) copiously cites a description of the term in a Ne. York Ti„,es Book Rene.
entttled "The End of Books" (June 21. 1992) by Robert Coover thus:

the nonlinear or noLequënlia II ë* i"
Moreover, unlike print text hvnerlext nn'"''! ̂  possible .by ihe computer,
segments, now often called ''lexias' in a hnl between text-
but prescient Roland Barthes. With its webif Ihfkl'l" ^ P';o-'iypertextual
alternate routes (as opposed to nrinfq r a 'ts networks ofhypertext presentT ^IdicalTy '"dilgelt'lëhnor'^'""''
polyvocal, favoring a pluralitv of Hicm? technology, interactive and
freeing the reader fini drhîlon bX 7 ''u
are said to become co-learners or co wrif .P'ypertext reader and writer
the mapping and remappi^ë^ tellVlS '
components, not ail of which are orovideH 1
author. (153) ^ to be called the

Other an,hors have epual.y referenced this concept, and George LandoWs (1997)
ento- tnto the debate. especia.ly in relation to hyper,ex,'s i„,erstices as the
convergence of contemporary critical theory and technology. retnains séminal.

LandoWs sense of the hypertex, dutifully aehrowledges two critical voices-
Roland barthes and Michel .Foucault. Landow observes certain commonalities in
Barthes- (1974) -ideai- textuality which Landow sununarizes as "text cotnposed of
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blocks of words (or images) linked electronically by multiple paths, cliains, or trails in

an open-ended, perpetually unfinished textuality described by the terms link, node,

netwat-k, web, and path . (Landow, 3). Barthes had earlier characterized this mode of '

text:

In this text, tlie networks are many and interact, witiiout any one of them
being able to surpass the rest; this text is a galaxy of signifiers, not a structure
of signifleds, it lias no beginning; it is réversible; we gain access to it by
severa! entrances, none of wiiich can be authoritatively declared to be the
main one; the codes it mobilizes extend as far as the eye can reach, they are
indéterminable...the Systems of meaning can take over this absolutely plural
text, but their number is never closed, based as it is on the infinity of
language (5-6).

Michel Foucault (1976) would also in The Archaeology ofknowledge describe text in

relation to network and links by suggesting that the "frontiers of a book are never

clear-cut because "it is caught up in a System of references to other books, other

texts, other sentences: it is a node within a network... network of references" (23).

Anticipating the potential misconception of this terni, Landow makes a

distinction between hypertext as described here and other possible forms of electronic

textuahty that can exist within hypertext without necessarily being hypertext

themselves. These mclude: graphie représentations of text, non-linear text, and,

simulation. Landow does not however make a distinction between hypertext and

hypermedia to the extent that he incorporâtes the latter in the notion of the text in

hypertext with additional data in sound image, animation and related forms.
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It is Sigmficant to note that, so far, the notion of the hypertext has been based

on the practice of writing. Il would secm like the critical éléments of the hypertext

mode are présent in the Iradilional festival performance setling; such a setting shares

such mutual features like iion-linearity, non-sequentiality, multivocality, and

intetactivity, m addition to the agency of the audience which is not as active in the

reader of the written and print text. Indeed, appiied to the average African

performance context tins formulation would scem obvious enough, at ieast not as

ràuch a radical revision as oiie finds in relation to the written text which seems to be

the primaty concern of most hypertext scholars. Tins, precisely, représenta the crux of
this researeh, to extend the frontiers of the notion of the hypertext and ils

reconstitution in a neo-oral context of Afrobeat performance.

There is aiso ample evidence of the same features in a substantial number of

texts in modem African literature. Even when such a mode is necessarily
decontextualized uniike in a performance tradition, it invariably echoes that central
feature of orahty that demonstrates lileralure as text in silualion. Wliat has sometimes
been considered the limitation of oral narrative-its inhibited capacity for the
sequential and classiftcatory-is precisely what recommends its shared narrative

texture with the hypertext. Even the most 'readerly notion, in the strict Barthesian

sense, is incapable of escaping incipient hypertextuality for two main reasons which
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this research proposes to describe as: one, the lexiiire of signification; two, the
narrative ancestorial.

In Ihe first inslance, Ihe psycliodynamics cf signification is independent of the

individuel writer sud. that even his. atie..,pt ,o create a textuai closure can elude her.
The extended metaphor in which fiction Ihrives is basicaliy referential, while the

cadence of narration tlu ough features sud, as point of view, perspective, and character
variation, to mention a few, can be quite challenging to iinearity in textuai sequence:
While it catmot be denied that a ...edium of narration sud. as the print foists a sense of
spatial closure seen,i,.g to lock the text within pages with a certain sense of coid
finality, nonetheless througl. flashback, allusion, digression and other sud. narrative
codes, the narrative process has aiways strived toward the flighty as a latent hyperlink
to action, situation, character, ti...e-space and event, no matter the contrasting
situation. Even as plofs dutifui agent, this is narrative in esscce-reaching back to
its own sense of freedonr-explicable only in our second hypothesis: the narrative
ancestorial.

The sense of 'discovery' of the hypertext in print, with its consolidation in
digital ..active is in itself infortned by a disjuncture fron. narrative's ...oorings in
orality or what shali be presentiy considered the archaeology of narrative, that is,
.u,rrative's beginnings. For one, primeval narrative is essentially „,ultimedia and
hypertextuai, and fully ingested with the texture of non-linearity, non-sequentiality.
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multivocality. interactivity; yet, wilh a more profound sense of agency beyond what,
sometimes, even contemporary digital hypertext can cope with. In the ligln of this, the
researcii proposes to segment and characterize the différent phases in relation to the

hypertext as follows;-

i-) Pristine oral phase — Manifest Hypertext

ii.) The âge of writing — Phoenix or latent Hypertext

iii.) The digital âge — Emergent Hypertext

This. in a broad sense, repr«e„ts a rougi, schéma of the forn, that hypertext narrative
has taken from the pritnevai, pristine oral phase through the âge of writing to the
présent titne (of writing in iight). The research suggests that in the pristine oral phase
the element of the hypertext was in characer of text, while it seems to resurreet in the
âge of writing (with ail the ambiguities implicit in fusing the différent phases of that
âge; indeed, one whieh we still iive in, i„ spite of the electronie âge). Emergent
hypertext merely attetnpts to reach back to the earliest phase, whieh Dasylva
describes as moment of'whole texf, and this phase continues to grapple with infusing
the hypertext with ail the senses (sud, as tactile, olfactory, 'feeP, and 'mood') lost to
the printeval âge. The detnonstration of incipient hypertext below draws, very briefly,
from two slightiy unfamiliat sources: the first is a sub-genre of oral narrative, wlnle '

the second is lion, Niyi Osundare's (lfo,V,ng ioMg/ife,-s) poetry.
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The Yoruba sub-genre of riddle, a/o apamo—as distinct from alo apagbe—\s

the classic case in point of a narrative form that, apart from embodying ail the earlier

stated features of the hypertext, "most empowers the subject, here, constituted as the

Audience Co-Author (ACA). This riddling game requires a member of the,audience or

a hstener to decipher the code of the question always posed in symbolic-figurative

association. Wliat is significant here is the rôle of agency, represented in the

subjectivity of the ACA but capable of redirecting the non-sequential narration. The

ACA (reader) here may, if nuanced in the encrypted posers, wrestle the narrative from

the pnmary narrator (writer), renders the latter castrate, and redirects the entire

narrative transaction. But once the ACA assumes this status of primaiy narrator, it has

automatically reconstituted subjectivity in an Other (the new audience), thereby
tnggering off opposition to his/her own discursive practice and this continuai

subversion continues...

On the second démonstration, evidence of phoenix hypertext is replete in Niyi
Osundare's paetry, especially as captured in the second-order semiology of
conceptual time in Waiting Laughters. Osundare here resorts to signifying through the
use of typographie space calculated at inviting reader- (audience) response in the

configured, sometimes blank spaces created by the author in an attempt to
approximate to the extra-linguistic mood inhered in oral poetry performance. This

kinaesthetic narration attempts to capture the elusive and temporal sense of time as
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visually represented, m a tradition that goes back to the caesura, the figurate, and

pattern poetry.

Domesticating (the) 'Text'

Two mtertwined factore have been suggested as explanation for tlle challenging
textuality of oral literature and popular culture: the f.rst arises from wliat François C.

Dossou (1997:287) lias aptly described as the penchant for the scriptophilia in Western

discourse; the second, simply put, is aecounted for by the spécifie etymologieal bind that
infonns the terni •literature' for those who have corne in contact with it through tlie
Enghsh language. It should be noted, in passing, that this element of the 'scriptophilia'
actively infomied Ruth Finnegan's (1970) conclusion on the supposed absence ofdrama
m traditional Africa, thereby discountenancing other méthodologies such as the salient

admonition of Richard Schechner (1988) "that drama does not depetid on written texts,
but oncarefullyscnpledacliom"(m). (Schechner'seniphasis)

Rene Wellek and Austin Wanen (1982:23), long saw the stricture imposed by
this when they noted: "One of the objections to 'literature' is its suggestion (in its
etymology from Ittera) of limitation to written or printed literature; for, clearly, any
cohérent conception must include 'oral literature'. It is in this context Uiat they propose
the Oemian term IFo/W and the Russiati slovesms,, which are less restrictive. Yet,
the concept of literature defies easy resolution for, even the attempt to distinguish
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Both Abiola Irele (2001) and Kofi Agawu (2001) make the point manifest in

relation to African literature and niusic in Iheir recent works. Walking on the delicale

rope of merging a universalist and regionalist episteme, Irele (2001) suggests that

literature does not only communieate a structure of feeling "but also reflects a climate of

thought" (vin). But no sooner, he calls attention.to layers of commonalities in the coipiiè
of African literature, a need for which he hopes the critic can begin to acknowledge at
the level of points of convergence of literaiy traditions in spite of the différences in

language, conventions, and historical development.

Irele is particularly mindfiil of an embedded counter-discursi vity in pcstH;olonial

Afncan literature, and the tendency among its writers and perfomiers to testily to the
central issues of conflict and dilemmas involved in the tradition/modemity dlalectic (ix).
This tendency. to say the least, lias been most influenced by the discontinuify in the life
of the colonial subjeet, and a certain subalternity of lils status. He furtlier pitehes camp
wlth Chinua Achebe-s (1988) critique of Joseph Conrad's The Nigger of ,he Narcisses.

when the former notes that the

Bigotiy behind Conrad's shadowy and ultimateiy sinister depiction of the biack
character m lus taie as a shaping element of tiie work, ... to interpret this factor
as the driving force of a creative impetus conducive to the product of a great
work of art. (Achebe, 1988 in Irele, 2001: viii) or a great

Achebe is particularly animated by the tendency to represent Africa, conceptually, as.
"the place of négation" (Irele, viii).. He also alludes to Albert MemiTii on the similar

subjeet of the reaction of the colonial subject who, after acquiescing to colonial
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undergoes a violent réaction against tlie systemàtic assault upon
consciousness and senslbility that it is ultimately recognised to entail" (viil)/Tbii, ■ ; j
observation of the colonial subject bas a particularly insightfùl bcaring on Fela as we
shall later discuss. ' ! îi '

Besides the several efTorts of tnany black aestheticians across the globe who
have attenrpted ,o grapple with the idea of African literature, Janheinz Jahn (19<51,
1966), had proposed the tertn «neo-African literature" as an umbrelia rubric coveri|
contetnporaty Afncan writing by Afticans in the continent and tire diaspora because |
felt diat tins writing traditions wete distinguished by a fundamentai unity not bniy bf
reference but also of form. Tiiis is quite similar to Irele's (2001) allusion to a commoii
drread in structure of nrind of the African. Jata captures this sanre expérience as
Nomiuo", wluch is more or less a corrceptual metaphor of black literature, that is
Nomnro as a living prinçiple. On his own part, Irele concludes, urging dre nced 'to ■
appteciate the tricky phraseology of .Afncan literature' since this literature is actualll
mote or les^ literatures defined by sevetal iayers of the African experience in th^
colonial and post-colonial phases of its encounter. : 1

m a similar vein Agawu (2001) notes, "In so far as they constitute cotnplel
messages rooted in spécifie cultural practices, the varieties of African music known to 1
today may be designated as texf (8). Apparently, Agawu was compelied to go this " ̂
in View of the fact that traditional tnusic is generally not considered contenrpiative art:

i

i

i'.iï
-  ' :■? ••
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Tl.is promise was bascd on 11,e arlilicial divide Ibisted on Alrican mnsic al' a
functional art as distinct from ils capacity to be contemplative. No doubt this artificial
divide is probiematic and diffieult to sttstain glven the .nyriad possibilitles opetb lo
African music makers to enhance mnsicality for contemplation. This qualification,
according to Agawn, does not nterely speak to spécifie African musie genres (sud. as
the Gbaya and or «the wordicss chant Gogod.e sung byfhe Ewe of Ve. Voita Région.

Ghana" (8), but many other sud, practices aeross the continent.
The contemplative mood is also sotnetimes extendcd througl, a deft .

instrun,entai eompositional style when the verbal content is f,-ozen to allow
tmderlying musieal procédures to sink in the listener. This could be accomplished

playmg out of tuins of pluase, certam cadential approaches, or spontaneousiy
composed embellishtnents. There is also evidence of this text-building in childteh's
gaine songs that play witl, piteh, or as in instrumental leasing out ofriddie messagês
for audience decoding: ail this require close listening. often tnore conte,nplative thdt '
a good number of so-called dite ntusical performances. The penchant with the riddie,
with its highiy decentred System of cncoding and polyreferential natute, calls attention
to not only ,o a dynamic but also a retlective ntodc of composition and réception. ,

For tonal African languages, the ai d to music becomes pertinent, but Agawn
warns that we miseonstrue this équation by reversing the order as if to suggest that^
African ntusics a,e forms of language. This is instructive because even this
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relationship shows sufficient asymmetry to dissuade a presumpluous swap. Everi
when language infbrms music. as in si,natifs of speech surrogacy. we have obser^edi:,; c; L
the possibili.y of sinùlar ,„„al configu.ation with différent se.na„,ic possibili.ies i|i |
shown below from Akin Euba's exampie ( 1990): ■ ||!i - '

Owo laye mo- It is financial power lhal mankind recognises
Aye 1110 j,iba--l acknowledge llie importance of maiikind
Ola di pupo—- Prestige lias beeoiiie manifold
Ise ni wiira Work is gold (198)

In further s.ressing the case for tnusic as text tha, is itnbued with conte,nplative
attributes. Aga™ cens,.nets four catégories and layers of appréciation: uses of enot,
Violence against natuial language; singing in the throat; and signifying instrumentai
music.

I

f!- .

m the first example, we are inibnned that errers committed during reheatsals^ï:.
and perfotrnance ean exhibi, a rich illustration of aes.he.ic nortns, conventions oHî:
grammar and syntax. ,n tins instance, the seiftcritique made by traditional AfficanlÈ
ntusicians and dieir audiences help to illuininate aesthetic contenipla.ion only possible !
in a textured performance. - :jt f i :

Natutal language is viola,ed In the cou.se of „,„sic-.naki„g such as makes the lÎ-
relationship not only dyna.nic. but unpredictable. The exaniple that Agawu gives. in ^
fttrtherance of his long-standing research aniong the Ewe of Nothern Ghana, is the S
possibility of tmnsformation of low tone to high tone away flem language and in the '

\l:>r 'li
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egister of speech to a,

c  transgression wliich ;;

we have illustratioh iti

direction of niusic. This is usualiy away froin the normal i

marked higher one, s.ometiines in the sense of a tonemi

constitutes a forin of violence against language.

In the particular instance of "Singing in the throat,"

forms such as ululation and huinming; and in the case of the lalter, for example, il is '
resort to pure" mUsic which in the words of Agawu, constitutes an embodiment ppf ;;};
a moment of excess, a moment of transcendence (13) when the word beconids '■

incapable of reachmg a certain layer of depth-experience, and therefore defers to a '
. 'i 1- f, '

more articulate music as experienced particularly in the dirge

of musical transcendence should not be misconstrued as
However, this moment ■;

being independentpi;
language or supplanting it; rather, music and language supplément each other.

At the level of signifying in instrumental music, J.H.

provides three broad catégories of Akan poetry of drum lan

dance mode; and speech mode. Nketia contends that in the signal mode, "drums ij'ïH-i
p

fi;;'

Kwabena Nketia (196||i' ;i
liage; the signal mode;!

Mf
a: :i

M:?

ii: i '

n and again" (27). This i

Diding prérogative to.be : ■,

assigned short rhythm or tone pattern that are repeated agai
conforms with Agawu's notion that African music has an 'a

lunctional. Indeed, Agawu emphasizes furthcr the communicative stratégies deployéd
in the drum-text and their, sometimes, overlapping rôles. He: also sheds light on thé
mode of tiansfer of the différent forms. For example, the critic proposes that the

'■Ar ■' ■
.' ; • A-

speech mode of the drum-text is transferred by a semiotic pirocess of the iconic. For'
;
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the signal mode, he notes that although it is reeognized iconically, nonetheless it is
understood symbolically for the purpose a community orindividual designs i. sets eut
to achieve. He conciudes by showing the possible overlaps, noting, •'Tbe speech mode
.s isomorphie with ordinaty language, the signal mode with poetic language, and the
dance mode with a heightened form of poetie language that at the same time points
beyond itself (14). This is, however, sometimes more involved sinee the speech
mode could slip into a signal mode sueh as when popular musicians randomly evoke
it but not necessarily for speech-making, and in addition the speeeh mode hybridises
both the iconie and the symbolic as apparatus for signifying. The signal mode is noted
for its eontraction of the linguistie universe. But above ail, the dance mode neither '
abandons speech nor signal, rathe^and in the wonis of Agawu: "it becomes a . !
repositoiy for ail three modes of drumming" (15). With this baekground laid, the
research will now attempt ,o explore the différent strands of textuality, that is 'texf in
the mamier that we have broadiy outlined above as well as a discursive text such as
the concept of 'Africa' as differently narrated.

Reading Discursive 'AFRICA'

There is a sense in which Fela's overall aesthetic oeuvre strove to defme and
affinn Afticanity, Ttaough his songs and narratives; ideological polemics, the varied' ̂
performance conlexts, and even lived experience, Fela's abiding penchant was alwaysi

I
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to problematize the continent as a discursive text, a„d iocate Africa as the setting of
his aesthetic practice.

Feia-s Africanist aesthetics and ideology did not cccur by happenstance, as some of
hls cultutai prefetenees have their roots in the overali attempt of Africans, as part of the
anti-coionial struggle, to evolve discursive stratégies of ôthetness-on whose piank the
twi,, concepts of négritude and biaek. personaiity would iater rest. The po.iticai and
ideoiogicai subsoil that wouid iater chatacterize Fela's ovetali oeuvre was grounded in
this amalgam of these spiritual quests.

Eariy in the centuty. peopies of Africtur descent had fashioned and projected ways of
being -biack- -in effotts that were bodt schoiarly and artistie. The négritude movenrent.
whtch «auned initialiy at recognizing the biack personaiity {la personalUè nègre)"
(Mudhnbe, ,933:87, was one such effort, iargeiy because the coioniai project had
created a dichotontizing systent. ,t was a structure that brought to the fore the tensions of

tore. As V.Y. Mudintbe has pointed ont, these paradigmatic oppositions were -r„rd
are -.vident in the bina^ differentiation of "tradition versus n.odetn; orai versus

tvrmen and printed; agrarian and custontaty conuuuni.ies versus utban and industriaiized

cviiization; subsistence économies versus highiy productive econo,nies" (4).
The conférences of Bandung. Paris, and Rome, with their sharp polarizing views on

.lté African condition, had actuaiiy been preceded by the négritude initiative, the fifth
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Pan-African Conférence, and the création of Presence Africaine, all within the first half

of the century. Mudimbe copiously détails an intellectual engagement by African

precursors in certain représentative domains of this era:

In anthr.opology, studies- of traditional laws were carried eut by A. Aiisafe
The La\vs and Customs of the Yorîibà People{\92A), and J.B. Danquah'

n  Delobson's Les Secrets des Sorciers Noirs
HQIX ' I K des fons: us et coutumes du Dahomey
Uyj8),J.Kenyatta sfflc/»gM9M«//:e«;;a(1938),J.B.Danquah TheAkanDj,n„e „/0«,([,944J 1968), and the excellenLearchesTf K.A But
and P. Hazoume, respectively, The Position ofthe Chiefin Modem Political

1956^1 tl ]f"çi Dahomey ([1937]956). n the field of histoiy, the most prominent contributions to African

;  Gi'aft-Johnson's African Glory: The Story ofVamshed Negro Cmhzations (1954) and Cheikli Anta Diop's Nations
i„ which he analyses the notion of Hamites and^

connections between Egyptian and African languages and civiiizations. (89)

The third leg of this influence came from African desceiits of the Americas such as

Mareus Garvey, W.E.B. Du Bois, Malcolm X, Langston Hughes, Claude Mackay,
George Padnrore and Richard Wright, among others, whose writings and lifestyles
helped to shape Ure quest for an African identity. On a broad ideological and political
platfoim, there was the strong intellectual current represented by Marxism which,
espeeially between the 1930s and 1950s, was undoubtediy the greatest Influence on the

activist African intelligentsia and even nascent statesmen.

It was in Uiis context 'tlrat Sartre's (1948) essay, Black Orpheus, and Ahné Césaire's

Discours sur le colonialisme, could have sueh profound impact on the négritude
movement in particular and Africanist theoretical paradigme in général; a boost would be
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given to this a little later when, at Sorbomie in 1956, a meeting of the First International

Congress of Black Writers and Artists was held. Although the events of these times

could only have had a remote impact on Fela, his unique family baekground, with highly
pohticized parents (Fela's mother Was a socialist and women's activist, while his father

was an educationist and labor activist), did greatly heip the rétention in later life of tltose

values he could not have fully comprehended in his childltood. Two other thinkers that

would later influence Fela were Frantz Fanon and Walter Rodney with their séminal

Works: The Wretched of ,he Ear,h (1963) and the more recent How Europe
Underdeeeloped Afrlca (1972), respectively. The anti-colonial and anti-imperialist
intellectual mood of this period aided the évolution of at, aesthetic eugagé tltat rubbed on
African literature (oral and written), niusic, and the other arts, even if Fela would later
quarrel with aspects of the négritude outlook. The général intellectual and potentially
emancipatoiy Uirust of Fanon's Works became an important rallying point for (black)
African dissonant voices, even after asserting in The Wrelched of the Eanh that there
wtll not be a black culture because, for hira, the black problem is of a political nature.

Yet, there were other voices like Nnamdi Azikiwe's Renaissance Afrlca.
Obafemi Awolowo's Paih la Nigérian Freedom, and patlicularly Julius Nyerere and
Kwame Nkrumah-witli their several treatises on African socialism. By the time

Nyerere made tire Arusha Déclaration in 1967, the creed of UJama was finally spelt out
in an explicit mantier-showing a rather non-aligned path in the ideological divide
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between capitalism and communism. Nkrumah however underwent several phases, at

the end of which he concluded that the essential contradictions of the political economy

were those between labor and capital, on one hand, and, on the other, the colony and

impenahsm (Nkrumah, 1965). It is évident that a consistent trend by the 'native' Other

during tins phase, was the général sympathy for socialism, albeit reinterpreted in several

ways. to express African identity- it was also a factor which infonned Fela's

accommodation of the ideology as an important tool for the broad anti-imperialist

coalition, in the belief that although Marx, Lenin and Mao were great leaders of their
people, it is however the ideology of Nkrumahism, regarded as an African socialist

System, that is reconnnended because it involves a System where the merits of a man

would not dépend on his etlinic background.

In the context of the perfomiing arts such as theater and music, three major moments

of relatmg artistic reaction to political processes can be delineated: "domestication of

political Power," "criticism of colonial life," and fmally, "célébration of the African

sources of life." We are here boiTowing Mudimbe's (1988) classification-applied only
to hterature-but which is equally apt to the other arts too. The manner of these aesthetic

reactions were, however, not necessarily cln-onological. Of significance is the experience

noted by Colin Grandson (1978:74) since the William-Ponty Teachers' Collège days (in ,
Sénégal smce about 1933), which was then Francophone West African "nursery" of its
pohtical elite. Of its theater, Grandson observes that "the historical Chief and his présent
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équivalent, the political leader, appeai- as tlie main character in more Uian fifty per cent
of the Black Afncan plays of French expression since independence" (74). It took.a

while before plays of the William-Ponty influence could frontally challenge, In any
fùndaiiientdl sense, the colonial héritage although Ihey evoked a pre-colonial past based
on legends and myths, an Indication that reactions to eolonialism were not aiways
uniform. On the other hand, in Anglophone West Africa, while U,e theatre practice of the
earlier Hubert Ogunde of Nigeria straddied the first and second moments, it was the third
phase that Fela's perfonnance predominantly came to articulate-^ven while taking
rehospective glances at the earlier two phases. Werewere Liking's Village Kiyi
perfomiance project and Bernard Zaorou Zadi's Didiga Theaire (both Ivorien post-
independence fomis) were also cast in this latter mold.

Cultural Roots of Music-Maldng

In many traditional Afriean cultures, Including the Egba Yorùbâ in whieh Fela was
raised, musie and dance are intrinsically tied to eveiyday experience. This process could
be of a sacred event, thereby incoiporating ritual éléments, or a secular one, involving
mnsic and danee as accompaniments to social gatherings such as sport, général
enlertainment and, at timcs, an instrumental jam session. Some ofthe following have
been identified as général practices of the tradition: "call-and-response pattem of vocal
mustc; the bell rhythm ofthe gong, whieh dénotés time lines; the prédominant use ofthe

pentatonic seale; the speech rhythm growiitg out of tonal infleetions of Afriean words
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and chants; the use of polymeters and polyrhythms. and musical instruments used as
symbols" Sam Akpabot, 1986: Préfacé).

Some tradltional mythologies gulding both instrumentation and musical piesentation,
in certain instances, continue te serve as cultural survivais and fonns of rétention, even
wilh the current dispensation of popular .nusic. This is at times made manifest in Ute
animist conception of musical Instruments and the attempt by musicians to emboss on
them a vemacular idiom, to make them "talk." This attitude is true of many African
co,nmunities. and Akpabot alludes in this eomiection to a Yorùbà mythology "that only
trees located near the roadside are suitable tnaterials for the construction of skin drums
because they overhear humans conversing as they walk past and are therefore able to
reproduce their language" (Akpabot. 58). Wtatever the validity of this daim, tite ancient
Yorùbâ dictum, Àyànàgàlù. asorô igf (Àyàn of Agalu, „ho speaks through the médium
of wood), is suggestive of the kinship of music and the reconstitution of speech pattem
(AkinEuba, 1988:7).

Therefore. drums-in particular-and other musical instruments are deemed to be
repositories of language. with the différent ôrijà (deities) expressing marked preferences
of drum décoder for invocatory purposes. Hence. Obatala's quarlet includes lyànlâ. iyà
Agàn, Keke and Afeere which fom, the Igbin ensemble used by ils devotees (5). while
Sango-s preference is the Bàtâ ensemble of iyà llù, Omele abo. Kùdi and Omele Ako.
With these are the ipèsè, Orunmila-s spécial drum. and Àgéré; beside Agogo
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(metalophone) and §èkèrè (traditional rattle) of Ôgùn. Beside the fact of the drum's

centrahty m most of Africa's orchestra, this aesthetic-religious ftmction probably

explains the prevalence, among the Yorùbâ, of tension drums with their wide range of

tonal configuration and a cultural addiction to "talking with musical instruments since

Yorùbâ is a tone language, musicians have been able to develop a highly sophisticated

use of musical instruments as speech surrogate" (9-10). The complexity of this form is

most noticeable m the traditional all-dmm orchestra which may have between two to

twelve drummers, with eacli assigned parts, and which together create a musical rhythm
that exhibits syncopation, polymeter and polyrhytlom-in an atmosphère where ail the

other arts could be aptly represented.

Wliile neo-traditional forms such as Àpàlà and Sâkârà were part of Fela's growing
expenence, it was in the direction of the more broad-based Highlife that he moved,

having also played with Victor Olaiya's band, a prime exponent of Highlife in Nigeria
from the 1950s. However, the features of protest and rébellion that later characterized

his art predate this era.

As early as Ihe 19lh centuiy, Lagos was Ihe kub of "pop" concerts which the nascent

cultural nationalists would later take as an important reference point. Although Uie "pop-
concert in Europe was, historically, a lower raiddle class affair, and had quite distinct

features from the Lagos concert of this period (Michael Echeruo, 1977), the Lagos dite
showed considérable interest in this entertaimnent genre. But the pivot of tltis early
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concert was the Mission House, so niuch so that there were open conflicts between the

Catholic Mission and the Church Missionary Society (CMS) as regards poaching of

members of the congrégation tlirough the lure of concert. The Catholic Mission was

once accused of trying to lure Protestant members to its fold on tins account.'

However, once these concerts took a secular tone, they were disparaged as heathen.

The Lagos Observer of January 18, 1883 criticized this trend, which it described as

"exhibition of low forms of heathenism." Shorlly after this, it was further described as

"rude expressions in the native language and dancing of a fantastic kind." The Lagos

street of this era was rich and ebullient with drama festivals, masquerades, bards and

musicians, and the colonial govermnent was constantly in conflict with the artistic

commumty and had to ban local drunnning at a point (Echeruo; 1977:68). Echeruo notes

that this cultural event helped to develop a culture of art review with a level of

sophistication that could only have been the resuit of exposure to music and music

criticism in Europe, or else tlirough Lagos and Abeokuta (70). As often happened then,

the attempt was primarily to approximate the standard of the European center. Echeruo

further détails the pronouncement of a reviewer of St. Gregory's Grammar School's

, chorus rendition oï Fanfare of Mirlitons in the Observer of December 3 and 17, 1887,

which stated: "Orpheus could not have done better."

Echeruo ( 1962) further suggests:

Aiiotlier factor outside the missions that was favorable to the growth of the
concert in Lagos was the presence of à smali, well-educated and "cuitured" eiite
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was

made up maiiily of the expatriate colonial civil servants and the Brazilian
community, wliich increased in nuniber after the émancipation.

There is no doiibt that the existence of a Western-type music school in
Abeokuta as far back as 1861 and the launch of the Lagos MusicalJournal in
1915 served as important precursors. The enthusiasm of the Brazilian
community in these concerts lias also been located in their earlier African
experience prior to the slave period in South America. Whatever may be said of
outside influence in stimulating awareness of these coneerts, interest in concerts
by Nigérians was evidently a cariyover of a rich indigenous culture of love of
song, dance, ritual and theater. (Nigeria Magazine, 1962, no 74)

By the early and niiddle 20tli centuiy, the eultural ground was already shifting from

mere attempt at imitating European fonns to seeking an authentication of what

considered as indigenous; a ground whieh in part had been paved by one "Cherubino"

who asserted,

The legends of Troy, it must be admitted, for interest, stand pre-eminenf
but what can equal for beauty and poetical embellishments the legend of Ile

1916) ^ mankind as tradition relates. (Lagos Musical Journal,

It was m the context of this eultural undercurrent that Nigérians started seeking
alternative musical forms. Having learnt that the colonial explanation of Cliristianity
was one in which only Victoriaii liynms could be sung, the Nigérian independent Baptist,

Mojola Agbebi, subsequently rejected ail forms of European music in worship.

Other Nigérians followed this path of indigenization. Jolm Collins and Paul Richards

(1982) note in this respect:

FelaSowande(b. 1902), having established a réputation as Nigeria'sleading^symphonie' composer, subsequently argued the case for grounding
Nigérian-musicology in the study of African religion. ...Akin Euba lias
inoved m the direction of works, more accessible to mass audiences in
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wilich 'Western' influenced 'intellectualist' procédures of composition are
rejected. (122)

Therefore, as Echei^o has aptly noted, when Highlife eventually developed more

confidently in both Ghana and Lagos in the 1920s and '30s, it was an attempt, long after

Juju, at cultural self-assertion after an era that had been dubbed as schizoplirenie. This

pull and tension between the forces of "Europeanization" and "authenticity" would later

be inanifested in the musical practice of Pela (then Ransome-Kuti). This cultural

identity crisis was not immediately resolved though, at least not during the Highlife days

of his Koola Lobitos band.

Origin and Growth of Musical Hybridity

Wliile many African traditioiial rhytlims and foreign styles constitute the background

to Fela's beat,' the immédiate begimiings of Afrobeat are to be located in Highlife. It

would take until after World War II for Highlife to become the most influential dance

music in Anglophone West Africa, with "the influx of the retuming demobilized African

soldiers with their newly acquired tastes of Western-style live music and night-club

entertainment." This process was also aided by rapid urbanization.

As a measure of cultural-self représentation, local musicians attempted to play their

diverse folk music with the guitar background. Tam Fiofori suggests that the guitar

styles that introduced the instrument to British West Africa were the rhumba-merengue

and samba music of GV-70 rpni records that came via the Spanish territories of
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Afr.canized Cuba aud Latin Anterica." Prior to this encounter, however. West Africans
have aiways had the more compliealed 20-stri„g instrument known as the kora. This
factor, perhaps, explains the ease wilh which tite musieians embraced ••modem guitar,"
while also adapting i. to the principle of tlie pentatonic scale to which traditional string
instrumentalists had grown accustomed.

Highlife, which had started offas "palm-wine" guitar nrusic was soon transform'ed
into an orchesha which, ' apart from guitar, included in its typical ensemble brass
instruments such as hurapet, trombone and tuba, as well as reed instruments. Olher
Westem-style instruments of tltis fonn are the trap dmm and eymbals, aceordion,
xylophone and keyboard. with the brass and reed instruments now catrying ••the tones, in
harmony led by the trumpet.»' These were also the général features of the jazz-Highlife
hybrid era of Feia's music, which was fused with a mélangé of West Afriean traditional
s^les. Sonie of the Higlrlife titles to lus ctedit in this period include On^re. Yeske
Yeshe. Lagos Baby. La, Se. Wa Dek. M, O Mo. Ajo. Alagbara, Onidodo. Keep Nigeria
One and Araba's Delighi. Others are Mai Gborokan. Se E Tua De and Ako -ail
produced between his Koola Lobitos Band and the Highlife Jazz Band (.958-1969),
althougli Ray Templeton (see discography) had tracked down Algana to the ••Highlife
Rakets" production of 1960. The musical influences on Fela at tlris point mnged from
50U, and Blues. Oeraldo Pino's s^e (ineluding the reeiprocal influences with James
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Brown), through a number ùï Highlife musicians, notably E.T. Mensah, Victor Olaiya
and Rex Lawson.

In lenm of structurai pattern, it was Rex Uwson's brand of Highlife with its
cntphasis on the musical compiexity of traditional Nigérian drun, rhythms-ntombining

e membrane drum, two-and one-membrane conga drums, and the Western trap
drum set with cymbais-that wouid sce as the immédiate cataiyst for Afrobéat'
Besides this, however, Highlife had somewhat served its thne. as a euiturai tooi for .
African "authenticity," as it was wont to be presented in the early décades of the century.

. By now, independence had been achieved and the new nation had to confront issues of
deveioptnent and the post-independence eiite who. to a large measum, besttode the
landscape with the air of internai coionixers. Hte new eiite, iihe its colonial forebea.,
promptiy put a ieash on the anticipated démocratie project. With a restive population, its
organized-labor sector and the student moveraent iinding itseif confronted by an
increasingiy diminished -public sphere" for alternative visions (in Nigeria the civil war
was aiready raging), a period of disiilusionmcnt wouid set in and the status quo had by
the mid-sixties begun to be chaiienged on these tenus. And with its breezy, generaiiy
covert poiiticai the,nés, obsessiveiy hedonistic iyrics-^f transcendental love, of women
and wme-and a rather sedate rhytlimic structure, Higliiife was simpiy not best
positioned as the médium for the brewing post-independence confrontaUon, at ieast in
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Nigeria; il was a task (hat would have to be shouldered by Afrobeat. a subversive
musical and cultural performance. ''

Cultural and Political Evolution ofMusic

Traiislallng Ihe pan Arricanisl vision of his youih i„,o music. however, took a while
after many unsuccessful at.empls ,ha, included experinreniation with American seul
S5de niusic and Higblife. The siriving evolve otlier iayers of conlemporaiy African '
salles of music had always been par, of tlie effort of ,hat génération ofyoung Nigérians
who eiuolled in musie schools in England in die late finies luid early sixties. Wl.ile die
older génération eoniprising Adanis Fiberesima. Akin Euba. Sam Akpabo, and Laz
Ekwueme "chose to study classical music and retumed ,o Nigeria as musie aeademics
or worked in radio and télévision stations as musie directors... anoUier group of students
chose to study dance and popular music."» In this iatter set were the lilces of Wole
Bucknor. Briddy Wright and Uie then Pela Ransome-Kuti. With others like Mike
Falana, Lasisi Amoo. Fred Coker and Dele Okonkwo-who aiso wen, to Europe to
ftirther ïheir careers-they got involved in diverse musical forms; European Jazz,
Rliylto and Blues. Rock 'n' Roll and the emerging pop music of die sixties.' As a
remote influence, the Jazz musie of Miles Davis. John Cohrane. Sonny Rollins and
Chartes Mingus-with whom they occasionaily had jam sessions-came to irave an
imprint on their musical style. This trend was iater noticed in Feia's composition.
However, their attempt was to infuse the new experience with Hi^life. an attitude
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infonned by their conviction Uiat the new musical fom had to be rhythm-driven, and as
noted by Tarn Fiofori, "with a strong percussive section."'^

For Fda, the solution to this search did not emerge until many years later when he

suddenly realized thaï he was playiiig to empty halls and that his music did not reflect his
new consciousness. It was during his 1969 American visit that he flnaliy decided on a

new rhythm, as he recalls:

I saici lo myscK 1 low do Africaiis siiig soiigs? Thcy sing widi cliants Now let

Af - u . '-ondon—Ambrose Campbell. He used to olavAfncaa Music" w„h a spécial beat. I used that beat to'Write my m,te, l'„ t
didii t kl ow how the crowd would take the Sound, you biow I just started Tl'ie
Whole club staned jumping and eveiybody started dancing. Tknew that M

Meanwhile; this décision had also been preceded by his increasing interest in black
studies and African cultural forms. He changed the name of his band from "Fela
Ransome-Kuti and the Highiife Jazz Band" to "Fela Ransome-KuU and the Nigeria 70,"
under which he produced tite new rhytlmiic experiment of My Lady S Frusirallon in the
1969 Los Angeles sessions. Far away in tlte United Kingdom, another contemporaty and
friend of Fela, Peter King, had also started a similar fusion described by Tarn Fiofori as
"Afrojazz, with faint éléments of Higltlife, a vety distinct flavour of modem jazz and a
prédominant emphasis on percussive rliytlims."'^

It was, however, in Jem K'oku, and more determinediy with Why Blackman Dey
Suffer that we get the definite shift to the structutal pattem of contemporaty Afrobeat.
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With Jeun K-oku one gets the sort of 'bold' and assertive vocalization, structured in an

upbeat, fast tempo reminiscent of James Brown's Unes, "Say it Loud/ l'm black and

proud." The instrumentation of the ensemble—now ealled The Africa 70—also reflected

this transition that included in its percussive section, a trap-drum set of bass drum, snare

drum and cymbals, two tom-tom drums, then a three-membrane drum. Laterin the Egypt
■50 .Band he added the gbèdu, the 'big conga drum,' basically a Baoule-type
Attoumgblan, two-a-piece interlocking membrane dmms and a second bass section that
intensified the rhythm. Together with an amplified rhytlim machine, two keyboards,
rattles, métal gong, sticks, the bass and ténor guitars, he had defined his rhytlim section.
The hom section was made up of a trumpet, alto, ténor (first and second) and baritone
(first and second) saxophones.

The basie format of most of Fela's compositions is easily identifiable in his ,
percussion that usually starts off with a signature rhythm that introduees rhytlim
messages. This could be with the keyboards, "the two guitars in unison or counter
points, the trap drum or even the two membrane dmms in unison or counterpoint. In
many of his compositions, usually, the rhytlim is kicked off with a double, regular-
inteml beat on the bass drum, and against this bass drum, a snare dmm beat interlude
breaks the monotony and thereby serves as antiphonal to the defming bass drum.
Against tins général background, the rattle, gong and rhythm guitars eome in to pave
way for the piano and later the horn section, after which the choms and cantor take over.
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The bass line drum rhytto bas been identlfied hy Steve Rhodes (i„ a 1997 intetview
with the researcher) as Eghaesc/ue, with its roots reminiscent of certain rhythnts of the
Oto cuit. What is equally incontrovertible is the choice of ntost of his sintple Ègbà
chants such as "tere kùte" or "joro jâra joro," which are built on hatntonies based on the
pentatonic scale. It is a fonnat Fela respects and does not départ front in any fùndantental
aense. Even the choice of piaying in the pentatonic scale can be seen as nofonly
mttsically but also ideologically raotivated. Schooled. as he was, in the Westen. musical
tradition, his preference is shown in attitude to music that incotporated the
.mprovtsatiottal and oral with its accompanying iimited strictures. Unlike Highlife ntusic
Which followed the European harmonie structural pattetn. the , structure of FelaV
Afiobeat, in the main, gravitâtes toward traditional modal scale. His African
musicianship is further exhibited through the use of such West Aftican haditional '
techniques hke ensemble stratif.catlon, modalisn, and hocheting, a point such scholars as
Jolin Collins aiid Michael Veal have also noted.

By reflecting the tonal character of the Africatt speech pattern in the instrumental .
sectioin Fela invests h,s. total ensemble witl, the power of a speech surrogate that serves
as tlte -nmer voices' one ofien gets m his tnusic. Besides this, the structure made it casier
for the commentaiy of the cantor-a rôle assumed by Fela in the mold of the tradiUonal
«riot and the "Chief Priest," as he was iater styled. who must make pronouncements. To
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understand the universe of Fela's thought on this aad his imagined (African) continent, a
paraphrase of his diverse readings is given in the concluding section of this chapter.

At the level of lyrical content, he eonstantly questions received notions through his
strident political eotnmentaries, rude jokes, parodies and an acerbic sense of humor and

satire. The prédominant persona of his narmtive is a troubadour in quest ofjustice and
fair play, trenchant and uncompromising in exploring tlie nuances of everyday life and
depieUng the subject as victim of authoritarian constructions, while at the same time
seeking to reposition hint from tins status to that of a genuine ereator of culture through
his diveise social rôles. TIte subject (in Magbon Close), even as a night-soil mân sings:
I be agbepo; I dey do niy part; without me your city go smell like shit," to which Uie

chorus responds; "Never mind, I dey do my part, I be human being like you."
Vocal- lam a mglnsoll mm,. Iphy ,„y social rôle: mthou, me theslench in

your city would be unbearable
Chorus: Never ,„md / am ouly playmg ,„y rôle. I am as huma,, as you.

Even when his lyrics acknowledge the Uanscendent. he is quiek to introduce the

consctous, mediating rôle of human agency so as not to depict a helpless humanity in a
naturahstic state. Drawing on a romantic African past in Intermlioml ThlefThiefflTT).
he concludes that the current status of the underprivileged class is aiterable provided he
is reâdy to fight International Finance Capital: "We must frght dem (transnationals such
as ITT) well well". Shortiy before this, in Origiml Suffer Head, he cautions: "Before we

all are to jefa head o, we must be ready to fight for am o...sulïerhead must stop." In
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other words, before we can attain a life of comfort, we must be prepared to fight for it.

The status of being the victim must stop.

1. Tins charge was made by Rev. J. Vernai in Omrch Intelligence and Record of iam&ry 1889,
according to Michael Echeruo. . '

2. Feia is quite conscious of this cross-cuiturai borrowing, and lie informed me that his inspiration
denves primarily from traditional music. Once, I pressed for specificity and he repiied, saying:
"Everyone (of the traditional musicians) has got something to say." Tunji Oyelana also
confirmed that he had on occasions been invited to the Shrine by Pela, for some interaction on
folk forms in which Oyelana specializes; this was corroborated by band members. The Gbagado
Gbogodo sériés is a product of such interaction. ^

3. See Tam Fiofori's article, "Afrobeat: Nigeria's Gift, to World Populâr Music (1)" in The Post
Express, \991.

4. Ibid.

5. Ibid.

6. Tam Fiofori identifies llte three-membranophone drnm as a pivotai Instrument also in Ijaw
masqurade music.

7. Ibid. .

8. See Tam Fiofori's,-Afrobeafi Nigeria's Gift to World Music (2)," in the Pm Express of August
17, 1997.

9. Ibid.

10.'ibid.

11. This was Fela's preferred name for his style of music after hIs rejection of the title «Afrobeat »
12. Tom Fiofori (2).

13. Ibid.
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14. This has been observed by the music scholar John Collins. See aiso, Michael Veal, "And After
^^^^°^^^^^^^^^^^r{GlendoraReview:Afncan Quarte,-ly 3 1997) n
nas '
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CHAPTER THRFF

MUSIC AND TOPTCAT JTV

Pre-Text

The preceding chapters help to illuminate the background to Fela's cultural and

political activism that is, more often than net, aesthetically realized in musical

performance. This sub-text to his conrmitted art can only be best appreciated in the light
of the artist's response to the overall violation of civic space since the pre-independence
era.

This has meant that since NIgeria's independence on October 1, 1960, the basic
features of govemance in Nigeria four décades later remained executive excess and the

emasculation of the judiciaty and the rule of law. The militaiy held the reins for two-

thirds of the entire period of nationhood and yet not less than five coup d'états and seven
other unsuccessfui bids (excluding phanloni charges) have been reccrded in ihis intra
elite in-fighting to control state power.

In the interval, there appeared to have been a reversai of the patronnrlient

relationship such that, unlike in the first two décades when the politician played patron,
this rôle was effectively usurped by the military from the mid-eighties, although the slide
had begun from the first coup of 1966. Jurgen Habermas's (1986) notion of the

dynamics of the 'public sphere' quite candidly describes U,e Nigérian experience under
the militaiy, especially in relation to the distinction he makes between citizens' riglit to
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public discourse without being subject to cocrcion, and the coercive power of the state as
thc counlerpart, that is, a négation of the polillcal public sphere as such.l And having
stayed long enough to generate its own version of primitive accumulation, the miiitaty
had discovered the need for power independent of the national public sphere in an
environment where the disbuisement of resources was tolaily centraiized.

Meanwhiie. the miiitary tiirew overboard federaiism as a character of the
national constitution, impojed a unitarist state (de facto), and paved the way for
subséquent centnti govemments to decimatc opposition and pressure groups inciuding
.«de unions, the students' movement, profcssionai bcdies and opposition parties.
TItencefoilh, the human rights situation regiesscd as the political public sphere shrank.
Evidence of miiitaty pressure „„ iXte public sphere could be seén as wanton violation of
nghts through arbitraty arrest and détention, détention without triai, torture,
indiscriminate kiiling, abduction and kidnapping, miiitaiy attack, fanning of etimic and
religions embers, and générai brutaiity against thc public psyché became commonpiace. ■
The language of hégémonie discourse was further entrenched tirrough the soie cotrtroi of
the electronic média by the state, and even when, by the mid-nineties, iicenses were
approved for private broadcast, allocation was iargeiy to perceived client figures under a
very strict régime of censorship.
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Artistic 'Seeker's Passage'

It was precisely in this atmosphère of sonic censorship that Fela emerged with

his Afrobeat form, first as a reformer aiid later as a totally counter-hegemonic activist

artist. Fela's journey to the latter position took the sort of Baklitinian 'seeker's passage'

or, more contextually, what Frantz Fanon (1963) bas described as tbe 'tbree stages of tbe

native intellectual.' Fela tangibly conforms to tbis broad and often overlapping schéma

in wbicb tbe native intellectual starts off, First, witb a blind embrace of tbe values and.

etbos of tbe colonial Center—usually after a dose of its éducation; second, witb an utter

rejection of colonial legacy and a romande retreat into a 'native' cocoon, a swing

mformed by a barsb realization of otberness; and, tbird, a more critical reappraisal of

ideological imperatives, in wbicb one, as in Fela's case, is led to tbe identification of tbe

indigenous elite as a significant collaborator in undermining genuine development on tbe

continent.

Describing tbe crucial intermediate phase. Fanon (1963), says "In order to ensure

bis salvation and to ensure escape from tbe supremacy of tbe wbite man's culture, tbe

native feels tbe need to turn backward toward bis unknown roots" (218). Micbael Veal

(1997) is quite apt m identilying, as part of tbe first phase, tbat era in wbicb Fela was

working in tbe self-conscious "bigb-modemist modes of Afro-American jazz music"

(049), especially after bis London, Koola Lobitos student days. Rigbt after tbis era, Pan-

Africanism became Fela's leitmotif ail tbrougb till tbe end; wbat bowever distinguisbed
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the third phase from the second is the tinge of class character that he brought to bear on

the latter Pan-Afncanism. The second phase was characterized with songs like Keep

Nigeria One, Black Man 's Cry, and Buy Africa which celebrate black aesthetics in the

ambience of a supra-class Àfrican setting, one in which the interests of both the

indigenous pohtical elite and the marginalized sectors of society find a point of

convergence. By the timedie started waxing Zombie, Alagbon Close, ITT, and Sorrow

Tears and Blood, which lampoon military and other authoritarian hégémonies in

contemporary Africa, it, was clear that he had finally unmasked the bogey of the

ideological unanimity of contending classes.

Opinions have been quite diverse as to whether Fela is a contemporary offshoot

of the pre-modem style or a postmodem perfomier. Though an artist résident in the so-

called developing world can integrate into the maelstrom of technological

postmodernism, Fela constantly resisted this incorporation insofar as it portended to

defme the center as the source of a 'mainstream corpus' against which his own practice

was going to be measured. After Anny Arrangement was waxed with electronically

simulated dmmming while Fela was away in prison in 1985, he subsequently expressed

displeasure with such 'innovation,' prefeming his more mstic drum beat and generally
'unaffected' style.

Tins is, however, not to suggest that his position is not at times tenuous. For

instance, the focus of his lyrics constantly decry those forces constraining the libération
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of a modem, African cultural energy but, then, he posits an alternative outlook that

shudders at the prospect of the conséquent dismembering of traditional society that

woûld emerge from such a transaction. In this sense, bis vision embodies the ambiguity

and dream of an miagined pre-modern and post-revolutionaiy Africa, a feature which

Michael Veal identifies as "a timeless vision of African utopia" (049). It is this élément

of wishing into being and°constructing into textual discourse that Benedict Anderson

(1983) dwells upon in the Imagined Communities when he noted that,

ai! commuiiities iarger than primordial villages of face-to-face contact (and
perhaps even these) are imagined. Communities are to be distinguished, not by
their falsity/genuineness, but by the style in which they are imagined. (15)

Is this apparent contradiction of Fela's utopia, then, not a concrète factor of eveiyday

hved experience? That we are constantly deconstmcting and reconstructing our

potentially multiple identities into being? And that every act of eonstmction is

simultaneously an act of deconstruction of an Other and vice versa? Perhaps, then, Fela's

conscious attitude was to simply buttress his own preferred mythology.

Song Text as Metonyin of Social History

The often veiled setting of Fela's narrative space is urban West Africa, pven

when Lagos serves as a symbol for both the subregion and the entire African continent.

The prévalent interest of his lyrics ai-e those often-contrasting situations of power

relations between the big Oga and the marginal my people. In between these two

extrêmes are to be found diverse modes of coping, of acquiescence or, on the other hand.
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of résistance modes with a large-repertoire of subcultural linguistic codes. The vehicle

for the transmission of Fela's alternative message was often indirect in the early stage,

but later became direct, akin to the discursive modes James Scott (1990) describes as the

public and 'hidden' transcripts. The 'public' transcript pertains to the nature of

contestmg power relations, which is resolved in favor of the status quo, while the

hidden transcript relates to forms of résistance to dominance in more subtle and oblique

ways such as m gesture, joke, humor, and parody—which "insinuate a critique of

power" (xiii)

Song lyrics that formed part of this early phase include Water No Get Enemy,

Alu Jon Jon Ki Jon, and When Trouble Sleep Yanga Wake Am (better known by its

chorus line, "Palava"), and the vehicle of the narrative transmission is undoubtedly in the

hidden transcript. A common denominator that runs tlirough them ail is the proverbial

fonn of their rendition. To the ear unfamiliar with Afrobeat, these may appear like a

quaint rehash of a familiar traditional form, but even when they relate to myth as with

Alu Jon, for instance, the metaphor is actually in reference to the présent, reflecting on

man and his practice in the universe. Here is a naiTative of how in an era of faihine ail

animais agreed to devour their parents, but the dog in his or her wisdom did not, as s/he

hid mother dog in the spheres, an act of foresight that pays off when the mother décidés

to send down foodstuff to assuage the hunger of the times. It is a most decentered

narrative depending on who is doing the telling, but here the construction is a morality-
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driven taie that emphasizes the need for forbearance and the will to seek ftindamental

social solutions rather than a rash and unreflecting one. Highlife music is replete with

such disguised texts, and Kwesi Yankah (1997) notes tins of Nana Kwaine Ampadu's

"Ebi Te Yie" ("Some are favorably positioned") which was released during the militaiy
régime of the National Libération Council. Yankah's transcription of the song text goes

thus:

T e,e was once a meeting of ail animais to discuss the concerns of the
animal worid. Ai! the animais were présent, including Léopard and the
orphan Ante ope. It so happened that Léopard took a seat directly behind
orphan Anteiope and started mistreating him. He ciawed Anteiope's tail to
the ground making it impossible for him to actively participate in the

o'Plian Anteiope begin to speak than Léopardwould silence him with the warning that the meeting was not meant for
skinny créatures. The mistreatment went on Until orphan Anteiope could
béant no onger. He plucked iip courage and made ,a loud plea to the
presidmg chairman, "Pétition on the floor, point of order," he said. "Mr.
ciaiiman, secretaiy, elders here assembled. I move for an immédiate
adjouiliment of the meeting, because some of us are not favorably
posi loned. Soine are favorably positioned, others are not." As soon as the
meeting saw through the words of the orphan Anteiope, there was an
immédiate adjournment. (63)

Fela, however, had otlter less syrabolist song lyrics within Uie same time frame,
diaraclenzed by a ribald social conmieiitary in such numbere as Lady, NaPoi, Open and
Close. a.,d IVoman „a Mauress. Although these numbers do not constitute the oveniding
abiding aesthetic practice of the artist, the patriarchal views expressed in then. repiesent
the contradiction of a liberationist who encourages a retrograde image of the female

gender, and thereby not only reduces the incentive for a healthy public sphere, but aiso

demobilizes bis own potential ideological allies. In one such track (inrfy) the nanatot
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objecte to Ihe self-confidence shown by the new African woman (Lady), who is seen as

defying her traditional rôle sel. Uniike Lady, the valorized Aliican woman

It is the same sexist orientation that infonns Wotnon « Maures, which, as the title
suggests. emphasizes a patriarchal gender construction of womanhood and tnakes no
distinction between it and biological fenrininity. Latter song lyrics like Akumkum
attentp. to ttansœnd this early sexisnt. through a lyrieai depietion and dénonciation of
violence visited on wonten by law enforcement agents (Uying tofuck seomen byforcefor
road by this thougir is stiil a reading based on the woman as a factor in elass
Power relations and alliance. However, with Open and Close and Na Foi. the erotieism
described is not necessarily sexist; rather. it is simply a description of basic sexuality and
the discourse of which has been censored by successive puritanical régimes in Nigeria.
Fela consistently qoarrels with an attitude in Nigérian public life that suggests that
discussion of sex. sexual knowledge and emotional expressions of such dimensions of
social iife was taboo. And so, in the spirit of a no-holds-barred sonie, he is heresaying:
"Lefs talk about sex/and ail the good/ ail the bad that makes Iife," like the Sal, andPepa
musicians! Invariably. tirerefore, sexual narrative often becomes a metaphor for

contesting a circumscribedliteraiy-artistic public sphere. '
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The theme of culture aliénation preoccupies Feia's iyricai concem from Yell„„
Fever, through Johnny Jus, Drop (JJD), GenUeman, Colonial Merualiiy, ,o Upside
Dcorn, and Big Blind CounUy (BBC). The reconstruction of the Afriean personaiity,
distorted by a psyehology of dependence ttaough skin bieaching (in ïellos, Fever). and
the feigning of foreign cultural habits (in the other albums), constitutes the thrust of these
albums. (BBC is yet to be waxed.) impiicit in these narratives is the suggestion that these
••psychie vices"2 eonstitute a mote subtie, though non-physicai, coercive idepiogieai
assauit on ti,e Afriean image. For the Afriean who is persistent in aitering his
pigtnentation. the point in Yello. Fe.er is driven home with sareasm and derisive
humor:

You go yellow pass yellow
you go get moustaclie for face
You go get yoiir double colour

Youryansligoblacklikecoai

You will exceedyow- attempt at a Ughter pigmentation
our tnoustache wtll (ofisingjrom bleachmg effecl) sprout ail over the

Your skin will show patches ofdifférent colors
Your buttocks will be as black as coal

To negate such a euiturai dependence, Feia advoeates the évolution of a grassroots and
mciusive framework for genuine democracy. Tins is the iiterai subject of Teacher Don ï
Teach Me Nomense. where the artist focuses on the inabiiity of the national eiite to
deflne a eommon understanding, as basic as an électoral principle, for ils own self-
perpetuation. Hence, democracy goes wild: "demoNcraey, crazYdemo, demoNstration
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of craze." In spite of this bleak political atmosphère, he flnds a position cf résignation
incompatible with his Afrobeat vision; hence, Fcar No, for Mao. STB. anti No
Agreeo,en, continue to stoke the etnber of civil résistance against dominant powers.

By the mid-seventies, Fela began to criUque général social deeay and the
charactedstic license to freedom without obligation that African dictators bestow on their
agents in order to brutaiize the public psyché. The diverse instances of abuse of power
are captured in Cus,on. Cheo, Poio,. Magboo C/ose, Ao,hor„y S.eaUng orri Corfusion
Break Bone (CBB). In reaction to the général lawlessness and urban violence that greeted
the post-civil „ar years (starting from about 1971). the militaty govetrunent of Général
Yakubu Gowon protnulgated a decree that carried a death penalty on eonvicted amred
robbers. Fela denounced this tnove in his public lectures, pointing out tirat U.e instance of
arnted robbe^ was hardiy the causal agetrcy but the conséquence of a crisis that had ils
roots in the deep structural ittequality of Society. He went altead to wax Coofusion Break
Bone, thereby revisitrg govenunenfs perception that armed robbety was more inimical
to Society than the diverse ways by which dite treasuty-looting are carried out.' A
narrative reclassification is caraied out whereby three layers of robbety enrerges in "Leg
Robbey." "Arm Robbety" and "Head Robbety," and the personae insists:

Vocal: The first one lia ieg robbery
Chorus: Leg robbery
Vocal: Where mail go go pick pocket
Chorus: Leg robbeiy
Vocal: The iiian go start to take leg ruii
Chorus: Leg robbeiy
Vocal: The second one lia arni robbery
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Chorus: Ariu robbery
Vocal: Where man go go steai big thing
Chorus: Arni robbery
Vocal: Egotakegundefendhimseif
Chorus: Arm robbery
Vocal. The third oiie na Head robbery
Chorus: Head robbeiy
Vocal: Where ogapata-pata3 gogo steal
Clioriis; Head robbeiy
Vocal: E go take position steal ail free
Chorus: Head robbery
Vocal. Free stealing na hini policy
Chorus: Head robbery

- gei
The mood and ohoice of registers used he,e is instructive. Wltile in the first two
instances of "Leg" and "amf robbety. he merely natrates, in the latter. there is an
authorial intrusion--Free stealing, na hitn policy...which head/president we get e never
stealr-as a means of contesting tlte source of social violence and identiiying the
political elite as culprit.

If Teacher Don', Teuch Me Nomeme intensifies the theme of non-physical,
ideological tool of coerclon by identifying the school System as an outpost for mind-
conditioning, aibunts such as Coffinfor Head ofSiate, Sorra. Tears and Blood, Army
Arrangement.^ Zombie name the African militaty as agents of domination and atmies
of occupation in their respective countries. In Overtah: Don Overtake Overlake
(ODOO). he cautions against the easy allure of naming whereby militaty institutions
feed citizens with faddish and radical-sounding appellations. He cites examples from
L.bya-"Uberation Gouneil," Liberia_"Redemption Councll," and Zaïre-
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"Révolu,ionao- Couucil." Slogans no,wUhs.a„dIng. the conséquence is "soldier go,
soldler corne." The lyrlcs are not really averse to ,he mililao- institution as such, but the
fact of the ntilitary becomiûg an elitis, cult, and a law unto itself, without recourse to the
civil Society. Images of râpe and social défilement are basic to his description of militaty
violation of public space. He ponders in Confmion Break Bones:

why dem like to burn di things wey cost money
government fit sell to peopie wey no get money
government fit sell to peopie cheape, cheape
but na di burn burn, na im dey sweet dem pass...

why do Ihey show preference for burning
expensive (seized) goods

government could sell saine to low
income earners

government could onction same to citizens
but they[government] appear to dérivé joy in

burning

He is unable ,o reconcile hhnself with the sadistic impulse tira, drives the Nigérian
military. in particuiar, ,o destroy wares and goods seized from traders (ostenslblyfor
selling in non-designated areas), tuther thmr tum such items over to Crarity or auction
sale. He ponders on why it seeras to revel in setting such produets ablaze-m di burn
bura. „a dey s«.ee,de„pass! Fela posits in Iniernadonal me/nief(177), however.
that the milttaiy and other African govenunents are only fronts for transnational

govemments, describingtheir leadership as'disgulsing- in ZÎOAW.
Very niuch a poet of hope, as of rage, he consistently stresses the need for

persévérance (on the part of the marginalized), in order to car^ tluough the African
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révolution. Between STB, No Agreement, Fear Net for Man, and Original Suffer Head,

he explores the delicate nuances and tribulations that would necessarily confront the

activist in pursuit of social rédemption. STB is a particulai-ly deep introspection into

those ever-present incentives for doubt in social activism; here, he narrâtes the sort of

challenge faced by the average member of an African family who raay get compromised

by sheer obligation to kinship concerns:

My people self dey fear too mucli/We fear for di tiiing we no see/We dey fear
for di air around us/We fear to flgiit for freedom/We fear to fight for libertv/We
fear m fight for justice/We fear to fight for happiness/We always get reason to
fear/We "o want die/We no want wound/We no want queneii/We no want go I
get one child/Mama dey for house/Papa dey for house/I want buiid house/I don
build house/I no want quench/I want enjoy/I no wan go/So, polieeman go siap
your facq you no go taik/Army man go whip your yansh you go dey look like
donkey/Dem leave sorrow, tears and blood

My people seem to be too afraid/Afraid even ofnon-visible things/Fearfiil ofthe
air around us/We fear to fightfor freedom/We fear to fight for liberty/We fear to
fight for justice/We fear to fight for happiness/Always devising reasons to
fiar/We don t want to lose our lives/Not wanting to be injured/Not wanting to '

t  ni (diO/Because: Fve got an only child/My mother is stillalive/My father is still alive/I desire to build a house/Fve just built a house/ /
don t want to die/I wish to have soinefun/I don 7 want to go (die)/As a resuit
you are unable to reply whcn the police slaps you/The soldier also whips you

and^bhoT " donkey/The aftermath: they leave sorrow. tears

The collective social memoiy of the continent is occasionally tapped by the artist

tluough rétro tracks hke ODOO, Look and Laugh, Confusion Break Bone (CBB), 'and

Pansa Pansa which review his eai'lier works. ODOO revisits Follow Follow, Zombie,

Shuffering and Shniiling. and Unknown Soldier. as refreshing intertextual mnemonic

device foi highlighting shared struggles. The tluee albums nairate the anguish of
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a poet who is particularly pained by the personal and social toli the struggle lias taken,

and yet with victory net quite in sight.

'=°""t'^?/Sing-sing-sing/Till dey come/Burn burn

.0 léorald -y marna/, mus.
tae is il thaï my songs have not explored?/In this coimtry?/Smgmg ail

along/ Until they came/And burnt my house/All myproperty/All burnt/Then thev
beat me up/And killed my molher/1 can only watch and laugh

In spite of identifying as exceptions figures like Kwame Nkrumali, Patrice Lumumba,
Ahmed Ben Bella and Nelson Mandela, in CBB and US, the artist lanients the absence of
atiy etmobling mark recorded by Africa's ruling classes tlrat is worthy of lyrical
célébration. This situation seetns to have consigned the artist with a social mission to a

melanchohe singer. It is with unmistakable pathos and almost self-doubt that the

message is rendered in .

Moveinent Oiie:

My problème no small at al!
Nothing dey for me to sing about
If something good dey I go sing
Nothing good sef to sing about
Nothing good sef to sing
Ai! di things wey dey e no dey good

Movenieiit Two:

Vocal: if 1 sing say water no dey
Chorus: Na old news be dat
Vocal: If] sing say food no dey
Chorus: Na old news be dat
Vocal: I come sing say inflation
Chorus: Na old news be dat
Vocal: I come sing say Corruption
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Chorus: Na old news be dat
Vocal: I corne siiig say
mismanagenient
Chorus: Na old news be dat
Vocal: Iconiesingsaysteaiingby
governnient

Chorus: Na old news be dat
Vocal: Di probleni still dey paparapa

Movement One:

Mine is an enonnous problem
There is virtiially nothing elsefor me to sing about
Ij there were such issues. I would readily sing
But there is really nothing ta sing about
Nothing to sing about
AU that there is does not suggest the positive

Movement Two:
Vocal : IfI sing about. lack ofwaler
Choius. That would be an old }tews
Vocal: If I sing of lack offood
Chorus: That would be an old news
Vocal: Then try to sing of inflation
Chorus: That woidd be an old news
Vocal: Should I sing ofcorruption
Chorus: That would be an old news
Vocal: Then I sing of inisinanageinent
Chorus. That would be an old news
Vocal: Should I sing oftheft by governnient
Cho) us. That wàidd bê an old news
Vocal: The problem simply persists

Tliere is something quite ominous about the tone of this, and especially the last rétro
tracks. As a case in point, imniediately after the last review imck-Umlerground

Fela ceased to wax any other album till his death. (See discograpliy.) It leads
like a rare irony of an artist Vriting. his own epitaph, having gone fùll circle as the
cotnposition of Ihis musical evangelist shows. It is aiso suggestive of an activist artist
with a pecuhar hurrch for the limita of mform, believitrg, as he did, in the inevitability of
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social révolution, even ifthe arts would only aid the crystallization of that process. It

waits to be seen if Nigeria, nay, African nations, can transfoim themselves into a modem

state without some degree of class and etlino-national upheaval as evinced by this
poet ofrage. Particularly on Shuffehng and Shmiling, Knud Vilby, a Danish writer,

records Vol^yabbing to the audience that, "Suffering has become a joke in Africa. In this

Society, we have no values, no organisation and no objective. That is why we smile and

suffer. Smile and Suffer. But we will fight for a new society, fight to death. We, the

African pioneers, are going to change the society."4

The hidden transcript and symbolic refrain underlying the conclusion of

Shuffering and Shmiling is what his "I dey looku and lafu" is about in Look and Laugh-
which is also a device explored in Teacher. "Wliy I dey laugh?/ Man no fit ciy." It
actually dérivés from a Yorùbâ dictum: Oro t'o ba ju ekun lo erin laafi nri-implying
that, "We laugh over an issue whose import is beyond sobbing." Far from being mere

cynicism, in its ultimate.meaning, it is laughter both as elixir and as anticipation.

But the bard who must remain faithful to his art invariably gets in the way of

entrenched mterests. While succeeding Nigérian governments kept attacking Fela's

Afrobeat practice, the state paved the way for the popularization of other forms of music

not considered tlireatening to the status quo. Wliereas, for instance, "Juju portrays a

traditional hierarchy mitigated by the generosity of the wealthy" (Clmistopher Waterman,
1990:213), Afrobeat contests that hierarchy and proposes the redistribution of social
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wealth. In the same vem, besides hostile governtnental action, Afrobeat would soon
encoanter cotpotate intrigue from Decea, a recorditrg label, over the radical song lyrics
of Fela. Shortiy after tlie Second World Black and African Festival of Arts and Culture
(FESTAC), Fela's résidence was razed to the ground on Februaiy 18, 1977 by an atœy
detachntent front the Abalti barracks, ostetrsibly for failing release to the ntarauding
soldiers a youngster tvito had fled into the sanctuaty of Kalakuta Republie after a souffle
with these nrihtaty personnel. This tension built up, and six nronths later, in a classic
sonic censorship alliance between tratrsnational (musical) corporate interest and the
dotnestic contprador bourgeois class, Fela received a letter dated, August I from Decca,
complaining.about cetiain aspects of his cotnposition. Signed by one D.G. Benett,
manager for Decca (West Africa), it reads:

^iiNu nii BKU1HERS TO JAIL are removed from STB.5

Fela objected, went ahead and released the album, and thus sigttaled the birth of his own
label-Kalakuta Records-with OT and CoW as its f.rst vinyl (LP
Kalakuta KKOOl-A). Tltere were, however, other forms of radical music censorship,
more veiled but equally as pervasive in the course of Fela's musical advocacy. There
were instances of hurriediy caneelled contraets by agents who got pressured to limit
public space for the expression of Afrobeat performattee; there were other tintes of bare-
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faced roguish occupation of outdoor venues of perfonnance, or the boarding up of the

Afrika Shrine by govemnient agents even in défiance of court orders. Rather than be

cowed, Fela would retort in bis traditional sarcasm: "How can a govemment claiming to

reduce unemployment be depriving a community of artists its legitimate means of

income?"

Poetry of Cityscape

The Lagos of the seventies reflected the heiglrt of the oil boom opulence, and the

decadence witnessed in the next decade was occasioned lai'gely through persistent

mismanagement by a combination of a military and bureaucratie elite. Then the capital
city of Nigeria, both govemment officiais and members of the elite class displayed such

conspicuous consomption (particulai-ly between the régimes of Général Yakubu Gowon,

1966-1975 and Alhaji Shehu Shagari, 1979-83) such as citizens had hardly ever
imagined up till then. Chauffeurs of govemment officiais blew sirens past traffic hold-

ups, ignored the traffic lights (when they ever worked), and govemment Mercedes

convoys sped past in utter disregard of speed limit. The elite solution to the chaotic

traffic situation was always ad-hoc. Once, an army colonel named Paul Tarfa became a >

household name and a scarecrow to erring kids in Lagos, in bis fire brigade bid to

sanitize the city's incessant traffic jam. For months on end, along with bis cohorts, he

would wield horsewhips in the middle of traffic and whip the population silly, as a

"means of resolving the perennial Lagos traffic problem."
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Shorlly after his résidence was bumt, Fela waxed Vnkno^^n Soldier, bringing
into focus th,s général injustice and the urbaii traffic situation. Deploying a ftmiliar
distance of the ÙW-person nanator. the lyries queiy the legitimacy of such ntilitaiy
assault, asking:

Wetin dis Fela do?
Dis government e bad o
Fela taik about soldier
Wasting money for Festac
Fela taik about soldier
Flogging civilians for street

What fias this Fela dotie?
Tins government is bad

-  M uua

'atks abont the milita,y government
^''^'"anagmgfunds for FESTAC 6

about the milita,y government
^'(Iggiag civilians in the street

I.ishoweverinC..thatthe™os.g.phici,,ustrationofnrbantratriec,tacs isgive^
^-asa,ite.,eventbuta,soasentbien,aticofane,i.edtathas.„sti„h^^^^^^^
an enduring national perspective.

Motor dey corne from east
Motor dey corne from west
Motor dey corne from north
Motor dey come from south
And policemàn no dey for centre
Na confusion be dat o o

Stnce then, none of the subséquent régimes has achieved a nieasure of pianning for the
cty and. whatever his assuinptions, by the Unie Oenetai Ibrahim Babangida introduced
tde Stnictum, Adjustment Program ,SAP). with the dépendent nature of the state and
officiai co^uption at its peak, all that was left of Uie city's industria. production base had
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disappeared. In this grim atmosphère, Fela had reacted to the acronym S-A-P as "Suck

African People."

The city hais always preoccupied Fela's aesthetic imagination, and he found in

urbanity an apt metaphor for the decentering of text. For him, in this sense, the urban

serves as the impulse for, the transposition of aesthetic folk forms which he reconfigures

into the context of city life. Themes impelled by the city and thèmes on the city abound

in these albums: Bonfo, Abiara, Shakara, Lady, Trouble Sleep Yanga Wake Am

(Palava), Go Slow, Alagbon Close, Monday Morning in Lagos, Upside Down, Johnny

Just Drop, Yellow Fever, and Zombie.

Poets and other artists bave always engaged the city once it emerged as a melting

pot of varions cultural topographies, with a good number of literary city forms emerging

as a product of the human imagination: the heavenly city, the kingdom of the dead, the

city of God, the .city of man, the city of the plains. . . attracting to itself presumably

opposed images of the 'sacred' and the 'secular' (Joyce Gates, 1981: 187). Fela is not

alone in equating the city to a négation of sublime spirituality. Stephen Spender (1981)

had earlier noted that ". . . ever since the industrial révolution, the poets, instead of

regarding the cities as centers of civilization, have regarded them as destructive of the

conditions of which the suprême achieyements of poetry in the past weré created" (45).

Whereas other romantics generally withdrew from the city—Wordsworth ' and

Coleridge—into the English countryside; Blake—into mysticism; or Byron and Shelley
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into their individual interiority; in Fela's case, he simultaneously adored the rustic whiie

also confronting a skewed urban space with its own very registers. In this, he was

spiritually in consonance with Niyi Osundare and Okot P'Bitek, two major African poets

whose verses betray a suspicion of the city's ultimate intentions. He expressed the

language of the new experience in a manner that romantics of the last centuiy like

Tennyson, Browning and Mathew Arnold did.

Almost invariably, the poet engaging the city with this sense of nostalgia

becomes messianic. He aligns with the prolétariat and champions their cause—which is

precisely where the motif of proletarian-hero-as-victim in Fela's works dérivés. The

proletarian is always,

going him way,
thejejeway
before,
somebody corne bring
original troubie.7

Going his way
minding his space
untii,
some meddlesome bloke

aggressively challenges him ta a duel.

Hardly making a distinction between the working class and the urban poor, we fmd his

lyrical advocacy fusing the disparate concerns of the marginalized. Narrating the trivia

that the disposable income of an average worker lias come to, a situation that frustrâtes

lus eveiy attempt to purchase a fan in the tropics, he concludes that enjoyment can never
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corne im ̂ eay/ m Africa Mmfather Imd. There are other moments of aptiy captmed but
dtsturbing images of tlie urban poor sucli as the anecdote of the emaciated worker who is
wondenng at the event of an earth tremor, unaware that the only tremor that theie is, is
lus weak and trentbiing legs that are tto longer able to support him. The narrator calls his
attention to the ailment:

Looku you
No be grouiid dey shake
Na your leg dey shake
Looku you

Mindyou
There is no earth tremor
Il is your legs that are trembling

Much akin to Maxim Oorki's treatmettt of the ci^. partlcularly in The Lo.er Dep,hs.
Fela engages Ute urban space in a matmer that brings to the fore its inltabitants not as
peripheral, shadowy figures but as vietims of its aliénation who, however, are bent on
topositioning themselves to alter their states. Oenetally, his chatacter type, even if a
vietim, is an unyielding attd an intemogating subject, singing along with hlm-A-o

■ agreement today/No agreement tomorrow/New/Later/Never and Ever. 8

Accordittg to Fela, the eity, as presently designed, suffocates-not just physieally
but aiso psyehologieally. I„ ODOO, he critiques the all-pervasive presence of the
militaty in national life as psyehologieal aggression meant to breed acquiescenee by its
sheer blackraail of dominanee. Tins concept is expanded in Go Slo« where individuel
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and collective space is denied, arising from chaotic urban planning that bas left in its

wake an unbearable enviromnent both for living and reflection:

Lorry dey for your front
Tipper dey for your back
Motorcycle dey for your right
Helicopter dey fly fly for your top o
You sef don dey for oeil

There is a lorry ahead of you
There is a truck behindyou
A helicopter is hovering overyour head
You are already enlrapped in a cell

Dictators also become victims of the state of siege they unieash on society (by becoming

pnsoners of their own création), as happens in the président's entourage described in

MOP\

One police go foiiow am
Hundred police go follow am
Riot police go follow ain

One police follows hiin
A hundred police will follow hhn
Riot police willfollow hiin

The tlieme is further intensified \n Akunakuna,

.. .he must get dispatch rider at any time
Bazooka go drop for front at any time
Long range tank must dey for back at any time

he must constantly be escorted by an outrider
(because) a bazooka can suddenly be dropped ahead
A long range tank must always be behind (the entourage)

The city, in other words, imprisons and, for him, imprisonment is not mer^ly-a-physical

expression but "eveiy condition of the Ieash."9
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Much later, the artist's persistence in reinveiiting an urban lore and creating

alternative mores, deploying a language of résistance and contesting officiai 'truth' came

to rub on the younger génération of Afrobeat musieians—a thème whieh is fully

explored in the concluding ehapter. Given the pan-generic nature of his créative

enterprise, the cultural practice came to bear on the other arts too. Even though for

centuries the continent's plastic and textile arts had always experimented with fomis, the

histrionics of his band, and his own peculiar couture, in animist and abstract lines, caught

on particularly with Togolese and Béninoise textile hawkers who could be seen

displaying such models for sale on the city's several beaches. The Glendora, an "African

Quarterly on the Arts, Vol. No. 2", lias a cover design in the traditional Fela album

mosaic. The Nigérian média, scholarly journals and literary works engage in a Fela

referencing and vigorous intertextual engagement in the choice of headlines, titles and

mythopoesis. A 1997 journal article in the mode of post-modernist theorizing by Pins

Adesamni in the Post Express Literaiy Supplément (PELS) had the same title as Fela's

"Clear Road For Jaga-Jaga."-

Perhaps the broad latitude of the PELS can be better understood by the fact that

its editor, Nduka Otiono, stands out as a particularly expérimental writer whose fiction

and poetry keep straddling genre classification, and between his Voices in the Rainbow

(poetry) and The Night Hides with a Knife (fiction), we find a very intimate intertextual

engagement with Fela's art. In spite of the limitations imposed by calligraphie
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représentation, The Knife qualifies as performance fiction in the same manner that

Voices anticipâtes more than a contemplative read. Otiono's intimacy with Fela does not

dérivé, merely from the similarity of a thematic concem that ranges from urban chaos,

social displacement to unemployment and military rule, but the ability to convey the

narrated mood with complementaiy registers. These are registers, like Fela's, hewn

from the public works department and the urban subculture. The prisoners' song in
"Crossfire" illustrâtes the point:

Sin-ci noriiing, I never sumoku
God go punisii -i warder (Nduka Otiono, 1996:29)

Since morning. I haven 't had a snioke
May Godpiinish the warder

AH tlirough the two collections, we are inteimittently shocked by a staccato of rude

registers in the writer's bid to riffle up, into public consciousness, those silenced

discourses of the und.erprivileged. Hence, we find a libertine, even desultoiy register
only appropriate to match the occasion, which may confound only if we fail to locate a

Lord-of-Mismle festival setting already created. Nothing is sacrosanct in this festival

such that Sandra's breast may hang "...firmly with the pointed arrogance of a teenager's"

(Otiono, 55), in the same mamier that Fela's camivalesque performance is punctuated

with "S'orIdo?",(have you seen the clitoris this way?)

The manipulation of diverse proximity of authorial distances aids Otiono's

interventionist aesthetics. With the opening of "A Will to Survive": "Survival is a cruel

battle ofwits," coupled with the narrative technique of "Wings of Rébellion" (chapters
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m the fiction), we fmd social commentary distilled info the voice of a self-conscious

narrator, veiy much in chaiacler with Fcla's constant displacemént of the third-person

for a first-person personae who could equally be the author-artist, as we find in Jmy
Arrangement:

Me Fela I challenge Obasanjo
I say na wayo e dey
ail di time

1, Fela—challengedObasanjo\Ç)
Saying he 's been deceitful
ail this while

Besides the fact that allusions are constantly inade to Fela's lyrics by Oliono's
characters. Fela Is also Incorporated Into the narrative transaction, such that his tape is
rolling in the background (as the story tells us), thereby serving as a naiiaUve subtext
meaut to testlfy to a coramitted art. Wlrat Invarlably emerges is a Felaesque narrative
space, expansive and non-linear, where a rude narrative voice prances unhindered,
deciaiming ̂ ndyabbing.

Lexico-Syntactic Deconstructlon

The choice of a language of communication has always coincided with Fela's

perception of who his primao- audience is and, evcn here, we fmd convergence with tire
three broad Fanonlan stages he underwent. He sang mainly in Engllsh in that phase of
his high modemist mode of African-American jazz tradition with tracks like My Baby
Don; Love Me and Everyday I Gol My Bines; in Yorùbâ, during the reactive ethno-
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nationalist phase (havmg experienced racism in ,he Wesi); and pldgin. once Pan-
Africanis™ became his main ideological focns. and ihe need ,o cul,iva,e disciples ,o this
creed.

H,s version of Pidgin English strove lowards Ihe Midwest variant spoken in the
Sapele-Wani areas of Delta State in Nigeria-generally regarded as the standard
Nigérian Pidgin (henceforth NP). The convenienee of this variant for other users of the
fotm, m the vortex of a politically oharged language situation like Nigeria's, cannot be
divorced front its entergence antong minority nationalities. Its cultural dontinanee over
pohttcally dominât,ng larger language groups such as Igbo, Hausa and Yorùbâ poly-
nationahties is not new m history. A most ready example is Ute cultural incorporation of
Fulfùde by Hausa language in spite of the faet that Fulfùde was the language of the
conquering Fulanl nationality after the 1804 jihad in northen, Nigeria.

Tltis is not to suggest, however, tltat the NP both at Kalakuta Republlc and the

and. pailicularly. front Anglophone West Africa. On the cotttraty. research conducted in
.he subregion reveals a symbiosis of loan words derived from those sources and the
broadcast of registers of Fela's cultural ptactice in these countries. Cottstantly
refemttcing Ghanaian folk forms in several lyrics. a countiy he considered his spiritual
home, he sings entirely in Twi in the track Fa/a Na Eye Fa. Phrases and terms used in
irr such as Ichibuzi (Toitga). Tiaf, (Gaa). Sakarame (Ethiopia). Saluga (Hausa) and '
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Unusi (Igbb), used to describe the traditional rnothod of feces disposai in various parts of

the continent, are only a few of the breadth of such borrowings.

This is hardiy surprising for, apart from the role of the mass média in

popularizing a déviant cultural practice (especially outside Nigeria), Kalakuta in its

heyday was résidence to "every African escaping persécution," 11 a truly micro Pan-

African conrmune. An important factor that aids the normative role that NP plays in the

commune is the existence of a creolized pidgin among the younger génération from the

Midwest (mainly Urhobo, Itsekiri and Ijaw) for whom pidgin is a first language, spoken

as a primary language in a manner that pidgin is not among the numerical majority

Yorùbâ nationality in the Lagos area. The suggestions of Ben Elugbe and Augusta

Omamor (1991) on the subject are quite persuasive, both on the count that "Pidgin is

decidedly a recent development in metropolitan Lagos" and the fact that "there was

linguistic heterogeneity ail along the coast, except for the Yorùbâ part" (12).

For a language that first emerged from contact established with trading and

colonizing missions in the Niger Delta, and later transferred to the 'interior' MidWest,

Pela s role in further broadcasting the language was preceded by first 'domesticating' it

in Lagos, and transforming it (along with other composers) into a valid médium for

serious musical composition. By using pidgin to contest the 'airspace' of the linguistic

(English) code of officialdom, he gave prestige to it and helped in transforming it into a

prominent language of the broadcast médium. Being the officiai language of the
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commune, tliis status came to eonfer a privilège on the variant which others aspired

toward as a means of gaining the social exclusivity and identity against officiai culture

which the republic typifies. This is in many respects similar to the manner in which

Rastafarians and other subcultural groups use language as an "effective means of

resisting assimilation and preventing infiltration by members of the dominant groups"

(Dick Hebdidge, 1977:427). While it is correct to state that pidgin has become a

language used by ail classes in the Nigérian society, as Elugbe and Omamor assert, it is

mdisputable that there is a higher dexterity of use, with a vaiiety of coded decoys and

hidden transcripts, among persons for whom it is the only médium of communication.

This is more so for a community of artists constantly targeted by a répressive state. This

dexterity is manifested at the varions levels of Kalakula speech act, ranging the lexical-

eonceptual structure of their tenses, morphological realization pattems in verb plirases

and an increased syntactization in word order. No douubt, there are codes for identifying

security agents, demobilizing enemies and generally 'surviving' which, is believed,

disclosing will not only further endanger these habitués but also amount to an abuse of

confidence generously granted a reseai'cher.

The structural pattern of the more open transcript noticeable in the song lyrics

conforms with the général usage of NP in a number of ways. Fela uses the repeated

adjective qualifier to intensify meaning as in the fines "Na 50 so water for Africa,", and

"Good good things e go dey happen" of Original Suffer Head and Pansa Pansa
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respectively. Juxtaposed against the abundance of water so described, he says there is not

a drop for citizens to drink. In Alagbon Close, he narrâtes the ordeal of the suspect

against whom the police .. go bring derii dog to bite bite you." Not done, the police

.  . don butt my head with dem gun." In capturing this brutality against his person, Fela

transforms a noun (butt, of a gun) into a verb, a prôcess. The interrogative clause "No

be" in BONN anticipâtes an affirmation:

A'b 6e outside police dey?
No be outside soja dey?
A'b 6e outside court dem dey?
No be outside inagistrate dey?
No be outside dem kill dem students?

A'b 6e outside ail dis dey liappen?

The affinnation is eventually given by the chorus: Na craze world (it is a crazy world),

implying the extent to which the public sphere bas been circumscribed in spite of the

présomption of living in a free ('outside') world.

Like Victor Jara, the Chilean folk singer persecuted for his alternative vision,

Fela is essentially a deconstructionist whose creative spiel is at its best when subvefting

standard norms and coinages. He stretches to the limit the centrifligal potential of

language tlirough his re-coinage of standard acronyms and words in order to subvert

actual and perceived hégémonie constructs. During Yabbis sessions in the Slirine, in

between the night's musical performance, he either heightens the trivial into a grotesque,

laughable proportion, or deflates presumed formai catégories such that they are relieved

of their larger-than-life image and re-cloaked in their ordinary, human dimensions. In
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other words, he créâtes a burlesque scénario with which he demythologizes the dominant

discourse of the rulmg elite whiie at the same time empowering the margins. In a country

where the mihtary unifonn is dreaded by citizens as a semiotic of power symbolized in

the répressive state, Fela, in Fear Mot For Man, emboldens the margin to deride it,

reminding that:

Uniform na cloth

Na tailor dey sew am

A (miiitary; uniform is also made ofnormal threads
(And just as weli) sewn by a tailor

Playing his usual Hermes, he allers each of tliese standard acronyms into novel

utterances:

i.) VIP (Veiy Important Person>-VIP ( Vagabonds in Power)
îîi ^ RnSxPfuf"'' Corporation)-BBC {Big Blind County)m.) BONN (West German city>—BONN {Beast ofNo Nation)
v\ i iQ n? Program)-SAP (SuckAfrican People)
K  America)—US ( Underground System)VI.) COP ( as in police)—COP {Coimtry of Paiu)

Wlule he taints in" the négative such references that appear to reinforce

institutions or concepts of (authoritarian) power, he cloaks in positive registers others

that pertain to his vision of African humanism; hence:

I.) MASS (as m the political mass)—MASS {Movement Against Second-
Slavery, and Music Against Second Slavery)

II.) MOP (as in cleaningiip)—MOP Movement of the People.

These ribald practices inforin the performance of yabbis at the Slirine, where

Fela higlilights otherness: that latent silence and potential alternative in every
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discourse. The linguistic potential for this has ils background in his Yorùbà tonality,
where any utterance beyond tire phoneme can become victim of a tricky polysemy.
Hence, Àbûjâ, the nation's capital, differently pronounced in this gatpe of playful
distortion could become Àbùjâ, a short eut.

In what niust now appear like an irony, given that he died of an AIDS-related
conrplicaticn. Pela had said that the developing world „as bound to contraot AIDS once
U Started taking aid front the developed world. In another breath, he could not understand
the whole fùss about the etnergence of violent cuits in Nigérian universities given that
the institutions are structured along a •Pa-Cuity' systenr, which in Yorùbâ wiil translate
as 'itiviting the cuit.' •Oertrrany, he says, can hardiy be blatned for the world wars of
this century sinee the Yorùbà rendition of the nanre •Jà-mà-„P, with a siient [i] initial
position, nreans "it is about war'. When officiais of-Motown', the American reeording
label arrived in Lagos to sign a contract with Pela, he snddenly gave an impossible
condition that frustrated the business executives. Once they left. Pela expiained to fans
and acolytes at the Slrrine that he reneged when he suddeniy reaiized the Yorùbà
•ctytnoiogy. of-Mo-ta-dùn' (Motowtr), which i, "1 bave pawned my voiee!" Such is the
ribaidry of the ïabbis perfotmance, qui te often found too tlrreatenhrg and destabiiizing to
the soft underbelly of the perfonnance of officialdom.
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Notes

See Jurgen J. Habermas's The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An Inquiny
of Bourgeois Society. Cambridge: Polily Press, 1996; see aiso Steven

lS67"23f ^ Boston: Beacon Press,
2  This is how lyiorcha Ayu describes the phenomenon in his bock, Essays in Popular

6^trwgg/e. Oguta: Zim-Pan African Pubiishers, 1985.
3  The overall boss.
4  Froin Information, Copenhagen, Februaiy 23, 1977.
5  From Fela's correspondences.

7  I«I1 i" Lagos i„ 1977.
8  From tiie track No Agreement.
9  As record^ m a private discussion-by the Nigérian poet, Remi Raii.
0 O usegun Obasanjo, the miiitaiy Head of State of Nigeria between 1976 and 1979
11 Tins wasFeia s conception of his extendedhousehoid.
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CHAPTF.R FOUR

SONG-TEXT tradition AND AFSTHF.Tir RESOURrFS

Tins chapter identifies the stylistic stratégies with which Fela consciously

canonized indigenous performance modes, against tlie 'privileging norm' of the Western

musical tradition to which he was exposed as youth, and later studied at post secondary
level. While the influences on him were undoubtediy varied, the Yorùbé-Africa aesthetic
universe served as the fountainiiead of an artistic practice and imagination with which he

emphasized différence «from the assumptions of the impérial center" (Bill Aschcroft a
al, 1989:2).

A Bardlc Aesthetic Continuum

Exptessing authemicity in cuiturai terms, as he had often donc in his political
rhetoric, meant tapping into a broad canvas of African folkioric past and taking from
these diverse sources aesthetic forms that he transposed into con.emporaiy, and an
urban context. For one, he was particularly animated about the past due to what he

perceived as the absence of an elite-driven indigenous mode of knowledge production
m the affermath of coionialism, which contrasted with other such examples he could

confidently cite in relation to sélective aspects of pre-colonial Africa, To buttress this
past in a single performance like Clear Roadfor Jaga-Jaga. for instance, he fuses the

Peul Gerewol rhythm with the Hausa Gumbe (both, initiation motions), and the latter
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known as such through Sierra Leone and the Caribbean islands, with other traditional

formulae as call and response, wordplay, game of abuse and its sense of irony

His call and response teclinique is particuiariy involving, as Willie Anku's (1977)

examination oîShuffering and Shmiling bas shown by his identification of three features

of the form: altemating—"where the chorus picks up from the end of the call";

overlapping—"where the call section starts while the chorus passage is not yet ended";
and interlocking—"where repeated chorus passages and the call sections integrate." fhe

technique itself further reinforces the art-society dialectic in the sense that it defines the

communal ethos of many African societies where, according to Anku, the entire

commumty—the chorus—provides a response to, ànd anticipâtes the music leadership—

the call. 1 . .

Tins attitude finds greater significance in the général poetic craft of the ensemble,
both m its lyrical and instrumental-rhythmic pattems. Then there is also the attitude to

poetry expressed by Fela, which largely informs his artistie practice. In a 1980 interview

with Lasisi Ehimele Braimoh, he said this much of poetry :

Poetiy to me is music. Poetry is an expression wiiicli is understood the way the '
poet wants his audience to understand it. Eveiyday talking is poetry an

reaT'f Occurrence. Who chooses poetiy?.Is it because some people are weli
Tetr!? N tliemseives tiie power to pinpointIS everywhere. The whiteman makes them difficult to
understand by putting for example what they cal! poetic yerse.2

Central to this observation are his twin concepts of 'audience' and 'poetic verse' with

which he expressed preference for the free verse tradition and a poetry of communal
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création and participation, an echo of a romantic tradition. A sort of modem-day griot,

Fela's inclination is much aligned to Boulton Margorie's (1977) view that the blank

verse, ' Without a traditional metrical fbrm, has made the reproduction of normal speech i

rhythm more exact than is possible within the conventional verse fbrms."3 Fela'sî' ■

.  . . ■ . ■ ■ • ' ■ t'.iromantic vision of the poetic craft exhibits an all-inclusive perspective of the arts and thëï

environment we live m as evinced in the same interview with Braimoh. Accordihg ttiii'
"  ' • ' i'i',him humanity should strive toward a technological option that will not destroy tht .

environment.

If you must hâve a balanced artist, he says, you need a knowledge of your

environment, and the ability to appreciate sufïèring and privation. It is only then that

you will have a higher mjnd; if you don't see your environment, you can't be ah

artist."4 Relating this perception of the artist's rôle in society to the activist art and

pohtics he pursued can hardly be said to be gratuitous. Making poetiy accessible to the

widest possible publics was for him obligatoiy in the Wordsworthian sense of writing in
"the language of men" (Kermode and Hollander, 1973:596). There is a sense in which he

was partly re-inscribing a tradition of the artist in Africa (and we must présumé, in ail

folk environments), as Soyinka says, "as the record of mores and experience of his

Society and as the voice of a vision in his own time" (1968:12).
Fela fused tins poetic attitude with a particularly traditional satirical mode of

story telhng; and for the satirist in his context, a tilt towards cultural activism was almost
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,i ■ ■
1mevitable. As in tlie griot tradition, such an atlisl combines both sociai history and hiS

personai autobiogmphy as a criticai iaunciiing pad in this process pf myth-ieadingi 5,
Preempting the opponenfs rebuttai, for instance, the Yorùbà ttaditionai pcet flrsî-
deciaims hiinseif, satirizing his own background inciuding possible physicai defonnities

font which he might be suffering. He forther highlights his Wdden past, just min enor of such sectçcy, and thén takes on his target. Fcia, in BONN, starts by teferring :
to himseif as "basket mouth» who is about to start "te ieak again 0." Through that seifo
exposure, he bas weaned othets from any liccnse of criticism they might have of both hislt
art and the message. Besides the other names aiiuded to in Colomal MemalUy, J'
examples of cuiturai selfonegàtion, he inciudes his own famiiy name too, "Mr. Ranso.ne
ntake you hear, coio-mentality." It is a potent, ieveling performance mold by which ̂ '[,
traditionai Society ensured that _figures of power got an accutate account of the f Ï
community-s fèelittg toward them; and this is assuted since the beater of the taie isï'
protected by tiie season of license during which such an unraveiing usually occurs. The V i

. context of this tnode of perfonnance at the Afrika Shrine, however, takes on an added\l.
chanacter. and this is exhaustively expiored in the next chapter, along with the immédiate f- ' -
folk influences that defïne the practice. 1 '

Added to this ambiance of the foik artist he récréâtes is the mcotpdration in sottg fiv flyrics of the artist's compositional tecimiques. In BONN, he renders in a speech mode: : =
"To piay African music, you must be abie to produce a reai groove,: and then you ! ̂
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mtroduce the drum." Another measure of oral performance teclmique is exhibited shortly

afterward when in the same studio-recorded track he invites the player of the second bass ;

guitar to key m: "second bass o jare." Sometimes, this compositional device is merel|^î' ^
an acknowledgment of the intertextual relationship with ritual practice as in Wzj/k.
Blachnan Dey Suffer, where he reenacts a ritual tune, adding a note on its origin: "ThiM^^

rhythm is called: Kogini kôkô, kogini j^è, used in some particular kinds of slirines in m|;i
hometown, Abeokuta city; it goes like this. ko-gi-ni ko-ko ko-gi-ni je-je." There aif
suggestions that this particular rhytlim is derived ffom the Olômolù ritual festival of thé

Ègba.5 It is, however, in Look aud Laugh Xh^.i the bond between artist and audience il F :
given flill expression, such as to almost defy the inherent séparation of a studio-recorded j;

album. Here,. as in UnknoMm Soldier too, the community is represented by the chorus tô /

whom a plaintive nan-ative voice explains why he had not waxed any record lately. IF
'  1^-

Since long time I never Write new tune i ^ '
Long time 1 never write new song !
Many of yoii go dey wonder why ' T
Your inan never sing new song i i:
My biothei no be so tabi I wan keep quiet
My biothei no be so tabi 1 no wan write new song
Foi you to think and be happy
1 just dey looku and dey iaugiui

For a long while now Fhaven '/ wrillen a new tune
For a long while now I haven 't written a new song
And many ofyou [tliat, is the fans] would wonder why
Your fnan has not siing a new song
My brother it isn V that 1 simply want to keep quiet
My brother it isn 't also that I simply do not want to write
a new song
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To excite.your imagination and aid deep renection
lam onlyfor mw simply observing and laiighing

This concept of laughter, as a reaction to an adversarial circumstance, continues to serv|
as apowerful aestitetic tooi h, tnany cultures. Itanus Ebil-Eibesfeldt (1970) suggests tiiali.
"m tts original fbnn, laughing seems to unité against a third force» (132). Richarl®' '
Schechner (1988), also in this connection, notes that, "Laughter présupposés, evetj
croates, a 'we' that opposes a •thon,'» (243). And in Nigeria, the thenre of laughter as a.)
aesthetic intervention in socio-polltical life preoccupies the poetty of Niyi Osundatel .
(1990) WailmgLaughlersmi Reini Rajl {mi)A Hanesl ofLaughters.

In the tradition of tIte.Ègbàdo Èfè folk artist Fela alludes, rather llberally, to and
evokes, a sensuous i.nagety in nrany of his compositions, even within a serions thentatle ' .

n. And beyond the efc tiadjtion, sexual allégories bave always powered on the-ï:
tmaginative subsoil of even the most elevated Yorùbd mythopoesls. Wole Soyi.dca's jl
(1972) creatlve rendition of a cognomen of the deity, Ôgûn, is tendered thus:

i"^!

. 1

Ogun is the lascivious god wlio takes
Seven gourdiets to war. One for gunpowder,
One for charms, two for palm vvine and tliree
Aii-sealed in polished bronze inake
Sloragefor his sperins (72)

I

7'

Frotn avallable evldence, this tradition continues to flourish atnong the Ègbà, and was ^ ^ ^
indeed, part of Fela's gtowing experlence. The ptotesting won,en, led by Fela's tnother, : • '
who deposed a ruiing Ègbà (Alake) tnonateh, equally resorted llberally to tins allegoty, ^
as an intertextual fornrula, even whlle subvetllng the phallic symbol, when they sang:

19
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IdowLi (Alake), for a long time yoii have iised youv pénis as a mark of
authority tiiat yoii aie OUI" husband. Today we shall reverse tiie order and use '
our vogwrr to play tlie rôle of liusband on you;... O you men, 5 head i —
vvill seek vengeance. (Joiinson-Odim, 1997:83) ■ ' jS. îv

•  • ' ffi,/' , I ■ '•

iPirI'The bond wilh poetry is also expressed in acoustics and instrumentation in two pnncij|àj5

ways: one, through a musical practice that occasionally . dérivés signature rhythms

notes of folk tunes and songs; and, two, the tendency to make instruments more or 1^4\

Vf;]:!

1::

:
vocalize and 'speak.' This is qui te similar to the experience captured by David Cop/^r

(1977) in relation to Zulu music, of which he notes its use of instruments as "an indiricl :

extension of the principles of vocal music" (23). After a while, even when Fela had not

set out to give instrumental transcription of songs, this practice came to be associat^'^

with many of bis easily chantable notes. Given an environment where citizens sought to

get even with a thieving elite, many of Fela's tracks got 'rewaxed' tlirough such creatiVç |

réception of Afrobeat's interpretive community, as demonstrated in the attached scofé '

sheet of transcription. M'
iîiiG

This is, again, a very pervasive 'talking dmm' musical syndrome of the Yorùii|||
As with the earlier example of the ritual sound, "ko-gi-ni kô-kô," our finding indicatës j

•  ' i 9^ ' ian Ègbâ Olômolù ritual drum rhytl-un with no vocal accompaniment; yet, Fela talks of it

as if it is verbalized sound, only because he could decipher the jinguistic inflection of the ;

talking drum's coded tonal text. In this respect, one finds an attitude to instrumentation '

that giavitates between the signal or speech mode and a combination of the two, besides

i"

l
r  \-

^ A
S
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S'ik'

:r.!. i:

i  ',.

the more expérimental dance mode (Nketia, 1968:27). Yet, a track like Everyday Igot niy

Blues deeply resonates an American soul music experience., With its rather languid pâté;

yet swift change m vocal tempo, and the constant punctuation in rests, the track evokes a

similar structural pattern with some of the Harlem Renaissance poetry of Langston

Hughes.6 '1

I  I

Besides, Fela's genius is quite often exhibited in the poetic quality of lus

composition. This feature résides in a style that makes the instrumental section convey
diverse moods. In an attempt to capture a sense of social decay and chaos in

Arrangement, a combination of notes both on the keyboard and the hom sectiom is'iî'
-  ; ■ ijintroduced such as to effect an apparent discordance in the chord sequence. This-'Il ' ' |

combined effectively with ensemble stratification as multiple layers of différent section^/

are simultaneously playing off and to rhythm. In BONN, Fela gradually builds the choîàc

in an ascendant progression, at the height ofwhich rests are suddenly inserted. Tliis

forces the beat to revert to a new time line, which is defined afresh by the rhythiii-i
• i A'

guitar—thus creating beauty with such contrast fi-om a maximum rhythm, to a pla!ihH '

hocketmg device that nonetheless intensifies expressive effoct. At other times, 'ji :
mtroduces 'instrumental chiasmiN—by reversing the note or scale order, in a tradition

that is remimscent of many West African traditional musical compositions. Then, theré

are instrumental '^am" sessions when the entire ensemble appears as if tumed into^a^ '

momentary house of madness; and this is when the symphonie élément in his

.r.
'
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composition is most noticeable. In Army Arrangement, ail the wind instruments stari

blowing to a finale and suddenly the tnjinpet withdraws into a shorter time line. Thisns -ii , . j.; ,«

reiterated for a while after which the dissonant notes join the main ensemble, 'i l;!';

together they glide into a new movement.

Does this suggeslion of inslriimeiital behavioral paltem imply that music eiKoffilliflIll l
ideology? This is indeed not the intended suggestion, especially if by "encode"

imply inscription in its scalic fonns. Vie Giammon (1982) bas somewhat clarified tbil '

relahonsliip by noting that when we make such assumption that music inlieren|ly: |: i v
encodes ideology, we have only altered the true relationship of music as an art form tliiti j'
is ideologically, that is socially, invested with meaning. Even these contextual soclff l ' ( i;

meanmgs are neither eternal nor immutable, just as signifier and signified are not fixéd, '
1 : ' •

and m the words of Giammon, "meanings are produced because both are part of systeiiiâ ' i' î '

ofdifïerence" (24). Vj ; i j

Fela'sattitudetotheensembleisundoubtedlyoneofanorchestra,andamusic^:r ^
extended fomily such as the traditional Yorùbâ (household) ebl. This is also no lesWf ji ' •
statement of a prqjected corporate power and image of the band, in the same tradition'dl ^ ^

large batâ ensembles or e.ven the horizontal strength displayed by the Ègbà PârîkôJfÔ !
mask, whose extended embroidery dénotés large kinship ties, in the same manner that ^

Margaret DrewaI (1992) suggests its corollaiy with verticality, as a projection of i ; ;
corporate power in big cities like New York (22-23).
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In the bid to iiegate the assumptions of cultural practices of center nations as'

normative culture, Fela grafts a myrîad of Yorùbd and other Afriean folk eompositional l:,
styles and injects into them practices from other parts of the world. The center nationsli^^l^ -

for Fela, are not only the industrialized coimtries of lire West; he redefines tiie center.i|'^''''-
peripheo. model in cultural tertus, This new formulation implicates tlte source-nations;
(attd régions) of Islamlc and Christian infl„ence-t„o mt^or religions contesting thj
Nigérian spiritual space-attd it is hardiy Imaginable that a Felayobé/s session would
not devote some time to qtteslioning the daims of these làiths and the privilèges :|ji
extended to them by the state. In cognitive-aesthetic ternis, he employa registers of ôrisà ' - '
womhip as an allegoiy of alternative spirittialily and the need Ibr cultural reawakening.;!
The teftains of votaries of the om cuit is an important signifier of silenced cultural :
options which he often uses.

An explanation of Its contemporaty performance and a short background of the
culfs origin nilght help to further lllustrate the point. The a,muai celebmtion of the oro :
festival is geared tOward driving off evil, while at the sa,ne time celebmting life in a ̂
commun,ty. The feshval's entourage excltides women, as they are forbidden to behold it; ^
and In its regtilar rounds in a conimunity, the Orà exposes déviant traits of niembers of :
the cotnmunlty, spotiights taboos, and adnionishes their contravention. In doing so, the
Orà is empowered by a season of poetic license to denounce even the communitys most
senior citizens, including the (king) Oba. A testimony to such a license was given, by a

Vnl il
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meraber of the king's court in Saganiu, Otunba Julius Olapeju Adekunle Adedoyin
(1991) when he noted; • '

1  ! ' '

iiîii
oli
fj'-îii
d (tîd'i
O • !

1

if anybody steals and tliinks tliat nobody knew aboiit it, the Oro vyould
expose and castigale tlie person. Even the last [festival] one that just ended

Kab,ycs, said he lis.ened atten.ively whej.hey eamelTr .Ïé

Yorùbà tnythology teacbes .bat Orô was originally an Ifà divine,7 whom J|iÏf||
honored. and subsequently became the assistant of Obàlâlà, "god of the plastie arts.-9 a| 11
some point m the interaction, Oro commilted treachery against Obàlâlà and was

deinoted on accouiit of tbis. Sbocked by the piospeCs of this deniotion, oiù bioke dow^l ' ^ f
and began t„ express bis regret by wailing, to wbich bis votaries would later respond J ll ' î
"éèpa," "yéèpa," "yéèpàripà'MO In many Yorùbà Iblk taies, the chorus of songs eould)' È ^ |
generally take the oro responsoriai fbnn, depending on the gravity of the tbeme ofl|;i i
narration. In popular usage, the plirase bas corne to dénoté only a degree of anguisb. il s'il !

Witb Fela, tliis ritual code is leconstriicted to depict a continenfs betrayal by itsi( s
post-independeiice ruiing classes. Honce, in a nuinber of Ws lyries, we find a profusionj ;!! ̂ ' Il
of cultic refrains nieant to coiuiote the depth of anguisb of the mai, on the fringe wlioif:'^ 1 I'
Las been victiniized by state policy. The resort to tbis device is more représentative in ̂ il ;

0' Suffer Head snd Oreru,ko Don OvalakeOve,-take (ODOO). i l
The scandai in Aliican govei-nments' inability to pmvide basic essentials like I i'i ' '

electricity without persistent power outages, decent rtimiing water, and shelter at the .
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tlireshold of the millemiium is the basis for invoking this mythological yell in Original

Suffer Head:

Water, liglit
Food, Iiouse

Yee-paripa-o iil§
Wetin do dem ,!

î'i||This fbnn approximates what Soyinka calls a 'choric' lament, which is l||
exemphfled in his description of tragedy in tradilional Yorùbâ myth as "the anguish S i l
(cosmic) severance, the fragmentation of essence from self (Soyinka, 1976:145). Ifii

anything, what the Pela nanator seeks is a means by which that severance could bé®^ :
i i

bridged, or at least diminished. ilJijui'

In ODOO, the refrain comes in the fbrm of "ee-yà," a lexical contraction oPif

"eeriwo-yà" of the Ogbôni cuit, and it is tinged with pathos because Overlake Doiv::

Overtake Overiake (ODOO) —which means that the solution has been overwhelmed b| -i î
the problem. Coupled with his Yorùbâ rendition of the acronym into ôdo—a zéro state J ■

Africa s stasis under the grip of its despots can hardly be more graphically depicted. :i;

In the case of 777; its général structure is a hybrid between the egùngùn alâriiyj ;f"f
dance mask and èfê performance. And it is with this structure that Pela contesté

transnational meddlesomeness in national affairs. It starts off with the ijùbà or homagel - •
paid usually to ancestors and fbrerunners of the art fbnn. This is fbllowed by a statemenf ®

of mtent, which could also be accompanied with a vow of honesty and truth in the

subséquent présentation. The message is then delivered after these preliminaiy acts pf
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path-clearing. Meànt to restore the collective heaith of the community, the message, as

m an Ègbâ èfè.satirical performance, could be quite blunt, even if laced with witticism

and irony. Èfè is biting and does draw venom, during its season of license, like the Udge

satirical form of the Urhobo and Akpaja of the Ishan. With Fela, however, there is oïdy

one long, eternal season ol licence, which is unliindered by place or time. 1 • '
I  ''

In the track, Fela starts with a rather rapid incantatory form similar to ôgédc I!

usually delivered in a fast but noimal voice pitch. Here we have M>ellu wellu wellu wellà

wellmvelluwelluwelluwellu.... Apparently, given the import of the subséquent lyrics, h|;:
pays homage to the ancestors and diverse African deities. He invokes their wrath ç

himself; and calls on these deities to strike him if his subséquent narration départs fron?

the noble path of truth.

Na triie I vvan talk agaiii o
If I dey lie o
Make Osiri punisii me o
Make Eduinare piinisii me o
Make land punisli me o
Make Ifa dey pimish me o...

It is the truth that I am aboiit to tell again
Ifl ever lie
May Osiri puiiisli me
May Edumare punish me
May land pimish me
May Ifa pimish me

:  f.i

il:

, {

;
iThis device of mvoking ancestors and transcendental essences is particularly significatif' '

m the Yoruba mythic imagination, and its ijùbà tradition. Even though ijùbà, which

ï .li
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imphes paying homage —either to ancestors or forerumiers of an art form—is more a

feature of the apidân masking tradition, other less sacred and social performance

traditions have come to embrace it. With due process observed, the artist iaunches bis

tirade, which Fela, amply does in this track, at the height of which, like in the èfè

tradition,-he names the culprits, "like Obasanjo and Abiola" whom he daims aie

undermining national aspiration by collaborating with transnational interests.

When not manipulating the more subtle cultic cultural codes in his composition,
he makes direct allusions, tln-ough exaltation, to his patron-saint deities and embelhshes

their attributes in the tradition of oral heroic poetry. Hence, in Condom he exalls' ,
Yemoja, the Yorùbâ river goddess, and Ôgùn-variously described as god of iiôn,
cieativity and patron of the industrial working class. 11 Here, he sings:

Great Yemoja
Great Yemoja
Great Yemoja (o mother) yeye o, vve greet you goddess
Great Yemoja
Goddess of ail vvater o, vve greet you goddess
Great Yemoja

Further on, lie reverts to Ôgiin:

We greet you o great god Ogun o
We greet you
We greet you o great god Ogun o
You are di god wey be di enemy of oppression
You are di god wey be di enemy of injustice
We greet you
We greet you, o great Ogun o

W2 pay homage la you great Ogun
We pay homage to you
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JVe pay homage toyoïi, great Ogun
You are the deity who is opposed lo oppression
You are the deity who is opposed to injustice
Wepay homage toyou 5 rip.-i-
Wepay homage toyou, great Ogun

Evidence of traditional forms in Fela's performance have often been discussed lai-gely in
teims of external digression, or, at best, as overt verbal allusion by the artist to such !' '' i' i !•' I

iîilîir 'influences. However, as indicated in ITT, beyond cursory allusion to such fbnns, Fela^|ï||
songs are substantially structured ab initia around such motifs as riddle and divinatioilî' ' !'

!  'And as m Underground System (US), it is the structure of âlô àpâmô (riddle, as distincf ;
from alo apagbè—which is generically a fblktale), that he uses. While also exhibitin^l^ î '
attributes of the fblktale, âlô àpâmô is a hidden transcript that thrives on symbohéf
association and discovery by its players. It is structured around a riddle image that must '
be decoded. An example of the fbrm can be derived from the poser: "A slim, long stick il
touches the sky and the ground, what is it?" Or, "What is it that builds a house but woulci (
rather live m the open?" The standard answers to the two are "rain" and "a bee." Thiâ' .; f
structure is equally quite évident in the transposed literary tradition of the Yorùb^ ■ l
diaspora of Cuba. The poet Nicolâs Guillén appropriated this fbnn (âlô àpâmô) in thë : ;; i:
entire five stanzas of his poem, "Riddles." Also couched in the fbrm of call and responsé h :
teclmique, theflrststanzareads: i

y

t  ;

S " ;

V

y.. ;

!' !
i' , J
! ■ .b
(.! , .5
il' 'il

'  i

lu his teetli, the moriiiiig,
and iii his skin, the night.
Who is it? Who is it not?

—Tiie Negro
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This is the précisé form the poser is put in US:

Webe abolit fourteenof us ' 'j;'
We dey do one club together i j j - iiii!
When e reacii bv tiim hv tum :'M!|- ; U'When e reach by tuni by turn

;

I  '
i r ' i^i'

...

Abont fourleen ofus
Formed an exclusive club
To take our lurns one after the other i ' V' 'i ' ? :

iÉilifct:But. who are this fburteen «ofus» doit,g «one club logetlier»? Later in the song we j;:
to realize thaï the référencé is to ntember eounlries of the Eeonontie Conununity of West , '
African States (ECOWAS).it is a tneasure of fidelity ,o an ancient trarrative tradition' '
tliat he does not specify the menrbers of this club, henee, -ahou! fouHeen ofus." Also
ineotporated in this narrative tecimique is the èsûsù tradition of the Yorùbà mutual ;
benefit Society, wherein monetary contribution is made, with each ntentber taking tums, h
to coiiect the whoie, al specified intervais. A n.etnber who cottseiousiy defauits, having , ' ■
benefited fron, the pool, is deenred treacherous for vioiating ,he trust of the community.' '
The necessity Ibr the évocation of this fbrn, becotnes ciearer once the song reveais thel i ' j i
gang up by ccnse™tive teginres «Nigeria, Ivoty Coast and Sénégal", against thef î ■ ^ ^
aspitation of the young, radical leader of Burkina Faso, Thomas Sankara, from beco.ni„g« i :
the Chairtnan of the régional body. Meanwhile, this triumvirate is 'defaulling' having ^ ^ ;
benefited from their leadership of the régional body. ' ■
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While the compositional style of ITT is thought to be generally extensive, in

depicting ritual motion, BBC is paiticularly intensive in capturing that critical interface

of the diviner s exploration in mythological space and the return to a more histoiical

timeframe. The tluee basic motions of divination—which involve exploring,

encountenng/deciphermg, and pronouncing—are relived both in the song text and tiic

rhythmic pattern, The moment of exploration in divination is typified by the forlorn loik'

betrayed by the (diviner) Babalâwo, who is momentarily 'lost' in the joumey to the otlir'
i

world as h= iries to decipher the lilital script. He may fall into occasioiial sollloquy with

lus ritiial text. queryiiig it or answering ils queries. "What is this my eyes aie seeingr Is
a familial- way lire Babalâwo expresses surprise at an iinfolding divination. Almost '

Invariabiy, the préoccupation is witli "seeing." Eveil when he eventually "sees"-that Is,
deeiphers—the message, it could be a process of graduai révélation, during which tim^l f
ritual (eneounter) dialogue ensues. BBC. as a ritualistically structured song text, sta|f
wllh a counterciilluie diviner responding to a highiy expeclant (communily) choms:

Fela: Wetin my eye dey sec
Chorus: Tell us novv tell us iiow
Fela: African eye dey see
Chorus: Tel! us now tell us iiow i -
Fela: You must (Ind yourown ' .
Chorus: Tell us novv tell us novv ■ : ' |
Fela: Traditional medicine ,
Chorus: Tell us novv tell us novv
Fela: African medicine
Chorus: Tell us now tell us novv ! \
Fela: Soyou can seeeee ■ l - î =
Chorus: TelJ us novv tell us now : .
Fela: Di correct thing

li ;
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Chorus: Tell us now tel! us now
Fela: Witii di correct éye
Chorus: Tell us now tel! us now
Fela: Nawaho!!!

Fclct. What is ihis lliai my eyes are seeing?
Chorus: Tell us uow, tell us now
Fela: That niy African eyes are seeing
Chorus: Tell us now, tell us now
Fela: You niust fmclyour own
Chorus: Tell us noM>. tell us now
Fela: TradilionaTineclicine
Chorus: Tell us now, tell us now

Fela: African ineclicine
Chorus: Tell us now, tell us now F-,
Fela: So that you can see :
Chorus: Tell us now, tell us now "[ ijr
Fela: Properly •:{ \fr
Chorus: Tell us.ttow, tell us noM'
Fela: With a clear vision
Chorus: Tell us now, tell us now ■

Fela: Tins is incredibleU! : ;

What is significanl here is „ot so much that Fela makes lyrical allusion to these symbols.
but that he composes the track along this form sud, that each phase of the ritual joumey
is marked with au inctease in rhytiunic pace and accentuation of tempo. As in the

context of actual divination, his révélation cotnes rather gradualiy; inilially, il is ciyptic; '
but later becomes expllcit. Afler this partial révélation of the need for an Afro-centric

perspective, he makes, like the (Babalâwo) diviner after deciphering, a more direct

pronouncement.

Ail African leaders/Na hire dem hire eyes/Na Oyinbo eyes dem rent/
Dat is di reason why/Corruption dey/Authority stealing dey...

AU African leader,s/ Have only borrowed their eyes/
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il
h is Ihe White man s eyes they have boirowed/ Which explaim why/
There i$ corruptioii/Tlieft in liigh places...

The Trope pf Jouriieying and Narrative Time-Space

In grappling with Ihe aesthetics of lime and space in literature, Mikail B

(1981) introduced the concept of the 'clnonotope'. According to him, a "clironotope

unit of analysis of texts according to the ratio and nature of the temporal and spat

catégories represented" (15). He flirther notes that, since time can not be separated ffoj
space, we have time-space, that is. the "clrronotope" as the "intrinsic connectedness hf '

temporal and spatial relationships" (15) as artistically expressed in a namative eve|tl;ïl
Tins concept is quite similar to the mask namative ibrm in its mutual capacity îq?)

enthrone an omnibus narrative viewpoint, while also simultaneously expanding arid

collapsing time and place. ;T ,
- 1 -i

■  ' di'In broad cognitive-aesthetic terms, Fela exhibits tluee distinct time-spl^ ■ !
schemes m bis lyrical and visual narratives, which are namely: mythic, mytho-historicàl

and historical. The mythic time scheme appears the most expansive, with an ease of, ■ ;

transgression of time and place by characters. It is a world of suspension of concretidir: ;

and reahty in our everyday understanding of the terms, as Baklitin (1981) argued, evm:: /

when employing symbolic représentation. But with historical time, the time-spabé^ I

scheme is compressed and becomes restrictive. "Concrétion and reality take over illusion ' i

;sî

à

!  '''
'.- i '

: iffl

, m:
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and fantasy. Tbe, time-space markers become known, and take tbe tone of tbe familiar"

(15).

11111:5!:
ISj! i
\ r. i; .

Fela draws from tbe Yorùbâ aestbetic cosmogony, wbose earliest forni of timés); l i:::: !

space discermble is tbe adventure chance time. A probision of tbis motif abounds ii|
Yorùbâ oral performance fiction, itàn, tbe sort of narrative space explored by tbe piol

Yoruba language fiction writer, D.O. Fagunwa. This ferai is, similar te the'

adventure time, whieh "lacks auy natural, evetyday cyelicity or indices on a hulaf!'!^ '
scale, tying it to tbe répétitive aspects of natural and buman life" (91). As describedildy i : V
Bakbtin, m tins kind of time, notbing cbanges; tbe world remains as it was, |l|i i,||
biograpbical fife of tbe beroes dôes not change, their feelings do not change, pcoplIySS ij fi|
not even âge. j A,. v;

Witb tbe exception of Alu Jon Jon and Egbe mi o, tbis appears to be tbe lékât ' !

represented time-space device explored in Fela's works. Given tbe paueity of sudl âC !; ' ■ 'Sv

motif one migbt be led to tbe conclusion tbat tbis time-space scbeme is iirelevant | a ' ; 3:'
modem artistic enterprise wbicb tends to empbasize tbe contemporaneous. Suclil i g

conclusion would bowever be inadéquate since tbese works under reforence refleci! î )

vision of man and bis place in the universe. Tbougb tbeir symbolie scbeme anS

résonance dérivé from an older cultural context, tbeir metapbors are actually in referenbe. '

to tbe présent. .
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'I t ll'l

Anotlier aspect of lliis form is the motif of the road which, as aiso iioted by
Baiditin, exhibits such fetitiires as surprise, chance meeting and adventure time in a wbrk

of art. The road serves as a Irope for tire Yorùbà, in cognitive-aesthetic terms. Ils
aesthelic déployaient, even in evetyday speech, serves as a prinied prefix to a wifee- I
saying, rendered as Yorùbà bo, that is, the "Yorùbà relorts or returns." "Retorts", in 'tjiia
sense. shares a verb and semantic équivalence wltl, "relutiis". In other words, knowledge t
and discovery are predicated on a temporal and spatio-spiritual joumey, and a Yolùbâ '
casually requests for a -moment of reflection by saying moùn bo, meaning: "I
reflecting...", whose literal rendition cornes over as, "I am coming." Hence. the traditil,i| -j-Il
abounds with taies of exploits and expéditions in quest of knowledge which, in
lecent hteraiy histoiy, the huntets of D.O. Fagunwa, tiy to folfill. And, invariably, tlieyi ■; T i '
atP questers (on behalf of the commnnity) for social tedemption. fVhy Black.,.an J |

exhibits tins tmit with a tinie-spatial mode that foses bolh the mythical and tlê'l r
htstorical. With Unknom, Soldier. only the journey motif is emphasized as the tlnil' I
space is quite conlemporatteous. It is the chorus that brings us into an awateness of thisy;
motion with its persistent query; ■ I

■|f
f  ' i>t yrJî;

Chorus; Where yoii dey go?
Vocal: Make I reacii
Chorus: Where you dey go?
Vocal: Don'taskme
Chorus: Where you dey go?
Vocal: Wait aiid see
Chorus: here you dey go?
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Chorus: Where are yoii headed?
Vocal: Let me get there
Chorus: Where are you headed?
Vocal: Do uol ask me _ :
Chorus: Where are you headed? ' ïij' t '
Vocal: Wail and see

Chorus: Where are you headed?

il;

-  'ifi;
' l'-iV'

, '^1' I ;? '4';
In the context of the carnage visited on Kalakuta Republic, which eventually inspired

*  -••'(il -'diiti b
•  ' i' . l'I i '*'^''1^' [". îi '^1this song, the use of the journey motif also serves the purpose of the artist in highlightliihf'i rn/

llj!:
the différent phases of the militaiy assault, in addition to aiding a sense of narrative ' ' ̂

suspense. In the intervais, usually punctuated by the chorus, the cantor gives it^v! , bb
dramatic touch by locating the diverse settings—one, in Fela's house; two—the Qp|:;;:h 4i!||
which comprises band members, Fela's mother, Beko Ransome-Kuti, a French man

soldiers; thi-ee—costume; which includes guns, helmets, petrol can, matches; and fbui4-i

the overall mood: described as dangerous and highly expectant. Then, at the heighi; qf !

the taie, the choi-us yells: Jagba jagba jagba—Jugbu jugbu jugbu, an onomatopoéiè '

approximation to the sense of violence once the Republic was set ablaze and, its

inliabitants assaulted.

Beyond the feature of journeying as a creative motif, the real life time-spaee ^

(partly explored in Uriknowii Soldier) abound in tracks such as Zombie, Alagbon Cloké -

and Kalakuta Show, where the emphasis is the everyday cyclicity of experience. Ah '

aspect of this form is discernible in the fusion of personal autobiography of the artist and i
:  i-
i l, '

the social biography of the African continent. Fela's personal experience, quite ofteh,
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■f i

serves as a shorthaiid for narrating the implieation of social living, aiid those of Africâ's

larger polity.

While histoiical time brings into sharper focus events and persons beiiig
narrated, it could hinder an easy transgression of time and place. Fela's device iW

I  >

circumventing this, as in Slnijfering and Shmiling, involves a lyrical fusion of spaee by
suspension of time présent. Here we have: 'i

'Mi j

Put yoiir mind ont of this musical contraptioii
before you
Put your mind in any godam ciiurch or mosque
Now we are there...

With tins 'collapse' of time-space, we are summarily transported away from bis venue of

perfomiance, to some "godam chureh or mosque", where he unleashes his verbal tirade

on officiai religion:

Vocal:
Chorus:
Vocal:
Chorus:
Vocal:
Chorus:
Vocal:
Chorus:
Vocal:
Chorus:
Vocal:
Chorus:
Vocal:

Suffer SLiffer for"worl.d
Amen
Enjoy for heaven
Amen
Christian go dey yab
Amen

In-spi-ri-tu-heaven-o
Amen

Miislim go dey yab
Amen

Allahhu Akibar
Amen •
Arch Bishop na miliki, Pope na enjoyment,
Imamu na gbaladun...

Vocal:
Chorus:

Suffering in the worki
Amen

s
M  ).

! li

.  ;

-'V ■
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Vocal: In anticipalion of enjoying in heaven
Chorus: Amen

Vocal: Christians keep blabbing ', ■

Chorus: Amen , i  i A. ' ' '

Vocal: In-spi-ri-lu-heaven-o lifii iil
Chorus: Amen ' j ilrii? "T' li'illî
Vocal: Muslims keep blabbing ■ 'i iV'i 'ir LIV

Chorus: Amen ' Mcr!;.! j,i Lu! iU,

Vocal: Allahu Akibar MM
Chorus: Amen .ij

'•j'r.-vi 1 iljii Ji",

Vocal: An Arch Bishop's life~is one of ease/That of ^
the Pope—one of enjoyment/ And so is the ; llîllitîl
Imam's too... ;

;;1

After tins anti-clencai swipe, Fela does not forget the 'compression' of time-space,

so the Chief Pnest m him, iike the raconteur of itàn, transports his listener/audience

to their initial lislening spol(s):

and ' ;

:ii 1,,

i;i

■!

■ilHl'i

New, we iiave lo carry oiir mind
froni tiiose godain places,
back to tins musical
instrument before you.,.

'h ' !
!J i'i '.'I

Although we had earlier indicated the ritual structure of ITT, this is by no means tli^ i
only notable attribute of the track. Indeed, ITT provides the clearest evidence of thè ■

diversity of creative time-space. The incantatoiy motion earlier alluded to and tho
I ̂  '• ••reflection on time past constitute aspects of mylhical time. Hence i ' i

Vocal:
Chorus:
Vocal:
Chorus:

Long long time ago
Long time ago
Long long long time ago
Long time ago

; ! 'f
■ i i t
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Tins "long time" of the discursive text is the same basic folk laie fomrulaic of 'once

upon a lime...m a very distant land'. From this we get a jump into historical time, which,

unlike the last example, can be measured and quantified.

During the time dem com colonise us
Na Eiiropean man na iiim dey cany siiit.

At the point of colonial encounter
It was the European who bad the culture ofbucket Jatriiie lit

The next jump is an intra-historical time transition. This time is from colonial time l|^:"i '''

post-independence neo-colonial time. •

Many fbreign companies ; T ;! J '
Dey Afi'ica carry ail our inoney go ' 'i il
read about one inside book i l; i t T]

iike dat dem call ini name na ITT dî-t;! T'tT

There are many foreign companies , , ;
In Africa that have depieted our resources
I read about one t
Whose name is ITf.. : ■ : : i ' ■

Fela's most récurrent motifs are the quester, the aimless balloon (yeye bail) and thé; l! , i

beastAnonkey. These questers, re-imaged after his own stoic résolve, show rare'

détermination. Although a Jailbird, the quester of When Trouble Sleep Yanga Wake Aw
is ready to confront another lavv enforcement agent in thè event of an unlawful an-est,

because:

Palava e dey find

and, therefore:

Palava e go get o
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The balloon imagery dérivés froiii ils being airtight and, Ihèrefore, light; which makes It ; ; ■

susceptible to being biown around easiiy, Ihereby giving tite appearaiice of an object,thal ■ ,,
iaeks focusi Fela uses this to parody the suspect course on which leaders are stepHng k-
their nations. Quite often Ma uses it as a repealed theme and, at other times, ilti k

''Ml "t!
external digression. Hence in ODOO we have; ' ■ !V

^  i .1 d

'' ' ''u ' i'}vC.tiWheii 1 se.e say our iife dey roi! • t t ,'f
likeoiieyeye bail i' 'fi '
Wey one yeye wind '
Dey blovv for one yeye corner

Wlmi I observe the motion ofow life
Simi/ar to a ranchm balloon
Which soine randoni wind
Is blowing into some obscure corner

M m
i] ' 'M ii

The aimless back-fbrth and circuitous movement goes on and eventually leads to:

Wlien our life roll small
E go go knock
Head for stone...

After a period ofrandom motion
Our life crashes '5;

-  ■ .?

Agoinst a boulder... • TM? My

Tins is tlie essence of the message: there is bound to be a coiiapse, in the absencelbf !
some sort of ordering présence in tl.e atfairs of a nation. It is the ciassie case of ;a
rudderiess state ship piloted by a leadership withoiit vision.

The beast as an image of ultiniate destruction is found in many cultures and is.lin
a sense, a universal archétype. In Judeo-Christian tradition, we have a promise of tiiT,
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beast herald of apocalypse: "these have one mind, and shall give their power and

strength unto the beast." 12 An interesting Judeo-Clmstian transposition of the beàst

image in Western literary thought is captured graphically in Jolm Bunyan's Pilgnm'&

Progress where Cln'istian, the archetypal hero, engages in a fierce duel with the beast on

his way to the Celestial City. Among the Yorùbâ, the ijâlâ poets particularly, being a

guild of hunters, are most prolific in beast narratives, as chilling and gruesome as >om

could get.

With Fela, the. beast image is explored, first, as a simile and, second, as tire Y

essential character of the neocolonial alite, whose hégémonie project is to diminish the '

humanily and psyché of liie govemed. This sliould be resisled, the artist warns in BONU ■ ''

because:

Animal caii't dash me liiiman right
Hiiman riglits iia iny property...

Ail animal can not offer me human rights
Human rights is myfimdamental right.
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;  •;

Style in Composition

Some of Fela's compositions in the immédiate aftermath of the Kalakuta incident
1 ( t

tend to be quite loose and uncoordinated. However, the latter compositions—many ôf

which are yet to be waxed have the old verve, and indeed bear deeper resemblancç, ̂ '
Î  ' ipaiticularly, to codes of many West African traditional compositional styles such <is

- , -1 t t

modalism, hocketing and ensemble stratification. This latter development will be fully i

examined in the next chapter. , * "

The structure of Fela's direct musical composition is equally as varied. Fela

starts a new composition during rehearsal by first working on the rhythm section, which

in itself lias been preceded by identifying a musical motif, in style and theme. While the

lyrical thematic tlnust of Original Suffer Head dérivés from the question df

underdevelopment, the rhytlnnic style is inspired by the traditional a Tiv-likc

polyrhytlrmic beat, especially as led by the trap-drum and the two-membrane drums.

The introduction of Original, for instance, proceeds with the organ (playing
•  ̂ténor), and later lested for the ténor guitar to interlock with the rhytlim guitar. As évident

•  1 - • . . .m tins piece too, his ténor line is almost always 'vocalizing,' and also staccato. Thi^;' !

structure allows it to serve as a counterpoint that can easily harmonize with the bass': T
i ? ;

which is also structured in a similar fashion. He assigns a speech mode to his bass line,-

the outcome of which would have been ineffectuai if the bass had been clustered. This - '
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particular emphasis shaiply distinguishes his Afrobeat style from rag, where you haye

the rag-dub intertwining the bass guitar with the drumbeat.

On the other hand, the drum pattern of Fela's middle and late period is shaiply

differentiated from western house miisic style; it is evidently syncopated funk, a style

largely pioneered tlorough the effort of the master-drummer, Tony Allen. Coupled wUh>

tins, the Afrobeat hi-hat often cornes after the beat, and also works with the clef off-time.'

Basically, its clef lias quiver beat, while the sèkèrè cornes in crochet beat. -

Back to rehearsal time, Fela would always commence with the horns only aft^f !|
puttmg the rhytlnn section together. Tins is partly infonned by the fhct that he often get|yS

ri-T:
.  ;

the appropnate eues For the horns fi-om the harmonies of the rhythm section. While tlle'S ' ■ ^ -

baritone saxophone serves as root in tins section, and sometimes moving from the 7th to

the tome m the minor scale, the alto saxophone usually plays either in the 13th or 4di
f! •'

chord, and the ténor saxophone in 6 ths or 3 rds . i ;

The horns are sometimes deployed to do rhytlnnic holds against which tli

trumpet(s) and other pièces of tins section interchangeably sound counteipoint. Fc^i :';

sometimes joins this with riffs- on soles. A hlghly percussive African free style jaz^ if
Afrobeat often has a movement of 6th added 4th to 7th as inversions (which is a chord 1 -

i- ' • ' ' '

4 popular arrangement in jazz). It is a mode that we can readily asscciate also with other '

composers like Herble Hancock, George Beiison and Grever Washington Jr. who slrove.' ii i

T'.i'
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t  i'v ' /•

for some degree of crossover jazz. This hybrid middle ground is essentially Fela's sense '

ofthejazz crossover in the African context. . ,

s®!

.  ■ ji i

■  -

'  -M

The'OraLiteracy'Tension i ii? ' ^ i'

I liA perceptive discussion of the nature of orality must necessarily take this irij^{|jj
account, and how the âge of the multimédia and information teclmology has significanti||ii
altered the pattern and rhythm of speech, reconfigured the tense structure, and diluted ' ' ■

our imagination such that even the basic origin of influences, once easily assumed, lias

now become an exercise for deep, contemplative investigation. This seems to suggestl-
f; 'l|;' • ç

not only a flux in the psychological appréhension of the teclmology of language but alspi^i

in its practice. ï î|Ç't

Where is the old orality? And why are scholars still enamored by this mortifying ! '

label in reference to the creative process in Africa, as if it were still pristinely oral?i j i

Tlirough code-switching, inter-language, borrowings and other such intermeshing

processes, the new orality has become mediated, even by the world of calligraphy. i

Piimarily oial forms get scripted, broadcast, and then creep back into the oral domain, at:

times so discreetly that language users are unaware that they are partaking in post-literaté ' ■

orality, in some kmd of mediated secondaiy orality. Yet, there is the osmosis of oral

foims (as exhibited by neo-traditiohal Yorùbâ music and theatre) 'striving' to the : ■

structure of writing, and written forms (as the body of works of many African writers;; '

show) 'aspiring' to the 'condition' of orality. 13 Even in substantially literate
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environments like the United States, the mètaphysics of calligraphy still subsists. When

m the summer of 1997, the major networks first broke suggestions of an affair between

Monica Lewinsky, the White House intern, and Président Bill Clinton, little attention

was paid to these breaking news." However, when the Newsweek magazine came on '

board with the same stoiy item, public attitude became more focused on the issue. 14 ,

This feature of fmding validation tln-ough the print médium is an all-peiwasive one, and

subsists at the subconscious level as would be presently shown. ' '

Fela is quick at pointing to the fact that Africa had a scribal culture before its

contact with the West, not Just tlirough pictogram and ideograph but an ancient

alphabetic order whose reason for its loss he defers to 'a matter for a future symposium.'

What is interesting in his cultural practice to the orality-literacy dynamics—as often

fbimally defined is his tendency to romanticize the past in a maimer that suggests thaCp ' ^ :''7;

he is, contrary to his musical and cultural practice, oblivious of the continuity of that pàsf : :v
;  .i" ' " F . V •

in the présent. j ' 'i
0  : ■ ' ,'1

In spite of scoring his own music, he always exhibited the spontaneous ambiancelF'i j:

of the folk artist. However, beyond.this, his lyrics pay significant attention to the orai-if'' ^

written interface in a manner that somewhat privilèges the written. One way he does thisi ' ^ ^

is by invoking the authority of the written word as the final arbiter of 'truth', as we find ' : !

in ITT when he tries to convince his audience and listener about Afiûcans' environmentâli: 7 '

awareness prior to the colonial contact, ,7^ ' F

I ,. '
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I see some inyself o
[ read aiii for bock o

So also in PeraMalor, lœ contests the daim of tl.e source of (ancient) civilization as

having originated not from Africa bm Europe, and he seeks scribal justification, hence
i \

Na vve open deiii eyes ^ ' 1 1
No be me talk am

Na book talk am

We are the oms who civUized {Û\q Eiiropeaiis) them
This is not iny own conjecture
It is a Jact in the book

In Anny Arrangemm, be anticipâtes that Ihose he satirizes might go to court and the,e|,i
fbrewams them ofhis own'légal literacy';

Make e cany me go aiiywhere
1 go open book for am

•  ; I •; t.5

haï ;,''
î d;r«

Let hiin (presumably, start a légal action)
I wiU open the (légal) books

He takes a eommon adage, "A fool at ibrty is a Ibol for ever", in Renrm. and justifies iÏ|
again in terms of calligraphie représentation: : :■

Na so di bookpeople dey cal! am U
That is how the book (reàd as tiie I iterale) people call it j

However, in US. where he nanates the death of his ideological soulmate, ThomiiS
Sankara, the appeal to literacy is an atlempt lo inscribe a historical personage intp i
imniortality. Another mode of représentation is a conception of the oral-writing dialeetici i
represented as fletive-historical account respectively. In Rererun he starts offwith, ; i '

Na tori I wan tell^o
HisloiyàQy inside small
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■  ■ H;.y;

• •. •>- '

My;

Underlying this construction, is the presupposition that if tlie 'tori', or stoiy, he refers to ' ^
is considered as beionging to the fictive realm, then there is an element of 'history' (read
as 'the written') which should justify his daim. The tension between orality and
'hteracy' is also exhibited in the process of composing a new song. Fela might score his ,
song m musical notation, but not ail his instrumentalists can read these notes! Hence^ he '
goes a step further by writing out individual parts and humming them out, therefoie
relying on their auditory and mnemonic attention.

As earlier hinled at (he begiiming of (his sechon, (he free versijkr may ultima(ely' ' ' '
be wotking uncier o(her resdicdoas, includiag (hose imposed by his or lier own eondiUoi || 'y , ,,,
of fcedom, and also pardy because (he poeiic (radiiion isplural in nature. This is aj îrT ; ! ; y
equally important feature of oral rhetorical devices sueh as parallelism, répétition, theî i T ' f' i
verse line, tonal eonnterpoint, imagety, impravisation and the like, used in many of{ 3; ' '
Fela's compositions. It may appear gratuitoiis (o remark that a Fela verse line is rhythm-î A 3 T ̂ ;i
driven and tliereby directed not at Visual cohérence but at au,-al réception, only if wef 3 ' ■ IJ
overlook the médiation that ■writtencss' bas imposed on musical production sueh as tolli
lendei many song lyrics mto what Karin Barber in a différent context had described asi "
"Aspiration to the condition of Writing." 15

A close obseivation ofhis song te.xt reveals that more often than not, lineation is
dctermined by a co-occurreuce with the breath-panse -in the maimer that Gemkma,, ' o f
and BONN show.

t;

■p;-

'  i

n.
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Africa liot/1 like am so
1 know wliat to wear
But my frieiid don't know
He put him socks/ He put him singlet
He put him trouser/ He put iiim short
He put him tie/ He put him coat
He come cover al! witii iiiiii hat
He be gentleman

■ii rvMsiS;

While also in BONN, vve have:

No be outside police dey
No be outside court dem dey
No be outside magistrate dem dey
No be outside Buhari dem dey
Na craze world be dat
Animal in crazeman skin...

Isn 't t/ie police in the oulside world?
Isn V Ihe court in the outside world ?
Isn V the magistrate in the outside world?
isn't Buhari in the outside vvorld
It is a crazy world
Animal in the garb of the deranged.
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As with these two examples, most of the lyrics take this pattern revealing an average of
seven to eight syllables per line in such instances of adhérence to the breath-pause
cntena of iineation. Even with the examples cited above, tliere are exceptional,
overloaded hnes, and as in sucli other circumstances, easy compreliension—evemby the
most ardent fans-become somewhat difficult. Judging by the structural pattern of such
hnes, a compelimg guess for this choice is that the artist is more preoccupied with
achieving a semantic wholeness informed by the feeling that such lines represent a unit

■ ■a

i
■
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of thought which, if broken, may compromise a unified meaning. The lines of Ahity

amply illustrate this:

Ifyour condition loo dey niake yoii siiake— . il
and you stii! dey no talk di way you feel/ i'M'' '' 'I
Make yoii open youi; two ears veiy weil— 'i| l'il'lf
to dey hear di trne talk vvey I dey talk... M t l ' '

Ih>ou are still mlimidaled byyour circiimsiance and are imabh io speak un i î 1PiV!;;èîjir &
Tben openyour ears andlistento the iruthofmy talk... .

Even thougi, rendered in one long, aimosl mullled line each, il will be noticed thaï eaL' ' ' ' ■ '
of these lines can be 'conveniently' broken inlo two at the hyphenated peints, i i,
indicated above. Like the Iblk artist tliat he strove to be, Fela tended to over-narrate. ' i

probable reason fbr the rétention ofthis line tnight have been the danger of intrnding hlSaï;; ; i
unit of thought whose compréhension could be hampered if not allowed to run on. Asidé" •

fom this, the latter sections of each of the lines appear to be predicated on the firkf i '

sections, whlch take on the cha,noter of a suyect. Nonetheless, one needs aiso to notei ' ^

cet tain tendency in the artist to over-vocalize. I ■

Another important index ofthe idioni oforal perlbnnance is the use of répétition asii i o,: ®
an aesthetic device. And as regards ils relevance to a popular expressive art as Afrobeai'^' !" ''

explanatrons may not be entirely lacking, but they are oflentimes li.nited in scope, owing i i
to the tendency to analyze popular art as a bound and fixed texl. Besides the use of : | '

répétition as a means oforal improvisation and tiiiiemomc device, with Fela, the fomi Au

cotnes to acquife the symbolic status assoclated with Albert Lord's parlance cited by

Benjamin Oray (Journal of American Folklore) as "the theme of répétition" and :
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•repeated ti.emes,» in the parlance of Albert Lord Vol. 84, No.333, P.33). What Lbrd ■
refers to as the theine cf répétition, désignâtes tire reeurrenee of ineidents in a single la|ss:::, ,iyi
nr etrrnr. :.a o r- . . .. . i|:jor song in a pattem of organizalion that provides the basic struelure of tirat taie or sllîî'
A repeated theme is aiso a nrotif or thenre aird is therefore nol a basic feature of an oial
tradition, "Repeated theines" however coiistilute a fomi of répétition only by virlulii!
their œeunenee froin taie ,o taie or song ,o song. A sinriiar elarineatiot. is us|lj|||[,|
between the ollen eonllising terins of "forinnla" and "convention". Whereas a formula'is '

sa
ÏÏ!;!

simply a verbal construe.ion that is repeated ..m„ a work or performanee, a conventiÔii
on the other hand is a verbal construetion that recur, from work ,o work i„ a„ olSvM§

,  . i, .^' l• . ■ ■ ■ '
tradition. , à:

: s i /. l'.i ' 'ii ' ■

.. . ^Staiting with the use of an apparently harmiess street name like "Ojuelegba", oiie' ; .A
diseovers a graduai eneoding and inelaphorie Iransfbnnation that présents us with liiï ' ?
intages of confusion and total anarchy. "C^ueiegba" is the saine intersection wlreP^;: ;
vehicles oonveige but with neither tiaffie light nor a warden to eontrol lead users. Thisî T'
i...age,y subsequently stuek due to its usage in nrany suceeeding perfbnnanees wheie- ^
Fela had intensifled it as emblematic of national chaos.

Répétition ean be full or partial, and as in BONN Fela uses full répétition to i
emphasize and intensify the theine of the lepeated line. Howevei; this situation is''
somewhat revised when Fela experiments with partial répétition. In sueh instances wp ,
havc the répétition of the line structure, but not ail the lexical items as in, i

1  l.
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mmum.
mmm'
■f: V,

Beast of no nation, egbekegbe
Beast of no nation, otiinigbeke

And in JJD, vve liave.

The way we dey walk down for here
riie way we dey talk down for here
1 lie way we dey yab down for here

"•■isiiiia

iBSiS sifiiBS

Beyond these two fontis, we also have lexical répétition as distinct fVom lexico-strucISl'^'A
répétition and Fela's device here is the ^pétition of words within lines that Jii|||i|
stiucturally identical. Unlike the exainple above we have ''

'  ' ■! :!J:i » ■' Biorr.:

Il soniething^ooc/dey 1 go sing
Nothing^ooi^sef to sing
Nothing^oor/to sing
Ail the things wey dey-e no dey good

"|! 'i'i!"'
:ii!i

te constant répétition of good here, as with the other situations, is an effective
stylistie means to emphasize and intensify the thetne of his utterance in an altii®;
dtdactic order, Elsewhere, the artist ta|,s into the traditional word-play as we fin||;im

.i.'l 'îl; :•

;patallelisnr and tonal counte,point which are two partieuiarly effective .nean|||iL
structural altération in music tnaking. in CBB, «Latudu regbeke" is contrastetl'Ëï::! !
"Regbeke Lan." What lias been doue here is the reversai in the second clause'fe" t

1  •"tegbeke" to the position of a head vvord. Apart front devices like tonal word-play,
accotding to Olatutgi O. 01atn,xii,(1984) one of the configurations which strikes tli
listener to Yortfbé poetty is the device which consista of contrastive tones tltrougl, à
dehberate clioice or distortion of lexical items. In BONN, bot], the lead vocal and choms
continually Gontrast the initial 'Ayakata'.

I, ■

■I . "
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Ayakato—Ayakato
Ayako/o—Àyako/o
Ayakili—Ayak/7/
^yakî//M—Ayakî//M

These tonal counterpoints may net necessarily lend themselves to a distinctive tm

outside of the context of usage, except occasionally with the head words. In spite of

however, they give aurai satisfaction while aiso intensifying the sense of the i|. ■; V'.--
utterance. ■
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Notes

I. From conversation on Call and Response Procédures in Pela Ransome-Kuti's ShuffmM^^ '''.iî ■H:--!
a«c/67îw///«gby Wiilie Anku, l ' /r

2 . From Braimoh's "Pela Anikuiapo-Kuti: A Misunderstood Poet", a 1980 B.A. project initiiéV :
English Department of tlie Uniyersity of ibadan. !|i J ^ ^

3. View expressed by Magorie in o/Poe/z-y. (London: 1955, 1977.) j ' ' ' j
4. Ibid. See p. 4 oftlie saine interview. • \ " •'
5. Tins suggestion was made by the musieian Tunji Oyelana. .j ' i-
6. Listeil particularly to "Weaiy Blues" by Langston Hughes, and co-produced with Charles

Mingus and Feather Léonard. (Poiygram Record, Compact Disc Gigital Audio (841 66d^2)." ;
■  1990.) ^

7. Ilà is the Yori^â systein for unraveling past inysteries and fbreteliing the future;îthe^'i' ' ^
Pythagoreans of old sliare with the Ifa epistenie the assumptions of the world as knowble i
through a matheinatical cornbination of figures; the Babalawo is the maie Ifa diviner while '
tlie lyanifa is Ins female counterpart; they are both oracuiar priests of Ifa. ii ^ ;

8. In Yorùbâmythology, 01oduinareisgeneralIyregardedasthehighestofthedivinities.
9. Tins is how Wole Soyinka describes this primeval Creator offorms '

fO'™borkted by Adeoye C.L. in Igbagbo ati Esin YorùbdQhadmr. E^ns'^
brotliers, 1985). . i ,

II. Given that Ogun is symbolized with iron, considered a central ore in industrial production
the deity also came to be identified as patron of the industrial working class in Cuba. Heiice '
the ethnologist, Miguel Barnet, mformed the researciier in Cuba, that the working class is
ttrchîldren^of Ogun vanguard rôle in cosmological narrative, considered

12 . See Révélations Chapter 17:13. j
13.^ Such trans-generic featiires of contemporaiy Yorùbâ art is the focus of Karin Barber's

Literacy, Improvisation and the Public in Yorùbâ Popular Theatre" in Stewart Brown (éd.)
The Pressures oflhe Text: Oralily, Texis and (lie Telling of Taies. (Exerter: BPC Wheatons,

^ ̂  buttressed by ieading média practitioners like CBS's News Consultant !Larl Bernstem and Larry Kiiig during the iatter's programme in the wake of CNN's
broadcast of the incident in September, 1998. ;

15. See Karin Barber's "Literacy...", p. 6, as indicated above in ed. Stewart Brown's bie
Pressure oflhe Text. ; '
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CHAPTER FIVE

HYPERTEXT IMAGINATION IN PERFORMANCE

IS t'
Following up on the theoretical assumptions in Chapter Two, the researh hopes ^ '

to show how close the performance context of 'Divination Night' bears stnking

commonalities with the principle of the hypertext. ^ il
'  ,r !il ii: iiiff"Divination Night is Fela's day of worship, a heigthened performance coniext

which, in the researcher's view, is highly ingested with a prescient tone of'the '

carnivaiesque played ont in diverse forms, intermingled with song, music, and the extra-,

verbal features of gesture, costume, mask display, dance, mime, and excessive revelty";

m short, a simultaneous staging of an apparently dissonant but deeply interactive rhytlim.

The concept of the carnivaiesque was popularized by Mikhail Baklrtin who, in

Rabelais and His World," equated the form to a second-order semiotic system, and as

he puts it, "Carnival is the people's second life, organised on the basis of laughter"

(Rivkin and Ryan éd., 1998:45). Bakhtin came to tins conclusion by studying fhe

festivity of the Middle Age that exhibited "peculiar qualities of ail comic rituals and

spectacles..." (45). He links the festival, at the external level, to the feast of the chufph, ̂

but avers that ail camivals of the Middle Age (ecclesiatic, feudal or state-sponsored,iled

to any form beyond a replication of the existing world order. In other words, they merely

endorsed "the nomi, thereby betraying true human festivity" (45). For him, the officiai
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feast, in celebrating normative truth, was invariably devoid of the tone of laughter^

thereby betraying any true human festivity. j-; j::/

However, unlike the officiai feast, the camival celebrated temporary liberatiop ij ; !

from the stricture of prevailing truth. The true carnival strove beyond inhibitions tl)' i';"
Ils j-i
iîfss'l

embrace open spaces rather than enclosures, the borderless zone rather than boundarie^l l

f  'and ̂  penchant to dehierachisize and query prevailing order in the course of the camival! d : !i M4lji

This mode sharply cohtrasted to the officiai feast that, more or less, was a "consécration i'S

of inequality (45). At a deeper level, the carnival entlironed an intersubjective space toi i -i:

which ail participants could elaim ownership, notjust at an ideational level but envincedl lii'
j.-; ■

in real life expérience. It is this form of abundant spiritual excess, similar to the mode oif i

représentation found in Rabelais' novel—Pentagruel—^that Bakhtin describes as :

camivalesque. This fonn of speak back' to power, authority, and-heirarchy is common

in traditional festivals of poetic license. The closest experience of this form to Fela is the

ribaldiy of the efe-gelede performance tradition of the Egbado that has globalized among

the Yomba. It is replete with high burlesque, and ah exaggerated forai of représentation;,: ii

not necessarily of the individual but human corporate being in a flux.

The overall concern in this chapter, therefbre, is to show how Fela transpose^

some earlier forais of aesthetic experience, and in what ways such transformationé-

express a ruptured cultural continuum from folk aesthetic to popular aesthetic practices i î

of urban, industrial life. We pose the problematic: if ritual aesthetics is steeped in-

'if ;
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improvisation, how do we recognize the ri tuai continuum when reconstituted as in Fela's

performance? Would not even an avant-garde mask performance be obliged to reenaçt,

as Fela continually demonstrates, at least some aspects of its constitutive form? \

Part of the iritention is to demonstrate how Fela's performance is a derivative|of

'il! , ,the incipient mulitimedia in masking forms, including the less ritualized strand<of
"  ''

Egbado èfè-gèlèdè performance traditions, which has strongly diffused into the Egba aild

other Yoruba cultures. Although a gèlèdè masker, as suggested by. Babatunde Lawal

(1996), is not a spirit médium like the Egùngùn, it obviously has spiritual connectionsi . ,
'k't 'il'' i

with it in the général sense of influence.. It is this comiection that Fela shows withouf

suggesting that it is its essential character. Besides, with Fela, the èfe-gèlèdè aesthetic'is

merely an appropriated fom, for indeed he deconstmcts the gèlèdè 'aspiration for social

order' by blessing reversai behavior in the context of an alternative cultural practâe

(271). 1
If

The nature of transposition of the mask code needs not be direct because the

mask—even as an ideational category—does not offër itself to a simple lite^f
■  ' 11:interprétation. In other words, the undecoded mask is fossilized message, a single

instance that is représentative of other instances, other spaces and times. As a storehouse-'

it is a repository of ancient and current knowledge such as myth, legend and historyi
which makes its language cryptic and its message diverse. Broadly speaking, there are"

two types of mask: one represents a living person and therefore serves profane uses of
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entertaimnent and amusement, while the other is employed for the purpose of rituài. i

What is exciting in the idân or carnivalesque experience of Fela's Affika Shrine is the -

attempt to amalgamate these diverse sensibilities and moods. 11|;

.  " ' ■ iisi'lThe process of deriving meaning from the mask in a dramaturgie sense is ;

that once the mask has been fbregrounded as the primary genre, as Harry Gamba (19|||
notes, "a dramatic gem-e can then be constructed from its code" (45). Indeed, Gamba

suggests that the mask in this sense serves as a crucial enabiing conceptual metaphorlof

Affican and Black drama. The scénario captured below does not relate to Fela's outdoà

performance; rather, the aesthetic pronouncements are most évident during iiiS

'Divination Night' and 'Comprehensive Night' Saturday shows on Pepple Street. FelJ's
reenactment of ritual tluough song and drama did not necessarily attempt to faithfully

recapture those idioms in their pristine states. In his treatment, such performances hé^e

been revised and transformed into modes of countercultural expressions of urban lifo.

Meta-Narrative of Festival Atmosphère

It is midnight at Fela s Afrika Sluine and there is a sudden emption at tire gatdiàs

a small cluster of youngsters guide a figure in the direction of the stage, and the charg^

atmosphère yields to catcalls, whistling and shouts of "Bàbâ Kuti," "Fela Baba," "Abàmi

Èdâ, Augu-stine/o," "léniyàn,"—some of Fela's more familiar sobriquets. He does liqt
mount the stage just yet, waiting for the finale of the intermission. Then Baba Ani, the

oldest member of the group and now band leader, formally announces Fela's arrivai. The
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catcalls résumé aiid the crowd is querying and accusing Fela of omnibus offenses. "Wha

the hell are you to keep us waiting?" "Any member of your household ever got a wri^ti

watch?" "Serves you right that the government detained you the last time!" It is jan"

unending list ofjibes ànd rude talk. :i[| îii'i•

The bandleader is standing on the stage centre, slightly elevated by abdut threSl

feet. A neon light in blue background reflects a map of Africa in red contrast. Behind t|J

band is inscribed the slo^n: "Blackism—Force of the Mind." The worship cubi||

housing deities is on the left-hand comer, midway between the stage and the audienq^'

The band leader follows ail "tiiis motion, smiling, adding to the général swooniiy

atmosphère tlirough his one-liner replies, but generally trying to quiet the crowd. He

seizes the microphone, tells a little anecdote about the African condition, on tlie need for

fortitude in challenging dictatorship, and then, "intrôducing to you the one and only A-

bà-mi-È-dâ, Fela Anikulapo-Kuti," coinciding with a spontaneous outburst of percussiVe

rhythm, followed by brass instruments, guitar and ail, in no particular order; they are let

loose in a syncopating fashion, now cresting, now troughing, swooning and swooniiigi
H; jijl

into the far night and without being anticipated; stops! Microphone in one hand, a loh|

wrap of marijuana in the other: "Everybody say yee-ye," here is Fela trying to give pêfi

to the night's performance. ?
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Neo-Ritual Worship

Properly speaking, the active incorporation of an indigenous fbrm of worship jmi

Fela's performance predates the 1977 event of the burning of his Kalakuta residenç^jl
Jlli;

with his Afrika Shrine then located at the Empire Hôtel, off Agege Motor Road, Lagd^j
Yii

!i iiîIt took until the Shrine moved to Pepple Street for a grandiose élaboration of the worshipi
|f Jii

form, as an open opposition transcript for contesting normative religions practices, itoi

take root. Livid with anger and protesting one of the researcher's questions in a 199^
interview, heie is Fela s reading of the Shrine as a conscious hermeneutical practieé

which, according to him, remains valid in spite of its peculiar circumstance of counter-

cultural behavior. He also noted that ail the basic elements of a worship experience ̂is

relived during his Divination Night: ih

Don't African mothers expose their bodies in the shrine wlien they wear
small dress? Even you see their (breast) oyàn at the shrine? Se, you don't
know? Don't they have inusic at these shrines? Don't they also have music
in their churches? (That) When you have ritual dance ... ladies dance semi-
nude? I say in oiir traditionai shrines, don't they have naked ladies dancing?
Don't you know about it? That in Africa, they dance bare-breasted at
shrines? Sometimes self, the woman go go completely naked? Oh, that is
why I say you university people bore me.2 if

The description here, therefore, is one typical of the decade between 1987 and 1997;

Before proceeding with this déviant worship style, it is necessary to note the abiding

principle that informs the adaptive and transformational eharacter of even formai ritual

as a récréation of myth. Margaret Drewal (1992) captured this dynamism when she
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delineated a broad. spectrum of .ways by which improvisation can transform ritùàl

through psychic transformations or, of esoteric verses tumed into narrativè|,
spontaneous interprétations, recontextualization, drumming, dancing, chanting, paro||v:
ruses, reconstitution of conventions and individual interventions into the ritual evel|"
(27). In the context of Yorùbâ rituals, for example, the basis for this self-renewal ||i
reconstruction is in-built in the internai character of ritual's epistemology. This pa||
explains the survival of the Yorùbâ Orisa wôrship in the New World long after the

middle passage. Besides, Orisa worship does not lend itself as a body of necessarjly
cohérent, unifomi, and orthodox doctrine but more as embedded cultural practices; tljis

also informs the dictum to ritual which says "B'aradan, aaf obe sebo"-implying.that[if
-i ]■we cannot get a bat for sacrifice, we could as well be content with using a similar bill.

Taking a continental overview, Martin Chanock (1997) bas argued persuasively that
religions practices have nowhere been pennanent, uniform and unchanging and both

they and the doctrines produced tluough practice have constantly been in flux" (5)
In other words, attempts at representing one orthodoxy, both on its merit aril

above other competing forms, may be no more than efforts to privilège a false sense of
cohérence and truism of a particular creed. A number of aphorisms in Yorùbâ cultufe
forther lend weight to this attitude, besides showing the essential self-deconstmctiveness
of the cultural practice. For a culture whose sense of hierarchy emphasizes âge

i.sy
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.  . . - M
ildifférence", one of the cognomens (and aphorism too) of the création of Ile Ife, lits

spiritual headquarters, is rendered thus:

Ogbon ko pin si ibikan
Omode gban, Agba gban, lafi da lle-Ife

;f'v-

J t'

In an explicit acknowiedgnient of the vicissitudes of life and the unstable characterliof

casual 'truth,' even the Babalawo re-echoes the tradition by affirhiing that:

Knowledge is limitless
Ile-Ife is founded on the wisdoin of the young and the elderly.

Bî cm' tiri

01a le ma ri be
Lô mvi Babalawo d'ifâ ororun

As things are today
They inay not be the sanie by toniorrow
This explains why the Babalawo consults the Ifa oracle eveiy week 3.

î

M

And these are by no means occasional or chance remarks, for there are innumerable

instances of other contexts, be they of gender or général power relations in which the

power of langUage to posit an alternative outlook is brought to the fore.

Ritual Continuum

'li i-

Back to the ritual paraphernalia at the Slirine, the statuettes and other iconic

représentations of Yorùbâ niythological divinities include Esu—trickster and divine

inteipreter; Sango god of thunder and progenitor of the égùngûn masqueràde

perfonnance; Ogun god of rnetallurgy, creativity and patron of the blacksmith; Grisa ■
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IP
Ibeji a symbol of fertility and of twins. Also adorning the worship cubicle are portrmts

of black figures including Malcolin X, Kwame Nkrumah, Patrice Lumumba a|id

Funmilàyo Ransome Kuti. There is also the Asante stool, a symbol from the Asantefôf
iP'Ghana. There are earthen mounds containing honey, a palm-oil-soaked wick and co\|i|

shells. Some kola nuts are placed in a covered calabash, while a keg of palm-wine ||i
|i 'i'three bottles of GordoiTs Gin are tucked in a corner. A sacrificial fowl in the cubi|lè

watches with distrust. The accompanying musical instruments for divination rillj

mainly the percussion, are the métal gong, occasionally interclianged.with sticks tlie
■  ' l'Hibass drum and its set with cymbals. The cubicle is lighted with red, blue and green bulls.

Worship commences with the lighting of the wick by an acolyte and,

simultaneously, the ritual rhytlim starts with an interlocking clanging of the métal gohg
;!

and sticks. Then the bass drum and cymbals are unleashed in an upbeat and fast paie.

For a while it is répétitive, with the métal gong defming the time line, but suddenly takes

a faster pace, reaching its crescendo just about the same time the rising smoke from the

buming wick gets to a peak. At that moment, Fela emerges with a few votaries liu

masked in white (traditional chalk) powder on their faces. Like the other worshippers, he

is not wearing any top.

The répétitive rhythm is maintained in the background with occasional sharp ahd

intruding antiphonal trap-dmm beats. Fela leads his fellow worshippers to the cubicle.

He assumes a crouching position, picks up some cowry shells and, lobes of kola nut.
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throws them on a tray, and begins to observe intently. His brows betray différent moods

from anxiety and perplexity to elation and satisfaetion. He takes a bite of the kola npt s
l'ii

and dips his left fingers into the honey mound for a taste. Some Gordon's Gin isH
'•ii if-

jÇ, ?

sprinkled on the floor, for deity appeasement, after which he empties the contents of tbl^ii

bottle in the four fire points earlier lit. Infosed with methanol, the flame rises, bathing th|

Chief Priest from torso up, but he does not move. il ?
1 i; ■'

He grabs the fowl and rips it at the neck, with bare hands. He stands up gradualjy
with the fowl, raises it slightly above his head and opens his mouth to start sucking thi;

[l L'.dripping blood. His body is covered with sweat; his eyes, thunder-shot, are glittering; hp.
teeth, blood-red, are grating. He merely glares into space, momentarily suspended in thp
middle of nowhere. He is seemingly attempting to move but somehow restrained by;
what the rest of us cannot see. His biceps are enlarged in this mimetic struggle to break

■i!

off; his head gradually drops to the right and he starts to chant or mumble, but it is still

incompréhensible. i

With unsteady steps, he moves to the right of the cubicle and picks a shreddePi
'i 'canvas which lias been soaked in water. Gripping it with two hands, he swirls it round,

moving backwards some seven steps but with head tlirust forward and eyes intent on thè
deities. He repeats this motion and then replaces the canvas. He fmally pours some palmk:
wine into a calabash and takes a sip, after which he gradually seems to gain'
consciousness of his immédiate surroundings.
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The reniaining content and an extra calabash are handed over to the libation

assistant, who also reçoives the content in a diagonal cross-hand-stretch, takes a sip ̂ d
i'l i't!then goes upstage with the two calabashes of palm-wine to 'feed' the remairijrig
M Jpmembers of the band. Back on stage, Fela is handed a nine centimeter joint of maryu^k

He takes a long drag, as if it is some oxygen survival dose. He emits the smoke in ||e
• ! 'i I

cloud-cluster. and his head momentarily disappéars into it. He emerges to sïart

prophesying; his ambience is of one who has just retumed from a distant joumey. Is jhis
worship or performance; is this ritual or play? J ;;

!| fThese posers on the dramatic experience have indeed preoccupied the attention

of earlier critics like Ossie Enekwe (1981) who suggests that: ij

i j ;

11 "

Function détermines the nature of drama in every eulture. In 5th centuiy
B.C. Greece, for instance, poetiy was central to drama because for the
Greeks it was the most désirable and perfect art form. In Asia and Africa, on
the other hand, mime and music are of the essence in the theatre. While the
mamstream Eiiropean theatre is syilogistic in form, the Asian and African
théâtres are rituaiistic. In Greek tragedy where moral rhetoric is
emphasized, the moral order must be reflected by the order of events—"the

, rightofthestory"(152).

Enekwe goes a step forther to suggest that, "A ritual can become entertainment once it is

outside its original context or when the belief that sustains it has lost its potency" (15^). '
Posing the question of the character of Fela's performance as an either-or situation,

indeed, amounts to creatmg an artificial dichotomy; and one that can only yield a binary

mind-set incapable of appreciating textual conflation. The validity and continuity of
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ntual need not be based always on its efficacy or otherwise, and this can be said of ail

religions expériences. Inliered in this practice is an internai mechanism for explainirig;
ntual success or failure based on the twin fectors of etemal hope and belief in a cau^^jl
agency. There is always a 'reason' or 'cause' for a failed ritual, a burden whichii|
invariably borne by a ritual scapegoat. This point can be illustrated with a 1996 ritij
slippage at the Shrhte. On that occasion. Fela reached ont for a fowl, as he had alwal|
donc, sevetïd its head, but there was haidly any blocd dripping down! Confounded, ,||
ritual assistant sent for another one, but Ihe experience replayed itself in a simil|!
fashion. This was the last occasion a fowl was sacriliced at the Shrine, but that was nfit

■  r
1  •

Tins event was considered ominous enough for Fela to fùrther appease thç
wamng deities shortiy aller Divination Night. Joined by fellow worshippers, they
œached for the crossroads between Pepple Stteet and the Ikeja intetseetion and

according to Dare Jejeleko, an acolyte and résident of Kalakuta:

Fela corne make ètùtù, chant some incantation, turn the ciiicken round and f
round above lus head, and corne flung am away. I think you understand^ After ' •
.h|s, te^cne start to walk towards d,e car to go home, but he no look^aZl l i ^

Fela mode a ritual propitiation, chanted some incantation, swirled thefowl over i I ^

and flung itcm'ay.I hope you iinderstand? After this, hewalkedtoward .
thecarwithoutglancingbackwards. " njwara
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When the researcher returned to Jejeleko shortly after Fela's death, he had an,

explanation for the slippage. He still did not think the event was merely accidentaj; i
Rather, for him, the event ought to have been apprehended as a ritual foreboding bj^li
Africa's ancestors, who were waming the country, tlirough Fela, of the final clampdo\y||
on the opposition by the Général Sani Abacha régime. When we cailed his attention.tll
the tact that the régime had already jailed several opposition figures before the event, h|||
simply went on to the second explanation -the fact that the event was also a signal frol I
the ancestors to Fela to cooie home and rest; and concluding, he added: 1 1

•  v'î i

i" ;■

You know sey Fela no fil jiist die like dat, tlie spirit musl to show am for eves i!korokoro. Dat is wliy wlieii Fela just dey laugli and shake liini liead for stage | j '
wenoknowsayhnndonseeidânforfaee..,aaahAbamihimself! . b -
You h,ow ,ha, Fela coutda y„si l,aee died wUhoul ihe epirUsforewammg him '' '
Tha «m «hy Fela ehook Im head a„d miled o„ elage. we did„ V hiow lhal he
Zmeîf! V'"" ■ ■ ■ O""'' 'te mfalhomable

Besides Jejeleko, most Kalakuta résidants also sliare this view and are quick to point ont ̂
several instances where rituaPs efHcacy had assisted them to thwart ttnwholesomeg-
designs of state poiicy against thelr Repubiic. it is also instructive to note tiiat the event'^
of the siippage did not stop the continuation of rituai wotship at the Shrine; it continued.i '
aibeit in a modif.ed and seif-renewed forin. This appears consistent with the raanner in ■ !
wiiich religions groups attempt to oontain new expériences. There appears to be a^
simiiarity here with how the hippies of the cariy seventies expiained away their inabiiity-
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to make the physical stiucture of the American White House collapse afler weeksj p|f
.  Il Ilévitation, or how the spiritual is substituted for the material by religious groups in ordér

to résolve the experiential. | !

The moment of ègùn (trance possession) transfomis the player in a ritual draina,
who may take up features of the deity being celebrated. Even when the context of ritual

is altered, residues of its origin may still subsist as we also find among commuter drivers
in Yorùbâ land, who, in an attempt to recreate the bacchanalian ambience of their patron
deity, Ôgun, drive exuberantly during the deity's festivals. We inquired from Baba
Bogunbe, the Babalâwo in charge of Ifâ Oséméji Slirine in Ibadan, if there was no safer
way the drivers could conduct their célébration, and his reply was, ewn Ôgùn ni wân
wô—"they have domied ÔgùiTs toga." Eléments of such residues, actively inform'the
ritual practice at the Afrika Shrine. i!

I i
Deciphering the Ritual Code i|

h '
In analyzing the outlined ritual process, it is essential to keep in mind that fôîk

aesthetic form is what is being transformed into a multi-etlmic, multinational, urbdii
Ti ■context here with its rippling changes in meaning and figurai devices. A number of

West African performance traditions foreground the practice we have just described..
î  ;

However, it is the èfè-gèlèdè practice of the Ègbâdo-Yorùbâ that is most prévalent,
serving, more or less, as its authorizing metaphor. Èfè and gèlèdè are intertwined. Èfè is

. primaiily a satirical form, and it is the high point of the bôlôjô season when the gèlèdè
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masquerade makes an outing. According to Babatunde Lawal (1996), during the gèledè

performance, the elèfe (humorist) prays for the collective well-being of the society ànd

satirizes social misfits in the community. He "représenta the collective voice of thb
■  rhpeople ... and can even ridicule the Oba (king) of the town during his performance wit|

no foar of reprisai" (83). Noting that it is more elaborate than gèlèdè, Benedict Ibitoidi|i
l'j(1993) forther suggests that èfè relates more to the liturgical and could, like gèlèdè^

emphasize the fustian, hilarious and grotesque (20-21). For Lawal (1996), the term èfê

itself refers, first, tb the mask; second, to the mask's songs, poems, and actions; and

third, to the entire concert. (113) An additional contemporary usage of èfè is to equatèut

to a joke. Gèlèdè, on the other hand, is essentially a female mask primarily concernèd

with the ethics of guaranteeing social peace and order.

Participants in a rituai, in the words of Edmund Leach (1976), shâre

communicative expériences tlirough many différent sensory channels simultaneously ■ ..

. verbal, musical, choreographic and visual-aesthetic 'dimensions' are ail likely to form

components of the total message"(41) Tliis experience is particularly true of the èfp

gèlèdè event as well as the carnivalesque atmosphère of the Afrika Shrine. Apart frotn

the songs, which were always pouring forth as a background refrain in an èfè

performance, a visual countenairce is added to the carnival with the display of the mask.

The akunbe or amuti plays the paiiiter, and (wood carrier) arugi refers to the masker. The

èfè is also a site for a ribald encbunter, where what in normal day-to-day expression
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would be considered obscene is allowed free play. The èfè of Ilaro, according to La

when paying bornage to Èsù, a divine messenger, describes the latter as "the one with tl^l

big pénis and big scrotum." At other times it tells allegorical stories. As with ail Yorùll

masks, it gives pre-eminence to the 'mothers,' a term not quite captured by the Engli

'witch.'

Either in their traditional context or in Fela's reinterpretation of this tradition,

ntual symbols are neither meaningless nor ai-bitrary. Going through the ritual motions of

the Afrika Shrme just described, it would be noticed that the impact of the repetitiviéL

clanging here, as in many traditional worship, is largely invocative—a device by which

elements of the ethereal world are invited into ritual proceedings. As in many othek

religions expériences, this sort of repetitiveness momentarily numbs a ritual agent and

préparés him or her for trance possession. . ;i

A Divination Night perfomiance exhibits several dimensions of time of the

'worlds' later described. Time présent, past, and future dialogue and compete fof

attention. An aspect of this is évident in the display of ancestral masks which trigger thi^ i

dialogue with the past, and graffiti which compel one to acknowledge the presenii ■

Through their simultaneous aesthetic évocation of several dimensions of time in an ̂
! .5

infinité play of signifiers, realized in the congealed narratives of these figurai sculpture|k

of condensed myths, current discourses, and a power to prognosticate, the mask narrative i

suggests not just the multimédia but, also, agency. Even in their supposed inert state, it
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V  compelsa "suij torse aà an aurai ,estlinon^-t^

concealed messages. Ofthese qualities oflhe mask, Harry Garuba (1988) notes:
The maskjjlay itselfoften exercises an anarchie force upon our pereentions
breaking dt^i our compatmentalizing catégories by being able to mové
nnmbibitedbetweenteabtyandritual,tbereferentialandtbesemiotic.(207> :

Thts practice fmds éloquent affirmation partieularly in the West African theatrleil '
tmdition. an aspect of which bas fbnnd its „ay into dte black Diaspora. At the iitetaty '
levei, an aesthetic continuum iras been demonstrated by Garuba (207) through Woie
Soyinka-s .d Dance of.he tas. Derek Waicotfs D™», on Monkey Monmain, and
Arairi Baraka's Dmchman. Time-space is 'fùsed' and ■expanded' quite dramaticaiiy in
tbese Works. Garuba further notes tha, tbeir stage eschew the iinear, Aristoteiian, untfted '
pio, structure based on causaiity. Time-space is ruptured as we find in Soymka's .d
Dmce, whose worid alternâtes between a worid of the iiving and the dead. Charactets in
Waicotfs Dre™ step out of sociaiiy acknowiedged reaiities into the supersensibie
worid; in Utis sensé, they affnm the vaiidity of a cuiturai continuura.4

The Aesthetics and Hermeneutics ofRitual Performance
The structute of performance at the Afrika Shrine aiso exhibits a unique time-

space with the différent segnrents such as dance (actuai and virtuai) time, and rituai
(vtrtuai and actuai) time. Even with.both. Divination Nigh, can hardiy adhéré to a sef
hme, partiy, aiso because of the impbvisationai character of performance. Divination
Ntght does not quite bave a beginning, middie, or an end in, the strict sense. Tlte nighfs
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Frfomiance 'starts: with an intemission, 'starts' again with Fela's first number, then
Ihere is the ritual interlude aller whlch Fela talks about •starting' the showproper, Yét.
afier the finale, Fela talks about having a 'short bteak,' whlch suggests that the day's
performance is concluded. while also affirtning the continuity of art and his musical
fotm. The structure, défini,ely, flies in the face of the Aristotelian conception of the
well-constructed plot with its empirais on a sequenced beginning, middle, and an end.

ThisishowAristotle formulâtes his concept:

aiiotherafierit.(GeorgeLandow, l992:]81) °ne thing and also has
The ritual paraphemalia and cosmic players represented at the Afrika Shrine dénoté a
specflc rung of ritual participation in a mode similar to Ifâ divination practice earlier
described. However, in spite of ils attempt at achieving determinacy through numerical
combinations, an epistemological inciination also noted of tbe Pythagoteans of ancien,
Gtcece, the Ifi cotpus exhibits an interesting ambivalence: its detetminacy is unstable.
Inhered in Ifa's narrative verses are suggestions of textual instability and plurality of
nreaning, a factor which Iras treraendousiy aided its process of reconstitution without
losing televance over tire period. It is ptecisely this potential afibrded by the latter tha,
Fela seized upon to redlrect.the energles of the gods, dtagging them to do his nmdom
battles and battles of other victims of dominant powers that people his diverse narrative
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texts. This phenomenon of man 'making' and reconstructing god is prevalent in West

Afnca, and Karin Barber (1997) notes Ihls attitude of llie Yorùbà toward Iheir Ôrisâ.

Relations between liuiiiaiis aiid Ôrisà are in sonie sense a projeetion of relations
between people n. sociely . ... if ihe Yoriibâ see Ihe Ôrisà's power as being
manitained and augmented by liuman attention, this is becanse tliey live, in l
tl êlno ° n """ power dépends inle long rnn on the attention and acknowledginent of liis fellow man.33

Fela's ritual assemblage obvioiisly falls short of a babalàwo's repertoire (a Babalàwo is
not just a diviner but aiso an oracular priest of Ifâ, the primeval diviner), but

approximates to other lowef rungs of divination praetices, such as those of the Onisègùn
and tire Addljunse. But Fêla did not set ont in tire ftrst plaee to failh&lly recreate any
such structure; it was just sufficient if his pracUce testified to an alternative outlook in a

Society where both the colonial and independenee dite denigrated indigenous worship
forms: He was only too content if his praetiee achieved, or at least encouraged, a
heterodox discourse.

Absent ih the cubicle of this unorthodox worship are the Ifâ sacred nuts (ikfn Ifâ)
and a staff for tapping the divination tray (irôké). two important items for a babalàwo.
The four divinities chosen by Fela for this counterculture wc^hip are of both aesthetie
and ideological significance. Èsù. for instance, is a pre-eminent player In the Yorùbâ
cosmic drama, particularly because whilè others are invoked, Esu is appeased. While the
otiier divinities are not essentiel to eveiy divination, Esu is-which explains why it is
first appeased (as Fela aIso does) before proceeding with a ritual event. This is aIso home
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out of the fact tliat Esu is a potential spanner in the works. Aslde from ils legendaiy
trickciy, muitivocal, and polysémie attributes, Esu is also the keeper of Ase- utterance-

eff.caey-that whicli enables what is appeased or/and invoked te corne to pass. While
the palM-wine in tl,e two calabashes that Fela hands over to other votaries may
symbolize the bacchanal diet of Ôgiin, the diagonal-cross-fonnation in handing them
over bas greater bearing to Esu wliose favorite abode is the crossroads. One of his

eneomiastie verses testify ,o this: Esu onilé orita, that is, "Esu of the crossroads." And
one of the libation bearers, Nieholas Ajitnele, explained that the diagonal-cross-hand-

stretch was also meant to dénoté the crossroads, as tlte point where ritual offerings are
placed and expected to be dispersed in order to be efficacious.

During ritual motions, Fela perforais with and interprets the dialogues of
characters in the ritual text in a tnanner that is, similar to Esu's eapacity for rôle
conflation. These are rôles that cast him as both perforaier atid critic in the raould of the
haditional griot. And it is worthwhile to mlate tliis to the reading whieh has been given
to the Esù figure in Louis Heniy Gates' (1988 :35) séminal work, The Sigmfying
Uonkey: A Theory o/A/ro-American Li,era,y Cnlicism. Gates makes an implicit binaty
differentiation of Esu as an interpréter rather than a performer. He somewhat atrived at
this coneiusion by suggesting that Esu is contiguous to ôgén -in the sense diat the
fonner stands for the erltic's muse in the same way that the latter represents the artisfs
créative muse. However, drawlng such a watertigiit boundaty in the context of oral and
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folk perfomance renders such a claim inadéquate, primarily because in this context. and

even wiien sucii is reconstituted as Fela does, critic and artist are fused. Our suspicion is

that Gates may be reiatlng to the dispassionate quaiities of Esu, which indeed buttress the

argument of a critic's muse more or iess. That is, the critic as a supposediy detached

interpréter. But then, those quaiities are more of Esu's juridicai attributes. Whiie not

denying salient and oven critic features in tilis divinity, we misread cosmoiogicai
narratives by denying Èsù his roie as performer in the cosmic drama. Esu is aise not just
a perfomier, but indeed tire agency for dramatic conflict and the essence of dénouement.
This roie ofunknotting" contradictions and conflict, Gates himseif acknowiedges, is the
most universal attribute of the divinity-s eticomiastic verses from Africa to the New

World.

Feia's scuipturai représentation of the four divinities as against the déification of
Nkrumair, Lumumba, Malcoim X and Futunilayo Ransome-Kuti in pictoriai
représentation, appears to reinfotce the distinction made by eariier schoiars between
"histoncai" and "rotnantic" iegends especiaiiy as proposed in Okpewho's (1983)
"qualitative approach" (69). This approach attempts to ciassify and quaiify these tetms
on the basis of scientific récognition of the relative weights of fact and fiction. The
histoncai iegend. in tins sense, bears greater evidetice of fact and of iived expérience,
whiie tiie romantic iegend lends itseif to the fictive, that is, the mythicai iegend.
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Onsa Ibeji is exceptional in tliis configuration ta the extent that it has no

particular human referent, either immédiate or distant. Like sacred sculptures of woman-

on-her-knees. it is deemed to bring good luck and prosperity. and this is captured as-
Ejire so alskisa d'onigba aso-"t[ie twin Uansfomis the pauper to the prosperous." Along
wlth Orisa Ibeji, Esu undisputedly faits into the mythic sphere-farther than Ôgùn who
belongs to the sphere of the mautic'- legend. With Sàngô, we have a more hlstorical time
frame. As a hermeneutics of cultural practice, Fela invokes personages of the mythic and
romande legend to validate the truth of his ail and claim, as we find in ITT.

By calling his performance venue a SMne, Fela obviously intended it to be more
than a niglit club; a factor which infonned tlie fact that he anticipated it as a place of
communal célébration and worship. Hence, he prophesied, which, according to George
Thompson (1975.73-74), is a development of trance possession. Drewal (1992) suggests
that chanting and drumming performed prior to tlic outset of possession trance invoke
tlie deity, bringing him into contact with the priest. In tliis circumstance, d,e priest
becomes possessed and starts to pronounce tl.e will of Uie gods (182-4). The voice of the
god(s) that we get to hear at the Afrika Shrine is a class-conscious one, and one that is
unapologetic in its partisanship on behalf of marginalized classes, oppressed nationaliUes
and even the aesthetic subculture.

The wldte (traditional chalk) powder face-masking of some band members and
acolytes at the begimiing ofthe worship relates to the symbol of man conquering death
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m Yoruba rituaJ drama,5 while Fela's communion with the past is a sort of ritual deviçe

to affirm his presence with the ancestors, deemed to be capable of intervening in the^
affairs of man. Tins also somewhat compléments Fela's last names -Anikulâpô-Kuti,
which mean "I bave got dealh in my pouch," and "the one who never dies," respeetively;
cultural sigmfiers that refer to this same concept of continuity. For the Yorùbâ, it is not
simply an ideational categoiy, because by the power of the mask, a person could be

'bathed' so as to assist him or her to overcome the vicissitudes of life. What is évident

from the foregoingis that Fela's rôle in the ritual drama is quite diverse. A number of
cosmic players whom Fela interacted with inliabit the settings and 'worlds' as the

foliowing, among others: Aiyé Àiri (Unseen world), Aiyé Okûn (the Océan), Oôrùn (the
Sun), Ôsùpâ (the moon), Aiyé Kurûkurù (the void) Orûn (the skyey heavens) (C.L.
Adeoye, 1985 :11). Invariably, therefore, by associating his dance with a mode of
worship, he plays médium; by intervening in dialogue with characters of the supematural
world, he plays médium spirit; but above ail, he personifies ultra vires, by virtue
of transmitting to his audience his ritual journeys and encounters with the extra-

terrestrial.

an

we

A genenc description of this performance as camivalesque may mereiy be
attempt to approximate an experience that sometimes defies such classification. What

have hete, among othets, is a rippling hybrid of ritual, spectacle, music, song. dance,
ruse, pun, and irony. Fela's attitude to ritual is dual in the foliowing sense: one, while not
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recreating it in situ, lie believed in ils potency; second, he needed to revalidate the myth,

hence he recreated cosmological taies in ritual, for what is a ritual but an active myth? If
the myth is mert, without repeaters, without its rituals ; then it would simply become'

)

metaphors as Greek myths aie today, or worse still—forgotten. Fela did not want to see

this happen for two basic reasons. First, he wished to use Ôrisà worship as a cultural
i  '•

statement for identity validation and, in the process, to contest ti.e dominance ofislam

and Christianity on the continent, espeeially since the colonial and post-independence
elite has treated ail other spiritual expériences as ludicrous. Second, as a means of

averting the effacement of a cultural identity. He argued that niany of Africa's political
elite have justified their looting of the public treasuiy and emasculation of public
opinion by affective appeal to the authorities of tite Koran and the Bible.

Often at the Slirine, Fela would cite how after niany years of iron-handéd rule,
Ihe late Houphuet Boigny of Cote d'Ivoire built a basillica in the eighties to plaeate
Ivoiians, who are predominantly Catholie. A Nigérian corollaty exists in Général ,

Ibrahim Babangida who, liaving annulled the 1993 élection, invoked the pkase in-sha- .

Allah as an explanationof the first cause, ostensibly implying that the incident was a deft

engineering of an almighty God. If the Koran and the Bible are constantly used to

vahdate the oppression visited on the continent, Fela reasoiied that such référencés cpuld
not be a tool to salvage the Africàn people. Yet, his ritual experienee is aiso of an

aesthetic value, in the sense that a central conception of traditional ritual is aIso the
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possibility of using aesthetics to neutralize evil. No doubt, the dramatic canvas of the

Afrika Sluine is wide and its figurai devices deep.

In relation to the historical ancestor, over the period, a graduai process of

semiotic 'overcoding' of Kwame Nkrumah began to take place, both at the Afrika

Shrine, and in Fela's lyrics, as Nki-umah came to be presented and identified as the most

notable figure of ail the other contemporaiy ancestors. What followed was bis déification

as a symbol of Africa's gestate alternative. This is precisely what Soyinka does with the

deity-Og««_in bis works by making him straddle the mythosphere like a colossus,
and Ôgûn begins to appear like the représentative of the other deities. It is in this dual
sense that the Shrine is home to botfi visible and invisible dramatis personae, a factor thàt

infomied Fela's constant allusion to the ôrîsà and other African divinities. If Fela shows

reverence to the mothers'—the àjé {lyâ Ôsdrôngà, sometimes equated with the

witches),-by constantly alluding to their power, it is home ont of a cultural knowledge
that they could stand a shade higher than even the Ôrîsà. This point is buttressed by an
Ifa divination verse, Odù Osà Méjl, which narrâtes the ajé, on amval to the earth, as
puttliig to test the wits otOniitmilà—one of the highest of Yombâ divinities.

For the Yorùbà, the dramatic, conflictua], and aesthetic qualities of the

intervention of supematurals in the affairs of man dérivé from the character of tlte ritual
text itself. There is a basic human attribute to the deities and a eertain life-neainess to

their constitution which make interaction cordial and mutually respect&l with their
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followers. This conclusion on antkopormorphic qualities dérivés from our 1993

research on the nature of diets on whicli deities are fed. In the case of Osùn—a river,

goddess and goddess of watery presence—one of her priestesses suggested that Osun's

diets are basically environinentally friendly not only to fishes but aquatic life as well.

Another instance of man 'making' god?

Music, Audience and Feedback (Setting) :

With the worship session over, the band commences the 'final' phase of the

Comprehensive Night ShoW. ta between the two. Fela resimtes Yabbis, during which
time he reveals more prophecies, yielding clearer insiglits into instructions ostensibly
received from the ancestors. The révélations convey hope, while at the same time they
are expressed in registers of pun and anger. A panicular révélation may require the Chief

Priest to instruct fans and acolytes to boycott an élection, support a political cause or

predict the fall of a militaiy dictator in the continent.

His audience does riot necessarily agree with ail of his observations, and in such

instances members exercise their right of dissent. The général debate may become so

intense and inconclusive as to spill into the next performance. A fan who feels
sufïiciently opposed to a viewpoint may mount the podium, take the microphone from
Fela and express his or her opinion. If the crowd can relate to his views, they applaud.
hitn, otherwise he or sl,e gets a jeer. Although not given to merely playing to the gallery
with his fans on issues of political and ideological conviction, Fela nonetheless uses tlris
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open parliament to judge their mood and get feedback on his own aesthetic and political
practice.

Localed wilhin Ihe Shiine are four lish-nel-draped dance daises for individual

dancers. liacl, of Ihe dancers lakes a lurn, as Ihe peiforn.ance progresses, lo mount lire
central stage for a solo dance. Toward the end of the day-s perfonnance, agaln, tirey
mount the stage for the group's choreography. Like other niembers of the band, they
might be masked. Their halrdo is often plaited or woven; 'pemiing.' tliat is, chemically
relaxing the haïr, by an unwrltten law of tlte group, is considered an expression of
inferiority compiex and an attempt to ape Caucasian values. Dancers are highiy omated
and don symitetic raffta, over which beads hang somewhat iooseiy around their waist.
Maie niembers of the band are costumed in Feia's favorite orange color soft eotton,
tiiough this is oniy one of the niany coiors of the band's histrionics, Embossed on the
outer edge of each trouser atid shirt is a map of Africa with designs in iinear motifs.

Since the audience can exercise its preference for what track is to be played, on
tins parttcular night, Akuna/cuna is in popuiar request, and we shaii be using tins
performance as an exampie of a typicai 'Comprehensive ShoW at the Slirine. Inferenees
wiii aiso be drawn iiom other perfomiances. A rather racy beat on a conga drun, sets the
tone of the rhythin, interiocking with another contrapuntai conga rhytiim. The cantor
comes aiive in Feia, who at the moment is hying to expiain the baekground drum
pattem.
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Dem just transfer me from Kirikiri prison to Maiduguri, no break nojam. So I
corne reacli Maiduguri prison now and for night 1 corne dey hear dis sound 1
dey hear am: 'ki-jim-ki-jim-jini-jim, ki-jini-ki-jim-jini.' 1 come ask of the sound
from my ce!! mate, Alhaji Buka. Alhaji Buka come say Fela, na di souund wey
dem dey piay when dem wan go dasii woman to man at night.

/ hadjust been tramferredfrom Kirikiri prison to Maiduguri Prison. Once at
night m Maiduguri prison, I started hearing the sound 'ki-jiin-ki-jim-jim-jim
ki-jini-ki-jim-jiin'. I then asked my cell mate, Alhaji Buk,a what the rhythm
meant and.he said it vra5 the musicplayed on betrothing a maid to her husband.

"Brothers and sisters" (meanwhile the background beat is still steady while Fela is

making ail of tliis comment), "this is called AkimakunSemor Brother of
Perambulator." Band members are gradually keying in: sticks, métal gong, bass drum,
then m quick succession the other instruments. Fela is still prancing around the stage,
now and agam pulling a jbke at the expense of his audience or simply yabbing. At times

he buys tune tins way when, as oflen happens, an instrument or equipment has broken

down and maintenance hands are trying to fix it. Satisfied that eveiything is in place, he
faces the band, indicating a countdown with his fingers and at count zéro, the rhythm
guitar shdes m, and after a while, short riffs can be heard on the keyboard. The wind

ensemble comes next as the trumpet, baritone, and ténor saxophones begin to altemate

agamst the defining rhytlnn of the larger section. Other individual instruments are

pitched against the basic rhytlnn in. this order for a while, and the singers begin their

chorus line.
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As frequently liappens in his performance, the trumpet pioneers the short solo

improvisaloiy call and response wilh llie wind section. The trnmpeler is aiso keying in.
for the vocaTs nmemonic benefit, the introductory notes oSAkmakum. Fela begins the
song in a speech mode by requesling a chorus line from his back-up singers and the

audience, "For dis one you go heip me answer say 'ka-chire,' that means commot your ■

dress (gel undressed). Are you ready now, oya iefs go," The audience joins in this

chorus. By now, the later night 'crawiers' are trooping in trying to secure seats. Fela
commues improvising on this for a whiie, suggesting new dance steps which he says are
"better than your funny disco dance; na so our correct peopie dey dance am for village."
'Thar is how African peopie in Ihé viUages—unconupled by modem ̂ays-~dance. " He
suddeniy notices one of the dancers who, apparently, had 'penned' her hair and he

retorts: "See dis copy copy woman wey go perm im hair.. . i beg na so una dey spoii
Africa." (See ,his woman w/,o /.r btlndly imilaling foreigo „oys by using a ehemical
lelaxer on her ham; dm is no! a proper African orlentalion.) His mind fiicks to an

advertisement on hair relaxer and he adds: "Na so one useiess man for inside TV dey go
penn im hair too with Afrosheen, which kain man be dat sef?" (/ a man on TV

applying Afiosheen io perm his hair-whal manner of a man is thai?) Another

countdown and he is at the edge of the Stage, singing;

E no easy, e no easy o, e no easy to be Nigérian ...
E nb easy if e Head of State e no be citizen at any time
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It isn 't easy to be a Nigérian
It isn 't easy if the Head ofStale is not a citizen

Then he goes into another interlude during which oniy the percussion section is

supplying the background rhythm in anticipation of the cantor's commentary. He is

trying to naiiate the audience reaction to some desultory registers contained in one of his

songs during a tour of the predominantly Islamic city of Kano.

I go play for Kanô lia ini somebody tell me say make I no sing dis kain song
because small pickiii dey there. I corne reply say, wait, my pikiii wey sing
for you now self na small pikin.

Once on my musical tour to Kano, someone challenged me for singing a
song whose lyrics were sexually explicit because it could corrupt minors. I
told the person that my child who hadjust sangfor the audience wcrj' also a
minor.

Some fans retort that he should j ustify the daim, to which he replies :

My pikin? 1 don teach am everything. Fuck o, woman o, as e dey there e
kno.vv eveiy^hing because I no believe say di tin wey person must know for
future, you must bide am from am when e small. [There is a mix bag of
audience roar, cat-calls and ail.] Na im be sense, because if God no want
make we know, e for no put am there. Then some Christian-Muslim go go
hide am say Mt is immoral.' How can di sweetest tin be immoral? Dem dey
craze, eveiybody say yeeyee.

I hâve educated my child on the issue of love making, because I do not
subscribe to the idea of shrouding information from a minor—especially
since they are bound to confront tins reality later. [There is a mix bag of
audience roar, cat-calls and ail.] That seems the sensible thing to do, for, if
the Creator preferred us to be ignorant ofsexual matters, he would not hâve
Cl eated humans with sexual organs so visible. Why should some Christians
and Muslims say such knowledge is immoral? How can the sweetest thing
be immoral? They must be crazy. Everybody say yeeyee.
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With ripples of the digression yet unsettled within the audience, and without glancing

backwards, he signais with a raised thumb and a battery of horns blares back as he bends

into the microphone to sing:

we
In dis case of Nigeria, we get important places/One of di important places, ...
get court of law and justice/ln dis court of law and justice, serious people dem
dey thereeee—/Make you hear di nonsense tin dis serious people dem dey do/
Make you hear di yeye tin dis serious people dem dey do.

In Nigeria we have important places/One ofthe important places, is the court
oj law and justice/ There are supposedly serious people in these institutions/
Just hsten to the nonsensical things these supposedly serious people are doing.

Henceforth, the hom section assumes a responsorial interchange with the cantor,

overlapping into his mélodie line. But immediately after the first attempt, the audience

embosses its own meaning on the horn interlude, reconfiguring the trisyllabic musical

notes as "0-jo-ro," a pidgin pluase implying a fraudulent act.

Vocal: Police go go arrest people for road for wandering
Audience: Ojoro
Vocal: Police wey no get destination
Audience: Ojoro

Vocal: Police wey dey waka parambulating
•Audience: Ojoro
Vocal: Police wey dey wander about di street.
Audience: Ojoro
Vocal: Police go stop somebody for road
Audience: Ojoro
Vocal: Just because im get gun-authority
Audience: Ojoro
Vocal: Harassing di man wey get destination
Audience: Ojoro
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Vocal: Harassing di woinan wey get destination
Audience: Ojoro
Vocal: Trying to fuck woinen by force by road by night
Audience: Ojoro
Vocal: Police go charge dem for wandering
Audience: Ojoro
Vocal: Police di wanderer, e go charge you for wandering
Audience: Ojoro
Vocal: Stevie Wonder himself don start to wonder...

This way, the cantor goes on narrating incidents of violation of the rights of food

vendors by the police and other law enforcement agents. His naiTative détour takes us

round real and imaginative streets, while at the same time detailing, in deep sarcasm, the

items confiscated and tendered in court as exhibits against the traders who have equally

been arrested. Among-others, they include: ;7r#;;(#(douglinuts), akara (bean cake;,

steaming rice, okra, ice cream, and 'Ghana Bread.' Meanwhile, the audience is noting

and announcing the number of these items in tlieir order of rendition. The performance

itself is beginning to take the dimension of a multiple narration. At one level, there is a

compelling story line of the song lyrics and a gentle sway of back-up singers, each

competing for aurai and visual attention, respectively. Again, this is interwoven with

suggestive gestures of dancers and othef band members and the exubérance of a rather

licentious audience that is tentatively muse-struck. Yet, a first-time visitor marveling at

the band's dexterity with mouth agape and hands clasped to his head also becomes a

victim of quick wit by dancing fans. The audience begins to yell at that moment when

the song nairative reveals in sarcasm that the trial magistrale is bent on tasting each of
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the confiscated confections, as a necessity for impartial adjudication! A significant

aspect thaï lends meaning to the night's revelry is the dance event, and it may be

worthwhile to examine its relationship with song texts and the général Afrobeat tradition.

Dance as Afrocentric Kinesis

The Afrobeat dance exhibits a variety of physical, expressive styles, ranging

from gentle, graceful motion to vigorous athleticism. An attempt to classify the forms

draws from Afrobeat's own faltering process of canon formation and codification. In thé

track Lady, Fela makes a distinction between two dance styles. One he calls 'Lady

Dance' and the other, 'Pire Dance.' Fela had used the former term rather prejudicially in

relation to stylized Western dance steps of the caricatured 'over-educated' African

female. Generally speaking, however, Egypt '80 dancers were always doing varieties of

the generic 'Pire Dance'—defined by Fela as a dance of total expression. This, indeed, is

given credence, especially in circumstances when dancers defme their movement in

response to the antiphonal instrumental call. Also of interest is the fact that the dance

orientation is female-gender-specific for the simple fact that there were no professional

maie dancers, and Fela was always naming dance registers largely only in relation to the

practices of these professionals. Invariably, therefore, forms that have been consciously

projected bear a substàntial female imprint, even though both maies and females execute

these movements.
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There were occasional dance tutors who trained incoming dancers and one,

Teacher Ajayi Ogunde,' as far as some daiicers could recollect, was tlie last dance tutor

before Fela s death. The tutor takes them tlirough général lessons on the teclmical

foundation of choreography as a means of executing practical movements. Together,

they then simulate générai movement coordination, after which they may now

choreograph some of Féla's music. Dancers are encouraged to incorporate their

respective local styles, and tins way, a short dance phrase may reveal the source of a

particular influence. While being subsumed under the group's général choreography,

local colors can still be noticed in dancers' styles. The Egypt '80 dancer very often yields

a viewpoint that merges with the group's choreography some aspects of her cultural

experience.

Since most of the song lyrics are narratives, the Titerate' dancer fmds herself

extending the narrative frontier in dance steps that aspire toward a lyrical meaning in the

mode of musical visualization. The dancer of Zombie, for instance, almost invariably

reenacts a regimental calisthenics: marching, saluting, and 'pissing'. With the groove in

motion, Fela could occasionally punctuate the melody, retorting "ju-di, ju-di, ju-sile

ee"—an oblique reference suggesting "shake your bottom," meant to empower the

audience to partake in the dance event.

Esi Kinni-Olusanyin (1971) has noted that rhythm is "the most striking aspect of.

African music, with drumming displaying it in its most complex form" (51). In a study
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evaluating the art of dancing itself across Africa and the biack Diaspora of the Caribbean

and the United States, she identifies the dancer's body as incorporating both the

sensibilities arid the more direct dynamics of expression, translating them into

movements that correspond to the music. Such coitespondence of body movement to

musical rhythm is achieved in two ways by Egypt '80 dancers: by metaphrasing—^that is,

dancing in direct correspondence to the music's inflections; or paraphrasing, through a

général approximation to the rhytlim without necessarily 'duplicating' the music's

particular inflections. This way, and through a combination of other processes, thé

dancers are able to create a movement vocabulary that expresses satire, aesthetic

pleasure or even an assertion of their collective and individual femininity.

Beside the more obvions fact of dance as aesthetic pleasure, noticeable in the

dexterity of the solo dancer, a filmed 1991 satirical performance of Teacher '-was

choreographed with a theatrieal element that saw each dancer holding a book upside

down while attempting to browse through it in complementary movement to the rhythm!

The choreographic message is as palpable as the lyrics lend it: "Teacher, don't teach me

nonsense." Sueh body movements are also exhibited in the unwaxed number, 'Clear

Road'. The number détails the declining value of the Nigérian national currency (Naira).

The song highlights the différent phases of décliné in:

Vocal: When Naira fail

Chorus: Many peopie fall with am
Vocal: When Naira sick
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Chorus: Maiiy people sick with am
Vocal: When Naira crash

Chorus: . Many people crash with am
Vocal: When Naira jam
Chorus: Many people jam with am
Vocal: When Naira quench
Chorus: Many people quench with am

Also as in Zombie, the "devaiued currency dance" is executed by visualizing in dance

and body movement the song-text—^^the progressive illness, fall, crash and ultimate death

of a sickly national currency.

Live performance at the Slxrine also serves as rehearsal time for new

compositions, as a resuit of which a paificular .number can be prolonged to twice its

studio time. Once the rhytlimic structure of the number bas been set, a variety of

improvisations could then proceed, usually starting with the horns are brass instruments.

As in the large, traditional plays like the bàtâ ensemble of the Yorùbâ, or even the more

recent jazz music, whose internai dynamics are aptly described by Ralph Ellison in Paul

Gilroys s (1993) The Black Atlantie as "an art of individual assertion within and against

the group""(79), each solo flight here is an attempt at self-definition. The instrumentalist

often starts with conventional folk tunes that are quite familiar to the audience. Tonight,

the ténor saxophonist appears to be more preoccupied with a game of aurai leasing as he

explores the instrument's potentials: its flute-like softness, its string-like modulation, and

its capacity for a strident slu'iek. The audience is tlirilled, but the performer is not done

yet. He is aware that the penultimate soloist is the baiitone saxophonist, equally an
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accomplished player, with an entliralling instrument that has caught the fancy of the

audience; so, he must define himseif against his colleague while at the same time

assertmg his skill, for instant judgment, before this musical parliainent at the Shrine.

Bent on stretching the audience tonight, he goes on, blai'ing a phi-ase now and again,

transposing it, revising it, but generally refusing to make an instrumental sentence.

Ultimately, though, he is aware that his virtuosity is acknowledged only at that moment

when he fully demonstrates the ability to defamiliarize the tune, while at the same time

making it recognlzable. He does this, and départs with a final, extended falsetto. "Y.S."

(sobriquet for Yiiiusa Akinbosiin), the audience roars, even as Feia clasps the

performer's hands in appréciation.

Solos and Choreography

After Akinbosun's solo performance, there is a hrief interval and then Fela

cornes m for the second ténor sax. Some hreakaway group in the audience could he

heard heralding him with, "Egùn n'iâ lô'n kèyin îgbàlè," meaning the biggest

masquerade is usually the last to emerge from the grove. In certain moments of his

improvisatoiy play, Fela starts off as if in dissonance with. the basic rhytlim beat —

giving the feeling of being momentarily lost in a labyrinth of the multiple potential notes ,

he could use. But once he keys in and begins 'riffmg' (as in his extended solos), and

starts attempting to pierce tlirough the background wall of responsive homs, hé effects

an acoustic mood of 'turbulence'. It is about time now for the restless dancers to be
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brought up stage, a job which falls to the same players of ritual rhytlim: the meta! gong

and/or sticks player(s) and the sekere (rattle) player. As in the Egùngùn masquerade solo

performance, they move toward a particular podium clanging and shaking their

instruments as a sign of 'calling' the solo dancer. This motion is repeated for a while

and, tonight, the audience is anxiously awaiting the last dancer. Dodo.

Shouts of "Dodo" momentarily drown the speakers as she is 'ealled' forth to

mount the stage for her solo performance. There is deep anxiety both on the part of fan

and band, over the anticipated contest. She takes her time, acting oblivious of the revelry
f

around her as she knots the Nigérian Midwestern, neo-traditional popular dance

histrionic of white kerchief around her waist. The suspense is in good effect as the

audience is closing in ai-ound the stage. Not even Fela, known for strictness of

performance time, seems bothered. Everybody knows: it is Dodo's day. She descends

the rungs in brisk rhythmic movement, then stops to enact a brief fore-dance and, again,

shouts of accolade rend the air. Aware that they can not hurry her up, the ritual

summoners begin to clang more vigorously in circles around her. Donc, she proceeds

to stage center and takes fast rhytlunic strides across its breadth, as if defming the space

as her s, and challenging the instrumental soloist and the entire ensemble to a contest.

She is 'greeted' gently by the ténor sax from the yet-to-be-waxed Condom, a rôle

which in other performances could be played by the trumpet. Fela triggers the contest by

first releasing short, sharp and angular chirping notes, which Dodo duplicates with an
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ease of corresponding dance steps. However, the ténor blare becomes more obtrusive in

an attempt to heighten tbe tempo, a feat achieved as the percussive section and a

reiterative and responsive hom section gets dragged to shorten its rhythmic time line.

This raciness is heightened when the 'Big Conga Drum,' beaten with faster drum

strokes, is unleashed on the newly defined rhytlnn. The leader-call also begins to change

tempi, with a freer use of changing time signatures, thereby making the rhytlimic

structure more complex. Within the short spate of time allotted to lier, Dodo executes

diveise varieties of Pire Dance: at once doing the swivel dance, and at other times, pelvis

gyiation a motion based on the contraction and release of the groin, or altemating with

a hop-step and shoulder blade movement. Even when her anns complément the dance,

they are also constantly aid in to keeping the balance of a highly stylized athleticism. At

the height of the music's raciness, however, a highly expérimental Dodo, not to be

beaten by a tempo that could only have been matched by a mechanically simulated

marionette, simply deconstructs the pace by redefining motion: slie stands still, in trance-

like concentration, and then bursts into unpredictable body jerks in contrastive

movement to the beat, as if she were a contrapuntal rhytlim. For her, such a dance style

suffused with mediumistic qualities can be effortlessly executed. Were this a Dionysiac

rite. Dodo would indeed be a maenad, like the Sàngô votaries of the New World

described by Umberto Eco (1997). But the climax lias only been prefigured.
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After a while, the tempo relapses to the basic rhythm beat in anticipation of

cresting again with a fusion of différent layers of call and response. These layers involve

the cantor and the chorus, the solo instrumentalist and the solo dancer, the solo

instrumentalist and the horn ensemble, and then the entire ensemble as leader-call and

the audience as chorus. But to heighten the pace, it is the solo ténor sax that is now

challenging the dancer by playing the agent provocateur. Dodo responds in an erotic and

sensuous movement at the height of which she jumps and clasps to a column at the edge

of the stage and, along with the sax, motions altemately in crest and trough, in trough

and crest —to which the audience responds in a prolonged applause to lier seniantics of

dance which, no doubt, is an anarchie display of femininity, an open challenge to
..l-

contemporaiy defmitiori of 'proper' female gender posture in patriarchal Nigeria.

Additionally, the distinct attribute of Afrobeat dance is évident in its bold fusion

of diverse African forms and the réitération of certain movements formulaic in' the

continent. This includes a certain earth-bound motion in spatial progression, extensive

use of the feet—gyrating generally in a flat-footed position and shuffling on the heel,

• "posture with knees flexed, (or with) body bent at the waist" (Adshead, 1988:29) —

pelvic tlirusting and shoulder blade movement. The Afrobeat dance is not simply

enamoured by these forms for their own sake: they are geared toward telling a story. •

As noted by Zagba Oyoftey (1983:118) dance as a non-verbal means of

communication draws from our eveiyday motions but it also gives an insight to its own
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dynamics. In other words, "Each dance genre and, within this, each style, uses some of

the humanly possible actions of the body, selected from the gestures, bends, extensions,

twists and tums" Adshead, 1988:2). Some of the movement practices of a society may

be camed over and, as in the case of a contemporary form as Afrobeat dance, we can

identify such cultural rétention. There is a wide range of rétention in the Afrobeat dance,

which draws from the diverse cultural settings of its dancers and expérimental fusion of

the général Afncan dance enviromnent. The basic primary posture of Afrobeat dance is^

very much in consonance with the flat-footed initial position that is characteristic of most

Afncan dances. The solo dancer is relatively more economical in lier use of space than

the choreographed dancers, beside also being amenable to improvisatory tecliniques.

Two tendencies are obsei-vable here: while the solo dancer is on lier individual dais, there

is a practical constraint of space which, over the years, has conie to yield a defmite

movement attitude that could be niinimalist in space usage but vigorous in its

combination of général body language, especially the creative combination of the heel

and sole of the foot, and movement from the waist through the torso. This dance form

has also conie to characterise female Afrobeat dance gestures which emphasize a

dexterity of foot work in combination with a creative arm posture and pelvic gyration.

The second attitude of the dancer perforaiing lier solo on the central stage, as in the case

of Dodo described above,^ is one of less space restraint—thereby allowing for an

expansion of the earlier contracted fonii.
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It is m this expanded form that tlie dance's features, dynamics, aiid movement

principles become easier to compreliend. Within the broad categoiy of 'Pire Dance,' for

instance, aie olher dislinclive styles such as 'Opeit and Close", "Bend'-Bend," and

•Patiipa-Lobo," araong otliers. The cicsest équivalent to "Open and Close" Is the butterfly
dance of the Caribbean, wherein the legs attd possibly the arms, too, are twisted inward

and flexed outward, rhytltmleally. -Fampa" is tnore similar to female initiation tnotions

m the Senegal-Mali-Burkina axis, and tlie "One legged skank" of the Caribbean, than atiy
popular dance form in Nigeria. The dance acUon here is predicated on one leg in second,
ballet positiott, then the second limb is raised-with foot poiiiting hindward, and then the
ratsed hmb effects a swivel in fuil circle. Meanwhile, the dancer"s posture could be erect

or bent around the waist, whiie the arms are aiso engaged in tlte dance and, neediess to

say, the motion is quite fast. The movement origination here, however, is not the leg,
which is basically supportive. but the peivis, based on a prineiple of contraction and
release. Whiie the solo dancer adhères to this général prineiple, she is constantly
improvising „ith her arms and the degree of swivel. The prineiple of contraction attd

release could still be retained whiie she is in a crouchitig or flipping position.

Afrobeat choreographic datice aIso experiments with the concept of the
horizontal and grotip bonditig in movement progression, wherein members may hoid on
to each otI,er"s hatids whiie defining diverse visual shapes on stage and, quite oflen, they
contract into a circle: arnis-on-arms, and with heads bent ittto Uie circle as if taking a
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collective vow. With a large ensemble in the background, the image thrown up by the
sublext here, is evidently the expansion of tlie concept of the large anti extended

household, now redefined as an extended musical family which Fela had replicated in
his Kalakuta Republic résidence.

Visual Narrative ofSonic Dissent

Beyond the use of the Sound track as a médium of communication, the Afrobeat

tradition bas aiso been extended via a peculiar discourse on album jackets and sleeves;iri
the same marner that oral performance ingests into itself diverse artistic idiorns ranging
from the aurai to the visual, thereby achieving a multimédia format. It is this aspect of
dtspersed referentialily .that deepens the sense of the hypertextual in Afrobeat '
performance. '

Although designed by différent artists over the period, what is now associated with
the typical Fela album sieeve-look are those body of Works done by Lemi Ghariokwu
between 1974 and 1990 which undoublediy constitute a cotpus on their own merit. A
cross between illustration and cartoon, a basic feature of these jackets is their diverse

narrative pattem on tlie one hand and. almosl, a direct extension of the social realism of

the song lyries.

Smce Fela authorizes the form, there emerged a constant dialogue between him
and the fine artist, and between the artist and tlie général context of Afrobeat

performance, which is then fransferred into pictorial représentation in this lelay order. A
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sample of such authorization is the inscription on the album jacket of ODOO by

Ghariokwu which reads;. "This.painting bas been sanctified by our ancestors to support '

the Movement Against Second Slaveiy (MASS)." And on how the sleeves are finally

produced, this is the ÎFme artist's testimony on a 1974 album, Alagbon Close {Glendora

Review, Vol. 2, No. 2):

Having listened ardently to the mimerous recounting of the harrowing
experience from the man liimself and been privy to the varions stages of •
composing the new tune, it was a fait accompli.(f)55) . ,

Shortly after this, he continues:

The next two album covers No Bread and Kalakuta Show followed in tow
ot Feia's vitriolic statement on vinyl. My No Bread was an elaborate oii
painting, a mélange of social iils plaguing a developing nation fueiled by the
then recentiy mtroduced Udoji Bursaiy Awards for public workers—a
lallout of the oil-boom to volume. 'Mr. Inflation is in towiT was one of the
warmngs m the painting. (054)

A quotation on Alagbon Close cover, of the Greek philosopher—George Mangakis,

The man dies m ail who keep silent in the face of tyranny" —is. an example of how an

album sleeve is transformed into an intertextual site for oppositional narrative. On the

album cover of Coffinfor Head of State, Fela incoiporates rebuttals on the military and

civilian elite from his "MOP Message", as part of a collage of newspaper cuttings:

It is twenty-one years now since our so called independence. Today, we
lave np water, no light, no food, and house to hide our heads under...WELL
TO AN INGLORIQUS CORRUPT MILITARY REGIME, WHICH
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CHANGES TO A MORE RETROGRESSIVE. CIVILIAN
GOVERNMENT. (Emphasis, Fela's.)

Complementaiy to the général mood of his song texts, the basic feature of représentation

is pictorial reahsm: the pictures and illustrations 'show' and 'name' naines in a rare

iconicity of resemblance. The sense of resemblance could be spécifie, as the portraits of

Nigérian Heads of State since independence in CBB, who are recognizable and known;

or général, as dhe feinale features, of Yellow Fever, which though has no spécifie

Personal reference, - capture without abstraction. As pften, however, the pictorial

characterization is hardly generic.

The illustrations inay occasionally depict, siinultaneously, a multiple time-spatial

category. In ODOO, for instance, we find the prevalence of a mythic ambience

buttressed by a perspective which recedes into a rustic and romantic setting, at once

enchanting and magical. In combinatiori with the perspective, the 'realism' of this

mythic space is achieved with a sublime color choice in the background, which is meant

to celebrate traditional African values. This background reflects a gentle blue sky, from

which interlockmg hills jut out into a lush, green environment. The landscape sprawls

mto a podium, where it is hugged to a stop by a giant piano with which it achieves

harmony of nature and man. Fela is in front of the piano (in repressed smile) with his

"queens," m the background, donning traditional Yorùbâ attire. Right below the podium

and immediately before members of the "Egypt '80 Band," is a pre-historic-like brook
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on which a saxophone and flowers are floating. The dimension and perspective reflect an

ambience of the romantic, as the authorizing agency of the sonic in which, it appears, the

artist is well pleased. '

In Original Suffer Head, we find a graduai slide from the predominantly mythic

discourse of ODOO into a mytho-historical context. Aspects of the historical are

indicted , it seenis, tlirough contrast with évidences hewn from the mythic universe, and

there is a fusion of the other-worldly with the here and now. It is with JJD that the artist "

moves us doser to a historical représentation, with more familiar symbols and icons.

Iliustrated by the 'Poktsan Arts Trade Ltd. in Lagos, the dominant colors - of
Original are red, yellow and green, the conceptual colors of the African continent in

Rastafanan imagination. The prédominant yellow color to the right side of the

illustration is probably used to capture the glitter of opulence radiated by images of
profligacy and wealth-luxury cars, fashionable high-rises, an airplane and a private jet.
Tins potential ironie twist in représentation simply reminds of the multiple discursivity
generally inliered in popular culture expression.

This is contrasted to the scenes of poverty and squalor below. Here, indeed, is a

stoiy of Africa's poor and the urban ghetto, with its citizens literally chained, a sight

reminiscent of the chain gang of the slave trade era. This pictorial narrative of the

album's theme centrally features a map of Africa dressed in black, an interesting irony in
View of its intended signifier of darkness, uncertainty—even doom. But this is not even a
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regular inap; il is aiso a face whlch wears a look of iniseo- and melancholy. Tears of
blood cascade down her cheeks, presumably on account of the state of atfairs around her.

This African mask head Is burdened by nunierous problems, including économie
deprivation, symbollzed by the -UNESCO' ald attached to il. The depiclion of power
outagc and water searcity testify to the stoty of général collapse. Strapped. on Mr:

Africa's shoulders is a barrel of petrolenm spllling away, typical of the cnllurc of wasle
for which the Nigérian, nay Africarr, public service bas become known.

The serise of desecration in blindfolding the FESTAC rirask is made visible by
the feeling of sacredness reflected from the mask's background with a halo of red and
yellow glitter. Re-invoking a constant theme of the lyrics. the mask has aetuaily been
birndfolded by a Christian-Islanric alliariee synrboiized with the eross and the crescent.

Yer, another polemic has been flagged off on the same cover as officiai policy is
somewhat critiqued as Mr. -Billionaire Rice Importer', overfed and in a rather arrogant
posture, doles ont money to the beggarly anny of the jobless whose votes he buys. His t
political parly is the "Nazi Party of Uselessness." and the ballot boxes wear the Nigérian ̂
national colors: green-wlrite-green. Beside this opulence we fnrd coffins of dead :
goverrarrent polieles. However, on the side of the masses we find Fela's notablel?

saxophone-a free-willing agenl-ostensibly blaring the message of hope. li
The 1977 carieattrre of Johmy Jus! Drop (JJD) o particularly suecessfirù'

Intervention in pictorial cultural critieism. With a profi.se use of vibrant colors, now
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emblenialic of Fela's album sieeves, we are confronted with a narrative direcled at

deriding the African "been to'. The 'been to' in the Nigérian context is a cnitural pervert;
he bas traveled to the center nations-at times only for a brief period but retums with

airs of superiority over bis folks. At other times though, a "been to' has stayed far too
long to remember the basic soeial eode of conduet of the community he or she left.

Il is this hybrid consciousness that the JJD stoiy tells. This anti-herb literally
drops with the aid of tire pataehute to his ancestral home (later revealed through naine'
tags), but evetything about his appearance points him out as a stranger. He is dressed in a.

western double-breasted suit, socks, heavy boots and a bowler hat ,o mateh on a vety
sunny day! The lure is toward the farcical, whieh is revealed tlrrough his tie, draping to
his knees, and his profuse sweat.

In response, the crowd gathered around him stares in consternation, dérision

and even pity symbolized by Johnny, a character with transient identity. Judging by '
his forlorn look, he might as well have dropped from the airplane overhead, and it is
instructive to note the verb 'drop', used in the context.

In contrast to Jolumy, ail the other eharacters here, indicative of the major etlinic
groups m Nigeria, are clad in indigenous dress which are well suited for the climate. The

hope which the vibrancy ofthcir color choice radiâtes can only be contrasted to the drab
gray and sullen blackness of Joluuiy's imposed style. The flip side eontinues the

narrative of Johnrry's drop from an 'Ofersee Hairways', a linguistie violence committed
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against the nomi—'Overseas Airways', to indicate the général Afrobeat practice of

ribald distortion. He is eventually umnasked as his briefcase bursts open mid-air, and bis

real names are revealed: Ogunniodede; Clribuzor; Abubakar, names from three of

Nigeria's major etlinic groups; Yorùbâ, Igbo and Hausa; Johnny, after ail, is only but an
impostor, ̂ followfollow man! Occasionally, as in this case too, words complément the

picture m order to enliance better compréhension and this is how this text is concluded

with the artist's conunent on the album cover:

l

' T London, he has been to New 'Yoik Pans, Tokyo, Hamburg, what bave yoii? He is proud about it! In the
baking sun, he is the only Afriean inan in suit and tie...he is the

youngster m smoked denim faded jeans, he is aiso in high 'guaranteed'
p atform shoes. He is the ahen in his countiy, his motherland! Wait untii his

cotf HetasPCel""'''"''- !

By and large, this is a pictorial namtion of dissent, of the contest of values between

dominance and marginality. And, with a style that buttresses the disjuncture of elite

pohcy—tlirough a frugal use of generic characterization, and extensive asymmetric
form,-what we invariably find is a pictorial extension of Fela's lyrical tempérament.
Tins tempérament is at once contestatoiy and suggests a déclamation of views deemed to
be tiltmg the continent in the direction of "second slavery,"6 and a dépendent political
economy.
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Notes

1. This is as true for the Yorùbâ as many other African mask expériences.
2 . This intet^iew took place December 5, 1991 at Fela's No. 7 Gbemisola Street résidence
3 . 1 lie Yoruba bave a five-day week.
4  Ibid.

5.This^is how members of the Egypt '80 Baiid interpret this device; a confirmation was also
made by Pa Bogunbe of the Ifa Ose Mej i Shrine in Ibadan.

6.This is how Fela describes the neo-colonial condition; he subsequently formed the

tïeme"^ Against Second Slavery (MASS) as a way of raising awareness around the

■«; ::U 'J ; •-
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION
MIDI AND THE FUTURE OF (AFROBEATI MUSICAL TEXT

So far we have clarified the contrasting daims on the status of orality and oral

literature, and their contexts in perfonnance. This has also been carefully linked to the

lelationship of this form with modes of popular cultural expressive forms. In the same

bieath, the research has also problematized the concept of the text in its variegated usage,

showing that the discourse is as much of literary as well as ideological interest. In the

hght of tins mutative essence of the text, therefore, the présent study will conclude by

noting the impact of the Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) on popular music,

in général, and the Afrobeat form and its sub-gem'e, in particular.

While selectively applying différent theoretical modes, the research attempted to

foreground the pertinent rôle of human agency in the best tradition of performance

theory. This combinatorial approach made it possible to achieve a significant depth in

examining and analyzing the difièrent modes of textuality, such as has been presented by

a case study as this. Furthermore, it is critical to call attention to the new direction of the

electronic âge poised to Afobeat and cultural performairce in général. In conforming

with the research promise not to foist arbitrary theoiy on the practice of cultural and

aesthetic production, we shall commence with a quote by a neo-Afrobeat performer

which foreshadows the impcnding challenge:
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Of Sound, the spoken word, and techno ogy
It shoLild not be long before audio/visual

recordings become untenable as evidence.
Cieverly manipiilated and placed in a

différent context, your iitterance would
acquire new meaning.

The Thote ahove is Ugbaja's (Bisade Ologuhde). .he highly expérimental Nigérian mnsician
whose ereative spiel is onen ehannelied Ihrongh an infnsion of the multimédia. Lagbaja's
eommen. on the album Aba„n (a post-humus dedication to Fela). strongly underscores the impact
of new teehnology on art, in getrerai, atrd the musie texg in padieular. What the artist is
alluding to here is the evidence of satnpiing and looping, ail made possible by virtue of
the facility of MIDI. In other words. conversations, songs, speeches ean be

production. More critical for ereative (and Afrobeat) production is the fact that the space
ofplace is graduaily yielding, in the général tradition of digital culture, to the space of
ylow. attd with implication for the différent phases of conrposition, context. performance,
audience and feedback, among others.

Once Fela's Afrobeat tore off from its Highiife moorings atrd became a relatively
stable getrre, it began to generate a strotrg intertextual exchange from other performers.
The earliest fomt of this interchange can be iden.ifted with efforts of the likes of Baba
Ani (Lekan Animashaun), Sandra Isidore (Sandra Smith, Hugh Masekela, and Tony
Allen with Serere, Vpside Down. Lacly. and NEM respeetively. It must be noted though
that earlier on. nrany contemporaries of Fela (in the sixties and early seventies) playing
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in a similar tradition include Wole and Segun Bucloror, Orlando Julius (now Ekemode),

Geraldo Pino, Tunji Oyelana, Johnny Haastrup, and Bala Miller.

While maintaining the général rhythmic structure and texture of Afrobeat, Baba!

Ani, Sandra, and Tony Allen added new compositions to the pool. Masekcla on his part

adapted lyrics of Lady. But even this, as with the others, could be said to belong to the

same corpus to the extent that it does not constitute a major shift as to be classified as a

sub-geiue. Femi Anikulapo-Kuti (Pela's son), Dele Sosimni, and Ayetoro represent

leading voices of a new génération of Afrobeat performers gradually tinkering with the

primaiy principles and orientation of Fela's compositional preference. Although this can

also be said of Tony Allen's current practice, Femi had demonstrated evidence of this

shift when he infused electronic drumming into Fela's Army Arrangement after the latter

had been jailed by the Buhari-Idiagbon dictatorship in 1985.

The différent context in which the new génération Afrobeat acts are performing

can be adduced as an explanation for this shift in style. For one, Fela's Afrobeat lacked

(or shumied) the patronage of the nouveau riche, which seemed to sustain neo-traditional

styles such as Fuji and Juju music—the latter being forms that shied from engaging and

rebutting the client-patronage structure of the state and its dépendent political economy.

Added to this is the other context of diaspora Afrobeat performance in the western

capitalist economy that does not only make it impossible to replicate the big band

tradition, but also imposes its own cultural taste of the house music crowd. In this
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instance, the fnst .0 be expended by the new acts, of the originating Aftobeat style, is the
gtoove that bas conte .0 be assoeiated with Fêla. But even this is ntete

f„.-etaste of the conting rupture on the old Afrobeat fornt by the emerging 'Nu (Neo-)
Afrobeat' school.

This is the tradition from which tire New York based band-'Antibalas" works.
the albunr TultUif. besides the group's more often instrumental rendi.ion of Fela's

composition, its collection inc.udes the likes of Lagbaja, Femi Kuti, Sandra. Sosiunri,
Masekela, Daktaris, and Baba Ani. The MIDI tonch is évident in this collection but
beeomes more noticeabie with the "Masters at Work' and 'Red Ho. + Riof. The iatter
(an MCA Production, 2002) is geared toward "fighting AIDS through popuiar culture
with its AIDS beneirt project. The entire collection of Works revised include Kulakula
Show, Shuffenng and Sh.ding. IT«r No Ge, Enemy, Gen,leu.an, Sonow Tears and
Blood (Tears and Sorrow). Shakara, Lady. Zon,bie. No Agreemenl. Colonial Mcnlality,
and Trouble SIeep Yanga Wake Ani.

Paul Lelu-man and Tim Tully (1993), aulhors of MIDI for iho Profeydonal.
anrrourrce with glee: "MlDI..,has changed the way we produce music more than any
other smgle teclmology slnce magnetle tape" (9). This, indeed, is hardly an alarm
co.rsideri.rg its Impact on tire status and corrtext of musical text ranging the phases of
composition, de,ive,y/performance, arrangement, production and audience feedbaek.
The primary most noticeabie cffect of MIDI is the effacement of the traditional status
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a„d rôle: of composer, performer, conte.., audience and feedback-a curren. challenge
to Afrobeat groupa, partlcularly in Europe and North Anrerica, In the MIDI channel, for
instance, a sequencer can send data to three synthesizers, playing dinèren. equipment
(such as drum, basa, and piano) and si.nultaneously-with ail its implications for the
traditional music perlormance.

Beyond this it can also act surrcgate for audience thrcugh soft wares that can
generate responsorial effect, besides the abilily to effect looping and sampling-the sort
of experietrce hinted at by Lagbaja in the quote above. Lehrman and Tully further détail
the MIDl's potcntial to its anticipated users such as,

• 1 Comnosers and arrangers vvho waiit to expand their horizons beyondSôna techniques and instruments. (Using MIDI .nstrunrents and
;„C"rs "akes i. casier to t,y ont ideas in compos.Uon and
nrrhestration—and to generate slieet mnsic quickly.)

•• ̂  SmTosers of video and f.lm sonndtracks who want to throw away
'  their click books and digital métronomes and compose m an immedia ,

ireractive environment of synchronized sound and picture.
TosCoduction professionals vvho want to use the new tools and
techihques MIDI offers for creating, editing, and placmg music, sound
effe^ and dialog in video and f.lm;Audio engineers and produce
who vJant to automate and simplify sound control, hghtmg, and othernroduction éléments during live performances. , • • „

ivl Educators who teach composition, arranging, theoty, ear-trammg
'  ueôustics, principles otsynthesis, expérimental mustc, programm.ng, or

software and hardware interface design (10).

'  Such are the effects of the digital in.erlàce on musical (and other) performance texts. In
,he first place, this iras implication for the régime of hrtellectual property rights; yet, this
development challenges us to grapple with the traditiotral notion(s) of the text, and the.r
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™de(s) cf realizaUon; .hemes .ha. would seem .o .-equire &r.her reaearch and cri.ical
enquiry to uiuavel by scholars in the area study.
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APPENDIX I

FELA'S ALBUMS

(1)
TITLE - ARMY ARRANGEMENT-VOCAL

YEAR OF PRODUCTION -1985

LYRICS:

Whether you like or you no like- 2ce
After you hear tins true talk
If you like you cool

CHORUS; GEGE

If you no like you hang
If you hang you go die
You go die for nothing
We go carry your body Go
Police station you go die o
Wrongfully

CHORUS: GEGE 7ce

GEGE

100 words yabis on original particulars

Man de suffer he no fit talk na condition

Man dey suffer he fit talk na condition too
Suffer dey Africa paparapa-2ce
A a suffer paparapa-2ce

Condition dey paparapa
Me 1 know say you be African man
And you dey suffer paparapa
Which condition you dey 1 don't know
The condition me dey me 1 know
My condition don reach make 1 act

If your condition too dey make shake
And you still dey no talk the way you feel
Make you open your ear very well
To ear the true talk wey I dey talk
Listen make you dey gree for me every day
And night you ear me talk one day
You self go gree with me
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To be act the way as de feel, I act the way as 1 de feel
Remember one day of course we must die

Nigeria gets money -2ce
Foreign money for oversea -2ce
Announcement slart to iiappen
New paper carry dem paper
Radio dey shout for studio
Obasanjo turn vocaiist
Yaradua road manager
Heavy Government statement
7 billion naira missing
Missing from oversea
Foreign currency scandai
Dem start to arrest ever' body o o o o
He no finish 3ce

Doctor lawyer bustiers, Engineer fotographers
Ali ofdem kirikiri 10-15 years injail

After one year inside jail
Civilian Government takes over

Dem realize ail of dem

Dem say dem be innocent o o o o o
He no finish, 7ce

2,8 Billion Naira -2ce

Oil money is missing -2ce
Dem set upn enquiries dem say
Money no lost, o o o o o o
Dem dobaru every' body
Supervisor Obasanjo
Them say make we no talk o o o
Money no lost dem shout again

Enquiry come close o o o o
He no finish 6ce

Election story nko
Obasanjo plan am very well
He takes old politicians
Wey rule Nigeria before
The same old politicians
Wey spoil Nigeria before
Obasanjo can^ ail ofdem
Ail of dem dey there now
He no finish 5ce

We young Africans
De gets two ears for head
Them get two eyes too
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Them dey see the thing we de happen
Yes

Them dey ear am too
Two people they fat with gig money - big
And the lest dey hungry (yes)
Me Fela I challenge Obasanjo
Make he cany me go any court
I go open book for am
Na wayo Government we dey o o
Egbami o o o o 4ce
Na rijimo Government we dey o o o
Ye paripaa o o o o
Na party Government we dey
Egbami o o o o o
Rijimo ni, pady arrangeee

Wayo, wayo Economy
Add am together gif di answer
Army arrangement

(2)
TITLE -UP SIDE ÛOWN

YEAR OF PRODUCTION - 1976

LYRICS ;

Open that book dictionary
Open am make we see - 2ce
Up side down he de there proper
Open am make we see
Them recognize the world for sure yes
Open am make we see
Because he get him meaning too
Head for down yansh for up
Up side down get him meaning too -2ce
Head for down yansh for up
I don travel I don see

Like any professer for this land
The thing wey I see I go talk
About up side up and down side down
For oversea wiiere i see

Communication organizc ciiorus pala pala
Agriculture organize chorus pata pata
System organize chorus pata pata
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Education organize chorus pata pata
Eiectri organize chorus pata pata
Them people organise ciiorus pata pata
English man get English name
American man get American name
German man get German name
Russian man get Russian name
Chinese man get Chinese name
For Africa my house I don see
Like any Professor for this land
1 don't have to travel anywhere
For evei-ything dey under my nose
For Africa my house 1 don see e e
Village boku road no de
Land boku food no de

Area boku house no de

People no dey bear African name
People no dey wear African dress
People no know African grade
People no dey think African style
Communication organize chorus pata pata
Agriculture organize chorus pata pata
Education organize chorus pata pata
Dem System organize chorus pata pata
Electric organize chorus pata pata

(3)
TITLE -ROFOROFO FIGHT

YEAR OF PRODUCTION - NOT MENTIONED

( There are four tracks in this album )

LYRICS ; ( 1 ) - ROFOROFO FIGHT

Get away fork off who are you go an' die
Fork away, get away who are you e
Go sheet

You dey craze I no craze fork away
Who are you e
Na two people dey yab so -2ce
Where them they yab roforofo dey -2ce

CHORUS:

Two people dey yab hen
Crowd dey look hen
Roforofo dey hen
Wetin you go see hen
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Roforofo fight e hen
Wetin yoy go hear hen
Roforofo figlit e hen

If you dey among the crowd wey dey look
If you yourseif you yourseif de among
The crowd wey de look; And your friend
De among the two wey dey yab
Tell am tell am tell am make him

No fight 0
Make him no fight because roforofo dey
Your friend don vex him don vex pata
Pata him no go hear -2ce
Bye and bye the fight go start
Bye and bye them go fail for roforofo o
Them face go be roforofo face
Them yansh go be roforofo yansh
Them body go be roforofo body
You no go know your friend be
You no go fit help your friend just
Because roforofo dey
If you want help your friend
Roforofo go rub for your face
If you want help your friend
Roforofo go rub for your yansh
You don tell am make him no vex

You don tell am before make him no

Fight 0
Make him no fight because roforofo dey

CHORUS ;

Roforofo don change them hen
Them go look like twins hen
You no go know who be who hen
You no go your friend from who hen
You don tell am before make him no fight
Roforofo de for there lien

LYRICS: ( 2 ) - QUESTION JAM ANSWER

When question drop for mouth
Question go start to run
When answer drop for mouth -2ce
Answer go run after am
When Qustion jam answer for road
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Na another thing go sele O
Why you match my leg for ground
You no see my leg for road
Question don drop for mouth
Question go start to run -2ce
Why you put ieg for road
You no see say I dey come
Answer don drop for mouth
Answer don start to run -2ce

LYRICS: ( 3 ) - TROUBLE SLEEP YANGA WAKE AM

When trouble sieep yanga go wake am
Wetin him de fmd. Paiaver him de find o
Paiaver him go get o .Paiaver him go get
When cat sieep, rat go bite him taii
Mr. Tenant iost him job. Him sit dovvn
For house. Him de thiiik of ciiop. Mr
Landiord come wake am up. Him say
Mr. Pay me your rent
Wetin him de find: paiaver him de find o
Paiaver him go get. Paiaver him go get
My friend just come from prison
Him de look for work

Waka waka day and night
Police man stop am for road
Him say Mr. I charge you for wandering
Wetin him de find

Paiaver him de find etc.

Mr. Husband marry for churcii
He make big party
Then him start to spray
Because him love him wife

Mrs. Wife come run away
Bank manager run come
Him say Mr. Pay me your debt
Wetin him dey find for Lagos o
Paiaver him dey find etc.
When trouble sieep yanga go wake am
Wetin him dey find, Paiaver him dey find
Paiaver him go get o. Paiaver him go get
When cat sieep rat go bite him taii
Wetin him de find; Paiaver him de find
Paiaver him go get o. Paiaver iiim go get
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APPENDIX II

Tr»nscrip. excerp.s of recorded interview by Oluxol» Oiorunyomi with Afrobeat
pioneer Fela Anikolapo -Kuti on Thursday Deeember 5, 1991 at Fela's No. 7,
Gbeariaoia S.reet, Ikeja - La,o». Mexsra. Gbeaga Aroyeboa aod Muyiwa Adekeye
asaisted with the eamera. The interview was eondneted in a breezy, informai
atmosphère, amidst an ever rising eiond o f mariinana ' berbaF smoke wafting by
,he hnng portraits of Maleolm X, Thomas Sankara and Fnnmilayo Ransome-Kuti.
AS often happens when bels witbin bis residenee, the Chief Priest was in bis pants.
Q; ., .How did yen corne about the name '■Cooler Lobitos"; it does no. seem

to have a direct bearing on African ideology.

A: ... 1 change my name to 'African 70' in 1969 and again in 1985,1 change
the name of my music to 'African MusiC because 'Afrobeaf is only a
meaningless commercial name. So I changed back to 'African musiC. no
more 'Afrobeaf. though some call it 'Afrobeaf on their own.

Q; Many people assume your performance venue should be called a club but
you call it a shrine. Is there any significant différence you attach to the
two?

. why should it be a club?

Q. Well it's a . . .

Don't they play music in the churches?
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Q: Yes, they do.

A; What 's the iiiatter witli the iiame of a shrine?

Q- Save that is appears like the place you worship in.

A: Don't they worship in the church?

Q: Yeah, theydo.

A: Don't they play nuisic tiiere?

Q: Year, theydo.

So what's the probieni? 1 say what's the probleni? (Now beconiing

emphatic).

Q- Yeah, O.K., we want to know for instance...

1^0^ you shoiild know more. You have shrine to play nuisic, without

music, there's nothing like shrine.

Q- 's that aiso why you start ail performances with ritual rites'!'

A: Not ail performances.

Q- 1 see. What are the spécifie days?

A; There are days of worship, days of divination, etc.

Q; What days are those?

A: Saturdays.

2.18
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Q; Gan you explain to us the relevance of the background portraits of

Nkrumah, Malcolm X, Chief Mrs. Funmilayo Ransome-Kuti see around

here?

A; Just a remembrance of their work.

Q; Coming to instrumentation Chief Priest, since you play African music, one

•wants to know if spécifie instruments have spécifie meanings, or you

merely use them only in order to achieve melody?

A; (Silence, no answer, merely gazes on).

Q; For instance, are there certain kinds of instruments you would reject for

not being ofPan-Africanist orientation? Take the Yoruba Ogboni as an

instance, they have spécial cultic drums. I remember you were once

interviewed on why you use a presumably western instrument as the guitar

and you said the guitar is African.

A: There's no instrument that is not originally from Africa.

Q; Including the piano?

A: Yes, the piano came from the idea ofthe xylophone.

Q; Please, what are your favourite indigenous musicians or music forms.

A: Traditional music.

Q; Traditional? There are varions types of traditional music.

A: AU. Everybody has something to say.
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Q: l'd like to know about ...

A: Last question.

Q: This Movement Against Second Slavery (MASS)...

A; Is that your last question ?

Q: Chief Priest, this is very important.

A: Eh. eh. Is that your last question?

Q: (mischievous laughter).

A: Because I have to go in now. O.K. We have to continue from here, the

Movement against Second Slavery. First of ail, economically, we

presently don' t have the money to run ' THE MASS', but it stays there as

an idea for the moment. The point is that word is spiritual, it may have

other effects in the future. It may not turn higher into a political party; it

may transform into a force.

Q; A spiritual force?

A: It's possible. It's possible

Q; You're making a distinction between MASS and MOP?

A: G yeah, MOP was a political Party.

Q; Yeah, I know, but it was also an idea

A: Yes, the Mass is both political and spiritual too, but the political aspect is a bit

weak for economical reason for now. The point is, it's more spiritual than
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political. It's going to be a force, such that people would partake in. That's what

I see about it, because we are not saying what is not there; we are saying what is

there, but people cannot see. But with time they would see it because that is what

Africa needs now, Africa doesn't need politics. Africa needs force (spiritual)—

want force, something that has a meaning to people's lives. As regards MASS,

people have to see that there is second slavery. They must see it, because when

the white people gave us independence, they introduced confusion: voting,

parliament, etc. It's the same way our own people dey give us independence,

soldier for that matter, and people don't see it.

Q: But people are beginning to see it.

A: Uhu. So anytime they call it third republic, I say what third republic is this? Who

is giving us independence? Soldier dey give me independence? So, who is what?

What's the shit behind ail these talking. Third Republic? How? You see, am

just trying to show you the mentality of people who are ruling us. It means they

have taken us as slaves already. So, this make person look deeper into life. Is

life really what it is? Is Banbagida really a black man? Or are there two forms of

a human being? Is there the spiritual form of a human being and the material

form? If there are two forms, then is Banbagida really a white man, camouflaging

as a Blackman? Because, these are the truths people have to investigate and

understand. That is why MASS is a force. Uhum.
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APPENDIXIir

The fpllowing photogràphs détail différent moments of Afrobeat as musical

performance and cultural politics

A. Kalakuta Republic witli the eniblazoned logo "Africa '70," siiortly before it was

destroyed by military personne! on February 18, 1977.-(Courtesy, Knud Viiby.)

B. Fëia, at the Afrika Shrine on Pepple Street, Ikeja, Lagos. (Courtesy, Femi B. Osunla)

C. 'Fela, in cast, after attack on Kalakuta Rèpublic, 1977. (Courtesy, Femi B. Osunla)

D., "Do not say Indian Hemp; say Nigeria Natural Grass (NNG)."—Fela (Courtesy,

TheNewsmagaûne.) .

E. Fela's inother, Funmilayo, in hospital after assault on lier by military personnel

during the Kalakuta incident. (Courtesy, Femi B. Osunla)

F. Fela in worship Session, with an acolyte in crouching position, at the Afrika Shrine.

. (Courtesy, Femi B. Osunla)

G. Fela's queens, and singers onstage in Europe, 1984. (photos tins page courtesy of

Juliët Highet)/ Multi-instrumentalist Fela on Piano, (Crédit, Chico)
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Fela, at tlie Afrika Shrine on Pepple Street, Ikeja, Lagos.
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Fela, in cast, after attack on Kalakuta Republic, 1977.
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'Do net say Indian Hemp; say Nigeria Natural Grass (NNG)."—Fela (Courtesy, TheNews magazine.)
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Fela's mother, Funmilayo, in hospital after assault on her by
military personnel during the Kalakuta incident.

(Courtesy, Femi B. Osunla)
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Fela in worship session, with an acolyte in crouching position,

at the Afrika Shrine. (Courtesy, Femi B. Osunla)
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New Afrobeat acts: (L-R) Femi Anikulapo-Kuti (Positive Force); Bisade Ologunde (Lagbaja); Dede Mabiaku
(Underground System).
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